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INTRODUCTION
By Michael P. Balzano, Jr.
Director, ACTION

Fiftern years ago, when organized voluntarism was in its in-
fancy, a conference was held in Puerto Rico to discuss the
potential role that could be filled by young Americans serving
as volunteers overseas. The participants at that conference were
diplomats and representatives of governments, and the setting
was formal. Afterwards, a report of the proceedings was pub-
lished under the title: "The Hidden Force." The potential of
what existed in the field of volunteer work was at that time yet
to be realized.

Today the picture is dramatically different. Almost every coun-
try in the world has its own program of domestic development
service, whereby hundreds of thousands of citizens, young and
old, are mobilized to serve the development needs of their
nations and communities, and to help the poor and disadvan-
taged sectors of those nations and communities. In addition,
many countries have programs which enable young people to
undertake periods of service overseas. Governments, voluntary
agencies, universities and schools have all been drawn into this
movement, so that we no longer need to talk about its potential
as a hidden force. Indeed, some would go so far as to say that
voluntarism is no longer an emergent force; its existence is real,
and more importantly, it is a tool for development.

All this might strike some as highly optimistic, and overly
assertive. I would disagree. Earlier this year ACTION took an
initiative which led to another, conference on voluntarism, held
in Vienna in June 1976. My optimism and asserticns are based
on what happened there, awl what has come to be called "the
spirit of Vienna". This spirit fuels all of us who participated
with the knowledge, optimism and assertiveness that organized
voluntarism has a powerful world-wide presence, and that it has
a vital role to play in the processes of general social and eco-
nomic development. Most importantly, it offers all of us an
opportunity to express our individuality through work with
and for others.

Read this report, and join me in my optimism. Share the spirit
of Vienna.



Part I

Voluntarism:
A Historical Perspective

"Volunteering is not new to my country; it is part of our culture andtradition."

This statement and other similar ones were made by a number ofspeakers at the 1976 International Conference on Volunteer Service.Although expressed differently 'by each participant, the message con-
veyed was essentially the same: in Europe, the Americas, Africa, Asia,and the Pacific

Islands, vohmtarism is not new; it is a rediscovery ofsomething very old indeedman's cooperative spirit to serve others.Organized voluntarism, however, in the modern idom is new; but toattempt to fix an actual age on its conception
would be to run therisk of promoting an intense debate. It would be better to say that ineach r-Iuntry this new entity is at different stages of development, withenormous growth potential. A casual observer at any of the sessions,

,Iormal or informal, at the Vienna
Conference would have quicklydiscerned this fact.

Less than twenty years ago developed countries began what hascome to be called
"export" volunteer programs. Britain's VoluntaryService Overseas and the ';merican Peace Corps were the pioneers,though other forms of organized voluntary servicein particular PierreCeresole's Service Civil

Internationalpre-dated these initiatives bydecades rathc7 than years. SCI's work camps aimed to promote peaceand understanding by bringing people from different nations andcultures together for periods of short-term service. The concept hassurvived to this day and, indeed, has been replicated in many countries.The work campers involved in these projects soon perceived the valueof not just working for a particular community, but of working withit as much as possible.

8



2 : VOLUNTARISM: ME REM. AND EMERGING POWER

The objectives of the "export" programs and of the volunteers who

served in those programs were not so very different, though, as the

programs
developed, one of the major aims became the meeting of

needs for skilled manpower in newly independent developing countries.

There were few volunteers, however, returning from their period of

service overseas who could not ,say that they received far more than

they gave. The benefit to the volunteers and the developing countries

was therefore mutual. Whether it was equal or not was open to question.

During the 1960's, the concepts of "short-term" and "expOrt" volun-

teer service were fully developed, and were soon joined by another

form of organized voluntarism"domestic"
programs. These programs

took their impetus and direction from both the existing forms of

organized voluntarism and from a number of domestic needs and condi-

tions that had to be met. As the "export" programs developed, it was

soon realized that the social problems and community needs were not

found solely outside of one's own country: they were very much in

existence at home. Second, the demands from young people for the

opportunity to serve, particularly during the latter 1960's and early

1970's when they began to express their frustration and anxiety about

the major ills of society which they saw around them, could not be

satisfied unless other forms of community services were developed.

Their "consciousness"
demanded outlets.

Third, there was the growing

realization in governments, even in the richest countries, that govern-

ment provision alone could not hope to satisfy every development need.

The necessary resources had to come from the community, the people,

and the government.
Fourth, there was the parallel problem of unem-

ployment and under-employment.
At first, this problem was unique

to the developing countries, but now it was global in its effects. Such

circumstances produced people seemingly
without value to society

and without the skills to make them useful. Consequently, they were

being deprived not just materially, but also psychologically;
as a

result they lost pride and dignity. Through the advent of service

programs, these individuals could improve their skills and assist

society. Fifth, there was a growing dissatisfaction among both the

young and those concerned with the development of volunteer service

that the establishment of costly formal education systems all over

the world were producing
citizens blind to the real needs of their

countries and ill-equipped to deal with those needs. The formal

education systems
appeared to be one of the agents of destruction of

those traditional cooperative values which now demanded retention,

9



Voluntarism: A Historical Perspective : 3

since, as noted above, they were seen to be an indispensable aid to the
development process.

The sixth circumstance which contributed to the growth of domestic
volunteer services was also closely related to the development process.
Developed and developing countries alike came to realize (though this
process is not yet complete) that social and individual personal develop-
ment "does not magically or automatically follow from material, physical
development. In other words, material provision, needed though it
may be, often tends to dest:oy three essential ingredients of the social
bloodstreamself-reliance, interdependence and cooperation. The devel-
opment of volunteer services and indeed of the wider concept of the
mobilization of human resources, thus came to be seen as a necessary
parallel to the process of material and economic development. The
result of the failure to learn this lesson can be seen in those societies
and countries where material development has far outstripped, or even
completely ignored, and consequently entirely.atrophied, the individual
and social side. Such societies faced the task of rediscovering lost tradi-
tional values. Other countries and societies where the material develop-
ment process has not advanced so far are faced with the easier task of
rekindling rather than rediscovering.

The seventh reason for the development of domestic volunteer
services was the realization of the gap which was growing between the
government on the one hand and the people at the grass roots on the
other. Centralized systems of planning and professionalized and institu-
tionalized systems of social welfare were the culprits. This gap needed
to be filled with intermediary, interpretative organizations having the
credibility of both parties. Volunteer organizations supported by the
government but with their constituency among the people could clearly
fin this gap.

Finally; just as material development was seen to be Contributing to
the decay of social interaction and individual self-reliance, so too was
the process of 'economic development seen to be -widening, rather than
narrowing the gap between the "haves" and "have-nots". The develop-
ment of volunteer service, and the mobilization of human resources
drew increasing impetus from this realization, and, as the reader will
see, were topics much debated and discussed at the Vienna Conference.

All of these existing experiences, needs, problems, issues and oppor-
tunities contributed to the growth of domestic volunteer and mobiliza-
tion programs. In the following pages, the reader will note that in the

1 0



4 : voLUNTARISM: THE REAL, AND EMERGING POWER

process of development, which has continued through the 1960's and

1970's, the concept of voluntarism itself began to change.
The domestic programs have come to be classified as they have

developed and multiplied. "Training and employment schemes" tend

----to.be basically oriented to providing young unemployed and/or unedu-

cated people with basic skills and education through their involvement

in development work. Where this orientation is reversed, with the

development task as the main aim and the providing of "on the job"

skill or citizenship training of secondary importance, the program may

be classified as a "social and technical development scheme". Programs

for students in secondary or higher educational systems have a clear

individual identity. These progiiims, called "study service schemes",

are perhaps the most recent form of domestic volunteer work. Already

there exists a wide variety of schemes. For example, where study service

involves university students, it is sometimes a graduation requirement.

'As all of these forms of volunteer service and mobilization grew in

size, improved in quality, and became more definitive in terms of

aims and objectives, it was both desirable and inevitable that inter-

national and regional coordinating and developmental bodies should

come into existence. At the international level the Coordinating

Conunittee I'M- International Voluntary Service (CCIVS) and, until

recently the International Secretariat for Volunteer Service (ISVS)

provided a forum for debate, resolution and the sharing..of ideas. In

addition, there are a number of regional conferences and more informal

regional groupings. The United Nations Volunteer Program dating

from 1971 represents a unique multi-national approach to export

. volunteer work and, indeed is one of the pioneers in terms of developing

closer links between the various volunteer programs outlined above.

On a global scale, the 1976 International Conference on Volunteer

Service in Vienna was the first opportunity for those concerned with all

types of volunteer service and the mobilization of human resources to

assemble in one arca in order to review the past, assess .the present,

and project the future role of volunteer service. Indeed;'the Conference

was unique in respect to participants:, volunteer program directors

and staff were joined by government personnel and by representatives

.of funding agencies, relief and charitable organizations, and universi-

ties. Many participants came from the field of thought and action,

thus enabling the discussion of volunteer service and mobilization

of human resources to take place in a highly relevant context, rather

than in a vacuum. The list of participants which appears near the end
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of this report will give the reader a more exact idea of the range of
backgrounds of the Conference participants.

The. Conceptualizatior of the Vienna Conference

Late in 1975, consultations were held in a number of countries following
the initiative of the United States ACTION agency. These consultations
revealed two things: the idea of a conference was welcomed, though
many felt that :shotikL,he planned:, by aft international group rather
than by one country-or agency. This led to the formation of an Inter-
national Steering Committee whose membership is listed in the Con-
ference program section of this report. The members fully realized
that they had no special status enabling them to exercise any degree
of control over their colleagues in the rest of the world through the
planning of a conference. They approached their work seriously and
tri,ed to devise a format which would give a large number of people
from a wide range of countries, cultures and programs the chance to
share experiences, ideas and visions.

The timing and venue of the Conference were discussed and decided
upon at the first meeting of the Steering Committee held in Vienna
in February, 1976, and a preliminary outline of the program was
determined. Between that meeting of the Committee and the next one
two months later in London, the staff of the Conference Secretariat
(provided by ACTION and known as CONSEC) working in conjunc-
tion With the Steering Committee was able to communicate with
various volunteer organization personnel throughout the world to give
the Steering Committee some idea of the reaction to its early plans.
At the London meeting, the Steering Committee finalized the program
and determined who should give the major speeches and case study
presentations and how the response and discussion panels were to be
comprised. A third meeting of the Steering Committee took place
in Vienna immediately before the Conference began and meetings were
held throughout the Conference week.

With organizational matters resolved the question of funding thenhad to be answered. Through the combined efforts of the Steering
6mmittee, the Secretariat and a host of individual governments and
organizations, full or part sponsorship for participants was, in fact,
obtained. Reference should be made and sincere acknowledgement
given to those agencies who so generously provided financial resources:ACTION, the United States Agency for International Development

12



VOLUNTARISM: THE REAL ANA) EMtRGING POWER

(AID), The Foundation of the Peoples of the South Pacific, Aktions-

gemeinschaft Dienst fur den Frieden, Ford Foundation (Egypt Office),

CARE, Stichting Nederlandse Vrijwilligers, Association Francaise des

Volontaires du Progres, Deutscher Entwicklungsdients, Institut fur

Internationale Zusamrnenarbeit, and DANIDA.

We further acknowledge the services of International Voluntary

Services, Inc. (IVS) and its Executive Director, Anthony Lai-

administration and distribution of these funds.

The amount of time passed between the original ide \An-

-ference and the actual event totaled six months! In terms 1)9)1

organization, sponsorship and participation, the Conference was truly

international.
This report is an account of the main topics and issues discussed

during the Conference week. Above and beyond the main topics, two

more theoretical objectives were at the heart of the Conference: to

-encourage the growth and development of volunteer service and to gain

an understanding of its "real and emerging power as a mean's- of

national and international social and economic development. As one

participant so aptly stated:
"What we are involved in is no longcr a peripheral exercise or activity

for a privileged fewour experience, abilities and potential are vital to

a development process which will avoid the errors and evils of the past.

People are the new currency of this process, and they are what we have

in abundance."

13



Part II

Summary of
Conference Proceedings

Note on Conference Format and the Structure of Proceedings

The principal objective of the International Conference on Volunteer
Service was to bring together people involved with the promotion,
development, support, coordination and funding of volunteer programs
to exchange ideas and experiences. No formal resolutions were sched-
uled; no draft agreements were to be put up for debate and vote; and
there were no plans for the occasion to be anything otheir than an oppor-
tunity to assess voluntarism as it presently exists and to explore its
potential impact on development. Participants came in the true spirit
of voluntarism: to share and to learn. They left with what has come
to be called "the spirit of Vienna": refreshed by contact with colleagues
from all corners of the world and by the realization that problems and
issues formerly thought to be unique are shared by others representing
a wide variety of cultures; challenged by their ideas and experiences;
optimistic about the future; and invigorated by the knowledge that to
say, even now, that voluntarism is an emerging power with regard to

. development is to understate the case. Its role in the development
process is clearly visible, and indeed vital.

The conference structure allowed ideas and information to be shared
in five main contexts (as well as informal conversations and meetings) :

major speeches
case study presentations, from four countries representing distinct
geographical regions
response panel sessions

panel sessions, where groups of speakers discussed ma.;3r aspects of
voluntarism, mobilization and development
small workshop discussion groups

1 4



: VOLUNTARISM: THE REAL AND EMERGING POWER

The summary of the conference proceedings which follows is izot
chronological. The discussion of the major themes occurred in several
or all of the five contexts. The summary attempts to synthesize the dis-
cussion relevant to specific themes so that the reader can gain a full
picture, rather than seeing tantalizing and confusing glimpses of it here
and there.

Direct quotations from participants have been used extensively, and
it is hoped that their accuracy has not been distorted either by the
processes of recording or editing.

15



Chapter

Introduction

"Probably the most important ti -.1optv In the thinking of present
day volunteers is that sei ;,n fr, men are not a matter of
charity but a matter of jusinc. And perhaps it is even more important
than that. Perhaps the driving force behind voluntary service and, at
the. same time,..its main promise for .the future is the, rapidly growing-
notion that the interests of our fellow-men, in other parts of the world
are directly and very closely related to our own interests. This growing
notion may be somewhat disenchanting at first, as it strips voluntary,
service of much of its mystique. In the end, however, it enriches the
service as it makes it essential for all of us, a fundamental requirement
for a decent human existence in a full world."'

(Jan P. PronkMinister for
Development Corporation, The
Netherlands)

"We need a multiplicity of . . measures if we are to succeed in break-
ing the vicious circle which the Swedish economist Gunnar Myrdal has
called the circular causation. of underdevelopment.. It is this which
makes the poor even poont=ill the time unless and nntil the circle is
broken by concentrated and concerted efforts. One of the most impor-
tant of these forces is the individual's personal commitment to human
solidarity and the idea of social justice. It is this commitment which
forms the concern of (volunteer) organizations."

(Ernst E. VeselskySecretary
Of State for the Chancellery,
Austrian 'Federal Republi0
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"In a developing country . . . the gap between the haves and the have
nots is still big and the bridging of it is not possible through formal
education alone. In order to be able to bridge the gap in a relatively
short time, one should devise . . programs which . . could be imple-
mented by chain reaction systems which progress and rn.,Itiply geo-
metrically. This appears to be a highly desirable system of :mobilization
of human resources."

(Washington P. Naiiitupulu
Secretary of BUTSI Indonesia)

At' is-significant that these three statements were made within- an'hour
of the opening of the International Conference on Volunteer Service.
The themes so introducedof the need for new development strategies,
which involve the sensitization, mobilization, zr ,.1 participation of indi-
viduals and communities at the grass roots, rather than centrally
planned and organized schemes; of the consequent crucial role of vok,
unteer services in those piocessesproved to be the dominant issues
throughout the five conference days. Indeed, they remained a focus of
discussion right through to Murray Thomson's (Canada) closing
address, which contained the somber warning: "The-ship of inter-....

national development is afloat on Ific high 'seas . . . rirdikrless . . .

and no one is on the bridge"....3itaiting in mind their, rapacity to
mobilize hundreds of thousancls--n4., .0414 e u..act as intermediaries and
to be a powerful pressure group, !tt4,: aimed volunteer orgimizations to .

seize the helm.
This summary of the conferenot mriiin begins within this context

and the neW role that this context itairktrt; concerns for social justice,
not mere charity. It outlines the issues edvp/essed by Secretary of 'State
Veselsky 'when he said that voluntarism fami-the potential to leap from
the cause of philanthropic conceal kr 4* disadvantaged to the very
breaking .of the circular causation oS powitty, and the bridgiitg of the
world-wide gap between the "ha' and "have-nots".



II
Voluntarism in the Context of
the Develop!ng Process

This theme was first introduced by Minister Jan Pronk, who called for
a new, basis for ,international economic relations: a New International
Economic Order. In describing this new order, he outlined his view
of the aims of development;

"The New Order sets the pattern for better use of the world's
resources, for selective economic growth directed towards a more equita-
ble dit.' ribution of wealth, and for the construction of international
machinery for decision making. It would be right to keep Adler
Karlsson's principle in mind: that nobody should increase his wealth
until the basic needs of his fellow-men are fulAlled."

But his description was prefaced by a pessimistic view of the con-
tinuing inability of governments to collectively agree upon interna-
tional strategies and plans of action. He cited as an example UNCTAD
IV, which "proved once more that not all of the richer countries are
as yet prepared or able to adjust their national policies to meet the
just demands of the poorer countries." He noted that conditions of
recession and inflation in the industrialized countries were only in part
the cause of this reluctance. He felt that other causes were both'the
lack of public support and pressure in the industrialized countries; and
the existence of powerful forces which have a vested interest in pre-
serving the status quo of the inequitable distribution of wealth and
access to resources. This point was taken up by a number of partici-
pants, including Fetaui Mataafa (Western Samoa), who stated "Devel-
oped countries must halt the trade union control of exports. It is ,

18



: VOLUNTARISM: THE REAL AND EMERGING POWER

hypocritical of those countries to talk about new international eco-

nomic orders without halting their exploitation of the Third World."
This view was shared by Susan Bullock (United Kingdom) who, though

optimistic about the potential of voluntarism in the development proc-

ess, thought that realism was needed if the gap between the developed
and developing world was to be narrowed: "We cannot divorce vol-

untarism from wider economic and political considerations of inter-

national relationships. What can voluntarism accomplish when all other

systems operate out of self-interest? We must be aware of these broader
cOnSiderations. The problem-is-the-exploitation of the Third World
by the developed nations."

But even in this area of powerful vested interests there was .a clearly

discernible role for the volunteer, who, having been sensitized through

work overseas returns home aid seeks to raise public consciousness, and

influence government policy, either through pressure and lobbying activ-

_ities, or by becoming part of the decision and policy making process.

But what should be the aim of the development process? The ques-

tion had to be answered before the role of volunteer services in that

process could be assessed. Inothe panel session. on "Areas7for Mobiliza-

tion in the Next Decade" which followed the three opening speeches,
John Sommer (USA) said that it should be oriented toward providing

for basic human needs, narrowing the gap between "haves" and "have-

nots" without being paternalistic, by ensuring maximum leasibie par-
ticipation of the people in the planning and operation of the develop-

ment efforts which affect them. He said, "However you...look at it, it

has4to be at some stage political, because it has to involve structures

and people's access to their basic needs, human: needs, and that means

access to power . . .". Omar Sey (The Gambia) noted the following

aims of development: stopping migration froncrural to urban areas by
making rural.life more attractive by the establishment, re-establishment

or improvement of rural skills, industry and lagriculture. Above all, he
stressed that it shGuld airrr at "raising the dignity of rural life", a,point
also made by Virginia Murdoch de Payra (Uruguay) .

In his address, E F. Schumacher (Director, intermediate:Technology
Development Group) also spoke of the rural development aims of
appropriate technology: "More and more areas will find an insoluble
problem of keeping the population because there will be no jobs,
because the big scale, highly complex, highly capital intensive tech-
nology is meaningful only near the biggest towns". G. K. Frimpong
(Ghana) talked of the need for industrial, agricultural, and: business
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infrastructures in the rural areas, so as to prevent the continuing
exploitation of villages which form the underdeveloped core of the
developing countries, and which consequently bear the brunt of the
economic exploitation process. Both A. T. Ariyaratne (Sri Lanka)
and Sheo Sankar Singh (India) agreed with this view, the former add-
ing that there was bureaucratic and political exploitation as well as
economic exploitation and the latter saying, "What I feel is that one
definition of development should satisfy both the developed and the
developing world because we have to learn from the experience of both
these areas. That definition is: Development is essentially economic

- growth, but economic growth itself has- to be accompanied -by-social
ips.tice so that the fruits of growth are shared equally by all sections.of
glee society instead of some getting rich on it even within national
boundaries, and some, at the same time, getting poorer. Then, after
satisfying this minimum essential condition of lifeforrevery individual
in that country we _have to 'see that this development, this growth, is
not at the cost of human values which the developed world
today and the Third-World will also face tomorrovt..-When we progress
Nh simply the economic form of development we-will assuredly face
the:same problem."

Between these Niews of the aims of internationabdevelopment strate-
gies and of those of development at the rural, village level, there were
others which focused mare on the national, context. Mohammed Bin

.Wahiduddin (Malaysia) asserted that self-reliant attitudes have been
eroded by the increased reliance of individual rithens on the govern-
'rnent, a point whichlwas reiterated by Michael Balzano (USA), "Wants
become needs, need& become expectations, expectatiormbecome rights",
and succinctly summarizedL in one of the cliscussionorkshops. J. P.
Rabel Ossono (Cameroon) and Pierre N'Doye (Senegal) both added
a related pointthat there is now a growing recognithm that govern-
ment alone has neither the resources nor the abilities .to provide for all
aspects of the development of a country..Its actionsnnust be supple-
mented by the efforts of the people themselves. G. K. Frimpong stressed
"Unfortunately no government in the developing world, not even the
countries that have oil, can shoulder the task of providing all the
amenities required by its people and carry out all development projects
alone." Participants from developed countries noted that their coun-
tries were rapidly-coming to the same conclusion.

Two particular-aspects of ti.e development process came under scru-
tinr- what do-we-mean by '.'development", and who plans, controls and
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activates it. John Sommer characterized development as striving to
foster "a sense of dignity, a sense of having a meaningful freedom of

choice that one can exercise to develop one's own person, one's own

family and one's own community". He added, that "development tra-
ditionally has had an emphasis on growth, on combating poverty and it

seems to me that this is not good enough." This scrial/spiritual view of
development, as opposed to the economic/material "growth" view was

contested by Fetaui Mataafa who said: "How can one talk about social,
Spiritual and economic development if one's stomach is empty?" Omar
Sey took a similar perspective, arguing that if the goal was to overcome

-poverty, it could only be achieved by economic/material development
processes. Herbert Zahn (German Federal Republic) :remarked that
"development" meant both the social/spiritual and the economic/
tuaaterial forms, though he suggested that economic devdopment should
he fundamentally concerned not with growth but with the redistribu-
lakn.of resources, thus sharing Jan Pronk's view at the "global" level

SL ATTT'Ariyaraiiii iiited "We haVe-fo'find the-balancebetwetmatez
rial and spiritual development, balancing science with spirituaLity."

33ut who plans, activates, and controls the development process, and

what is the relationship between centi tl government and non-govern-
ment agencies anti the people at the grass roots? In other words, devel-

rpment for whom and by whom? Almost complete local control over
development plans and actions was felt to be necessary by some:partici-

rants, for a variety of reasons: in the-centrally planned and controlled
development model, the self-help, self-reliant ethic tends to be replaced

'by dependence upon the government and upon other outside agencies;

and the people for whom the "development' is intended to benefit are

open to the kind of bureaucratic, political and economic exploitation
described by A. T...Ariyaratne. Judith Mbula (Kenya) pointed out that
centralized systems of development planning and control were a colo-
niatinheritance, which.still tended to stifle traditional local patterns of
selfhelp. She added that the central planning model creates a depen-

dency on foreign technology and leads to "a major preemption of
indigenous modes of production and distribution through an 'erosion

of values, especially through religion and modernization. This in turn
produces a demand for Western technology, yalue systems, and pro-

duction and consumption*jaatterns."
Yet complete local control of the formulation of development objec-

tives and the instigation and operation of development actions at that
level can lead, as J. P. Raba Ossono and Yairo Mbwilo (Tanzania)

21
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pointed out, to harmful fragmentation of society and narrow parochial-.
ism. Yairo Mbwilo described the Tam-- roach of local decision-
making within the context of cenu al. L., honal planning which is
based on public referenda and discusso ... This , ''.:-,v of local control

_ within the framework of the "national plan" w., shared by several
other participants. Lyla Garro Valverdi (Costa Rica) said that her own
country's development efforts "are dedicated to a perfect balance,
between state help and the aid given by the community itself, because
man should not only be the subject of development but the subject of
his own development.% Abdel Hadi Gohari (Egypt) noted: "Develop-
ment must be a combination of government effort and people's,particiL
pation and self-help through voluntary work. A country which adopts
only one of these two approaches neglecting the other will be like a
man with only one leg to walk on." A. Rahirn Chawdhry (Pakistan)
pointed out that this "balance" between local and central controls
needed to be extended to a balance between the actions of government

- --and non-government -development- agencies,- so that citizens.- expecta-
tions of their governments do not become unrealistic. Clearly, volunteer
agencies have a aucial role to play in both of these balancing--acts,
which necessitates partnership between the parties concerned rather
than dominance of one over the other, or a form of donor/donee rela-
tionship. Olga de Pizano (Colombia) noted: "It is fundamental :that
volunteer service should be linked in its actions to the strategies of
national planning." And Nadia Atif (Egypt) added: "There should
not be a donor and a receiver, but both give and both receive.. There
cannot truly be any formal development unless both sides are partners."
Michael Balzano described how ACTION had learned that decisions
should be decentralized as much as possible, not just because of the
effects of centralized planning and control already described, but also
because of local suspicion of centralized federal programs.-

Given the need for the balanced approach, between central and local,
between government and non-government agencies, and between the
material/economic and the social/spiritual, how should the ctevelop-
ment process operate, and

I

ya k indrances to it are detectable? Manyt.....
speakers:recognized that the devel43o ment process had to begin as an
educational exerCise: education was the key to the raising of citizen
consciousness. Yet present formal education systems were repeatedly
criticized by participants from a wide range of cultures and countritm.
Nadia Atif spoke of "fact factories", Mamoon-atlitaibeed (Bangladeih)
spoke of how irrelevant education practices produced elites whoowere

2 2
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as foreign to and out of touch with the needs and aspirations of citizens
as were true foreigners themselves. S. K. Bawuah (Ghana) added "I
feel very strongly that the university curricula should be radically
reviewed because education as I see it now must be directly related to
our manpower requirements and to our development needs." Virginia
Murdoch de Payra, Yairo Mbwilo, Raymond Charley (Sierra Leone),
and Andrew Quarmby (Study sService Newsletter) all took similar
points of view: there is a need to change the nature and content and,
as a result, the effects of the present systems of formal education if
development strategies based on the mobilization of human resources
are to succeed. Informal education processes which lead to conscious-

..

ness raising were also felt to be important by a number of participants.
However, change in the formal education system was felt to be vital if
the "haves" and "have-nots" gap is to be reduced. The discussion on
this topic is more fully documented later under the theme of "Study
Service".

Just as education was felt to be the key to consciousness-raising, con- ----
sciousness was felt to be the key to the next vital step in the devel-
opment process: participation. On this question George Nicodotis
(Greece) said: "Every person must understand that he is responsible
for the society-in which he lives, and not ask everything from the
government, from the state." John Sommer noted, "The key word, it
seems to me, is participation and not participation in somebody elses
plan but participation in the local communitys own desires." J. P.
Rabel Ossono added, "The development of a community cannot occur
without the participation of those involved."

In general, the development process includes education, consciousness
raising, participation, and mobilintion. However, the problems of
irrelevant education systems, highly centralized systems of planning and
control, dependency oriented trade and commodity patterns, and pro-
cesses of industrialization/modernization tend to encourage rural emi-
gration, and pose severe difficulties. This led several participants to
assert that the volunteer as a development agent is "only scratching the
surface," "having only a marginal influence." Herman Fuentes Camps
(Chile) summed this up: "In Lain America in 1973, it was established
that the comaamtion, both private and governmental, to volunteer
action swungnfrom 0.5% to 1.3% of the gross national product. In my
opinion thisIneans that the effect of volunteer action may be cornpared
to that of arnautomobile Fiat 600 pretending to drag a truck weighing
20 tons."
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Opposing views on the relationship between volunteer mobilization
and development strategies and the party political process were
expressed by two participants at the conference. Olga de Pizano said,
"When voluntary service is given a politicalconnotation it creates a
dogmatic approach which impedes the search for a common solution to
communal problems. Voluntary service is not an alternative instrument
to the political fight. It is a parallel to It." On the other hand Eteme
Oloa (Cameroon) said, "Perhaps this will shock you, but in my
country the party is not only an instrument of speech; it is an instru-
ment for developMent, for developmental service, which is perhaps
contradictory to some people."

In ipite of all the hindrances from Wider political and economiC7
forces, vested interests who actively seek to preserve underdevelopment
and dependency, and the many other problems inherent in the develop-
ment process, the volunteer and volunteer organizations can play an
'active and indeed vital role. The volunteer should be after 'all qree

of_any .selOnterest or ulterior motive" .(a point _made _by both_Nadia,___,
Atif and Mohammed Bin Wahiduddin) . In detail, the volunteer and
volunteer organizations were seen to have the following actual or
possible roles:

"an instrument to wage war against underdevelopment" (j. P.
Rabel Ossono)
a pioneering force (Jan Pronk noted, however, "that the steps of
the pioneers may turn up mud, sometimes leaving behind tracks
that are more slippery")

* an intermediary role between central government agencies and
local communities, so that national plans and international agree .
ments are aware of "grass roots needs." The volunteer works with
the local people, yet the volunteer organization is close .to the
centers of power and able to put pressure on the power structures
as well as inform them of the activities on the local level. This
intermediary role was stressed by Murray Thomson in his closing
address.
a source of "intermediate level" manpower, having skills appro-
priate to the needs of local comnamities, being the human equiva,'
lent of the intermediate technology described by E. F. Schumacher.
Both Edwin Khabele (Lesotho) and Ross Mountain (UNDP)
noted that this form of technical assistance could fill identifiable
skill gaps with a specialist, who could also work as' teacher,
catalyzer, and sensitive "peaceful challenger" (W. P. Napitupulu)
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in other fields. This was what distinguished the volunteer technical
assistant from the paid professional.
as an outsider, the volunteer can provide fresh perspectives and
insights.
the volunteer can act as a catalyst to help begin the development
process. (This is fully documented in A. T. Ariyaratne's presenta-
tion, and is described more fully in a later sectior. The report of
one of the Spanish speaking workshops noted, "the ultimate end
of the action of the volunteer is to awaken the potential of the
community with which he works in such a manner as to resolve
for itself the problems that affect it."
the volunteer may funCtion as an agent of mobilizatiori=nöt just
doing a job but involving and teaching others.
the volunteer may function as part of a multi.disciplinary team
working in remote areas. This approach was described by Eduardo
Lopez Betancourt (Mexico) and is more fully documented in the
section on Study Service.
volunteers and their organizations may function as "voluntarizers
of existing institution's." In his address, Alec Dickson (United
Kingdom) spoke of the need for volunteer organizations to not just
create new development models and infrastructures, but also to
change, through involvement, existing institutions. For example,
the police, army and other professions and institutions should all
be involved so as to combat the danger of each of them idolizing
excellence rather than relevance.

However, participants at the conference noted that volunteers and
volunteer organizations may create, or have to deal with, difficulties
other than those described earlier:

Volunteers who are innovative, creative and perhaps politically
active may be seen as being subversive by government (a point
made by Janet Berina.Soler, Philippines)
Volunteers may not be able to penetrate to the basic problems
faced brtommunities, and consequently they may continually be
engaged in peripheral tasks, especially physical construction proj-

ects. "We may be fostering conservatism under a radical banner"
(Darshan Shankar, India) .

Volunteers can bring peace and understanding, but not emanci-
pation and resource redistribution" (Herbert Zahn) . A similar
point was made by Bogdan Stefanski (Poland) : "Volunteers will
not, in my personal feeling, solve the problem of development, the
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problems of restoration of traditional systems and values. Develop-
ment means changing the social and economic structure, and I'm
doubtful ah, ut whether volunteers can do either of these. things."
"However sensitive and flexible the outsider (whether foreign or
domestic volunteers) may be, he may by his very presence hinder
the development of local voluntarism" (Mamoon-al-Rasheed).

But these were more notes of caution rather than pessimism. Against
this context of the potential, and indeed necessary role of volunteers
in the development process, the conference proceeded to discuss and
analyze in detail the different forms that voluntarism might take.
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Chapter

Approaches to Volunteer
Work, Volunteer Organization,
and Mobilization

tase study presentations, panel sessions, and the small workshop dis-
cussions were devoted to considering the very wide range of methods
by which human resources are, or can be, mobilized for development.
Historically, individuals chose to involve themselves in meeting the
needs of others through voluntary service. The tradition of self-help,
mentioned by numerous participants from many different cultures
and backgrounds, was spontaneous and altruistic; though where group
rather than interpersonal efforts were required, au element of organiza-
tion might have been involved. This kind of organization was described
by Judith Mbula, who spoke of traditional vohintarism (Harambee
originating in Kenya) where people worked together in cooperative
activities.

Conference participants could clearly discern six trends or changes
in voluntarism. First, a change from spontaneons, unorganized, or
loosely organized work to organized schemes. Michael Balzano offered
a cogcnt reason for this Change: the eradication of poverty cannot be
left to "laissez faire." Second, an increasing emphasis on full-time rather ._

than part-time Involvement, first begun in the work camp movement.
lhird, an emphasis on longer periods of service, particularly for those
serving outside their home area or country. Fourth, an increasing
emphasis on the skilled volunteer, rather than,an enthusiastic aMateur.
Fifth, a departure from "pure" voluntarism to schemes which contain
more than minor elements of compulsion. Sixth, a trend away from the

2 7
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volunteer being simply a "doer" of a particular job, to the volunteer

being teacher, catalyzer, and mobilizer.
Some of these trends occupied the attention of conference participants

more than others. The voluntary/compulsory trend for example, was
discussed following W. P. Napitupulu's early assertion that: "If the
people being mobilized perceive the task to be performed clearly, and

are therefore willing to accomplish the task, then the word "mobiliza-
tion" has no sense of compulsion and is, therefore, not contradictory to
the word voluntary." He went on to say that "laissez faire" voluntarism
had to be supplemented or replaced by organized voluntarism because
of the wide gap which exists between the "haves" and "have-nots." This
is the primary, though not sole, motivation behind Social and Technical
Development Service Schemes. A parallel, though different, circum-
stance provides the motivation for Training and Employment Schemes,
that of high levels of unemployment, particularly among young people.
J. P. Rabel Ossono describes such schemes as aiming at "limiting the
effects of moral depression caused by unemployment." Sheer force of
circumstance, in other words, makes debate on the desirability of this
trend away from voluntarism towards compulsory mobilization irrele-
vant. Some participants voiced their worries about the effects of this
trend.

Graham Swain (United Kingdom) pointed out that the twin trends
towards organized volunteering on a program basis, for volunteers with
skills can turn the volunteer group into a "new professional elite," with
all the dangers that concept implies. He said that we should "think
about ways in which we who are involved in volunteer organizations
do not just harness those people who are already skilled and trained,
but also consider how we can enable those individuals who are often
disadvantaged economically, educationally and materially to participate
more effectively in their oWn lives and contribute to community caring
processes." Olga de Pizano also spoke of the dangerous tendency towards
"cliquishness" in volunteer groups.

In regard to the trend lñTef
service, the discussion during the panel session on Short

Term Service was pessimistic. Speaker after speaker questioned the
value of short-term involvement, to either participant or host com-
munity. Alec Dickson in contrast stated we would continue to need
opportunities for short-term service. "It strikes me that the quality
and intensity of the experience is far more important than the chrono-
logical duration of the service."
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ference to each of the five specifictypes of mobilization and voluntarism,it may be useful to record some of the observations made, which are
generally applicable and relevant.During the course of the conference, the need for support of volun-teer programs and the development of schemes involving the mobiliza-
tion of human resources was clear. The following list from the repOrts
of the workshop discussions itemizes the values of such schemes andprograms. They provide:

An aid to developing a sense of pride in one's community or nation.A counterbalance to the effects of the formal education systemwhich Andrew
Quarmby opines ". . . instills attitudes and skillswhich are irrelevant, creating unrealistic eNpectations, plucking thebest out of rural areas and sending them away to be unemployedin the cities, widening the gap between the 'haves' and 'have-nots'."A supplement to existing limited resources of manpower, bothskilled (in the case, for example, of participants in Study ServiceSchemes) and unskilled (in the case of some Social and TechnicalDevelopment Service Schemes, and Youth Training and Employ-ment Schemes) .

Experiential citizenship training.An opportunity for the highly educated to "repay their debt tothe society which provided the means for their education" (notably
in the case of Study

Service Schemes) . "If the state provides a uni-versity education free of charge for students, then they have adebt to society which they must repay through service," (EdwinKhabele)
An ensurance, through the placement of participants at the grassroots, that overall development plans are based on the needs andplans of local communities as formulated by them, with the helpof insights provided by workers from outside.

ese_outsiders-----
coming in

to_help-the-villagersaTelh--erenot to cFo work for them
__-

but to help the villagers develop their own programs, policiesand work." (Yairo Mbwilo)
An opportunity for cross cultural experiences between and withincountries. However, two participants pointed to the dangers ofthe "outsider": "We learned to our horror that citizens from onepart of the country could be viewed as aliens in another part, andthat because of their hair style, dress, their regional accents, andoften their radical views, they were not welcome." (Michael
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Balzano) "When one .heai s. af a youthful volunteers, one auto-

matically thinks of a long or mini-skirted German, British,

or American youth itrxohcik:. in helping children in a primary

school or teaching farmers
/tow to raise chickens in a rural, area."

Mbula)
economical war et ,1,)o-illing public se.r!,04-tditalik-4--pensive

¶,5stems
based on ,expeL.,,

,sionals, and 'calif institu-

tions, particularh sA the richest countries Vhisiot have

sufficient resourceslo met: uch development needz..

Encouragement fur , be less dependent upon government.

A counterbalance to ocht'al or regional tendencies which can

fragment nations.
A means to discourageruii

migration: by dignifying the quality of

rural life through dmelopment ark. encouraging .ticlucated elites

to return to work in the:-;)-.7.illages.

An intermediary betweem.-government
and people, :mterpreting the

needs of one to the othe7 and ensming, through reFresentation and

pressure, that government plans are realistic and relevant to per-

ceived needs.
A tool in the development

process, as fully described in an earlier

section.
A realistic, experiential learning opportunity for future leaders and

policy makers.
A source of intermediate level manpower, and a facilitator to design

and install appropriate
technology to meet local needs.

A source of technical assistance, providing not highly paid tech-

nicians, but sensitive, flexible
experts who are prepared to work

in a partnership capacity rather than a "donor" role.

An opportunity for participants to find dignity and express their

individuality: "We base our work on a belief in the dignity of the

----hurnan being,_on the recognition of man's social nature, and on the

capacity to make afes-ifiwn-decisions.'2__(0.1ga
de Pizano)

A way of rekindling traditions of voluntarism and self-help7"-----

A complement to other efforts involved in the attainment of condi-

tions of social justice.

But in the above there are also a number of implicit problems,

dilemmas, and disadvantages:

The "inoculation
effect": "How can we ensure that the student

after his term of service, does not lapse into his old materialist,

elitist ways . . . Perhaps one central aim of the service should be

'30
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to give a clearer picture oi 7.t;04: (the:participant) can do in the
future." (Darsha..4:Shikti
The problem oEmoti ha% *.±vte:ro ispectsdo mobilization
schemes mean that parr.-"j lucanitly taking part, are poorly
motivated? Diana Fussell .0tVi.1y '1.prn,t&::: Newsletter) : "If we have
a program which only ;Arnie. vmao are already committed
to service, then perhaps that .:,;.,,..,),granr:tt carrying out its respon-
sibility to create a. motivatio,:s. i1 ervAic a its participants and the
motivation comes through bug bOwtiimed in reat work." Ms.
Fussell was therefore implyiry ha '4110eNvation can heirs:laced, and
that the initial lack of fit..sizo no ourage nor-prevent valu-
able work being done. -Real- or a challenging situation"
(Alec Dickson) is what is recv.,
sion to this topic: "It is no.c.
person for the right job, or .1.1

diaAtif adds another dimen-
: qpiAtston of selecting the right

Jy1Wing a challenging, motivating
experience. It is also a quesc..1, of.:oinderstanding peoples' initial
motivation, or the lack of flt Ar-individuall needsunless
we understand them we canno, ,atkgiv(tneithem." Janet Berina-Soler
pointed out that even volur Itiiistiz" :traditional philanthropic
and altruistic motivations sorm vmo,iturp-out, evenbefore reaching
their projects. Raymond Chz: %concisely described the poorly
motivated: "They tend to bere,---';iut.ed:by such things as the desire
to see a new place and sheer curiosity, rather than a desire to work
with other people. I call then dohious adventurers." Michael
Balzano agreed: "Good will:ala= is not good etiough." There was
a considerable amount of discumilmx 'about the:motivations of vol-
unteers serving overseas and theeifects of .those.motivations. This is
documented in a following sectinn on -international voluntarism.
The danger of the volunteer being parasitic was mentioned by
Mamoon-al-Rasheed. A. Rahim Chandhry and Geoffrey Henry
(Cook Islands) agreed that this-Awatian_mmlblern. The Tatter summed

it up by quoting Tolstoy: "I sit:omm-aman's back choking him and
making him carry me, and yet assii-trolself and ()deers that I am
sorry for him and wish to lighten 'tis. load by all possible means
except getting off his back."
There was also a discussion about whether the volunteer, or any
outsider, can be an agent of mobilization. Bogdan Stefanski thought
that the short.term volunteer could not: "I think that the local
authorities or local government alone should determine:aims. Short-
term volunteers can be involvedi to tininet extent in solving some
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technical problems, but not in mobilizing local communities and

changing their ways lat thinking." John Gordon thought much along

the same lines, but with regard to the roie of long-term foreign
volunteers: "My ow.m personal feeling in this area is that if there

is to be mobilization, it must be done on the national basis and

that the volunteer is there mainly as a technical assistant." Jean

Finucane (Dominica) took much the same view. On the other
hand, speakers such:,as W. P. Napitupulu saw the volunteer as a

mobilization agent "BUTSI volunteers perform two important

functions . . . first the multiplication functionto develop cadres

who will go on with the development efforts started by volunteers,

and second the function of-involving professional technical service

officers . . . in the projects the volunteers are implementing." The
second function was restated by Alec Dickson who saw the "volun-

tarization" of existing professions and institutions :as an important

part of the mobilization process,
The "technical assistance" role of volunteers was called into ques-

tion (see the sectiorl4on international voluntarism).
The problem of how to ensure high quality volunteers was con-
stantly mentioned. It was generally agreed that a combination of
"balanced motivation" (David Stone: New Zealand) , a desire to

satisfy the volunteers' individual needs balanced by a willingness

to work with others, good selection, training, job matching, and
job specification procedures was necessary. Equally important, the

operation of small, flexible and sensitive schemes and programs,

rather than large mechanistic ones, would enhance the quality of

service. It was generally agreed that the host community or coun-

try should define clearly the volunteer's assignment.
The problem of continuity also recurred in discussion. I P. Rabel

Ossono, Bowake Ben Bamba (Ivory Coast) , andTdnitt Providence
(St. Vincent) , were among the many who spoke to this point.
Marco Adelio Guzman Aliaga (Bolivia) said, "in practice it has

been seen that assistance from outsidersmn many-cases-does-not----
provide for continuity."

* The relationship between voluntary organizations and government
was another issue of concern. Janet Berina-Soler asked whether gov-

ernment schemes of obligatory service or government funding of
private volunteer programs might lead to a form of exploitation of

tire_ volunteer: government needs being met rather than those of
rive participants and rite communities. One participant felt pessi-
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mistic: "'They :wiin let us play at volunteering, as swat atssve-
touch on the real evils, then we will run into .ppositian." Can
voluntary organivItions fulfill their real potentli to be vreative
innovative, anthrtuogressive if the government fimering hasiAt
attached? Can r lobby and pressure for chann in the manner
suggested by Mt=ray 'Monson and others? A Fc.irticipant Rioted:
"Governments ;L.,..7,--politir=zlily motivated and their aims antitaibieri.
tives are more liketty toire dictated bydogrna or expediency !than
by the public. volunteer and his organization, -actingla the
public interest, /may well:find themselves in conflict with the gour-

ernment, particularly since social welfare is often a low government
priority." Generally it -was felt that volunteer organizations,could
not survive and-operate effectively as agents of development-with-
out government support. However, it was recognized that support:
was bound, consciously or unconsciously, to limit some of the
actions of the organizations. The degree of limitation varied.
enormously.
It was generally agreed that the "we-they" or "donor-receiver"
relationship between communities and volunteers should be re-
placed with what W. P. Napitupulu called a "fraternal" or "part-
nership" or "egalitarian" relationeship. John Sornmer noted, ""How
does one reconcile two legkimate dmandsfor local self-reliance
on the one hancLand for gldbal interdependence on the othegThe
former would appear to reject outside intervention, the latter
requires it. The increasing thought given to such questions:as who
comols, how can we improve quality, who identifies needs and
spetcifies jobs, helps us manage this dilemma but not necessarily
rescilve it."
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Chapter

IntenitatiL Voluntarium

Three paneLsessions-Anztherrrotik."a critical examinaticaxrd the past and
:potential future roles :Mr:international volunteetr.seMws in mobiliza-
'lion for developmentThe Teports submitted by JohniCaordon (Panel.
I) Williant.Pouglas (Batbaci .(ranet II) , and juanlatartinez -Alcivar
(Venezuela) andjoopLiethoff he:Netherlanch) (Pam& formed

.the basis of the.following-summary.,

In:their consideratinu (A.:the:past .:and potential future; of in terna-
tionaL volunteer services; the: ,pazaels.-paid particular attention to the
following:

The -"technical assiktance"--tnleofexport volunteers.

Therole of exportvOlunteers as agents of.mobilizatinn.

The-effects of .",troscultuamLexperience"'en exporrvolunteers.
The role-of thelreurrned voluntecrindevelOpmentLeducation.

Questions relat*Orto the.cptalitymmilcontrol of.voinnteers.
Methods .of erzfittating theffectiveuess ofiexpotrvolunteers.

Relationship:Theuween export vOluenteers;.:dansestic volunteer agen,..-
s, and host.mmantries and communities.

InF:Panel 1, a maleenent -was .made jaiat the tvviutital .assistance role
of export -yobanteeTs,_while extremeIy valitaluit inzlize::Fast,--was-rapidly-------

. diminishing iminpvrtarcm-..as recipient ,coummrieseloped their own.
cadres-of skiliedgresavaansel.

The-respaio*:to -1:::Uir.-ts%aFiraried. Many of itiMse.,who.TspokeFfelt that
exporrvakentteersAf:TuapeEly trained:. antitechnical

.assistnr'contribzaisfl Ctihers felt that Ur usaarrconixtries -1.he need

.for foziesgr. techniCaiice -.vOrwzaterm Boa alreaify disappeared.
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Onmcarticipant stated that at present many voluntem were "as useless

as itraigenous technicians Trained in industrialized cotratriesunable ID

adapt." A number of speakers-said that there were:valuable roles for

volunteers but:that they should be nationals. International volunteer
organizations were criticized for lack of coordination andAnter-country

rivalfies which mere detrimental to projects, a .lack.,:nf zontinuity on

projects, and =increasing level of expectation ofistal wolunteers for

equaT financial support.
Panel III also addressed the Topic of technicriii assigtanceat was noted

that there are different approaches to the plaixment oEforeign voltm-

teers and different mlaticanships between the :sending airgauizations and

the...recipient orgariatations, the export countries and thethost societies.

The:host and export_countries.might well seetlifferemgoals -and values

inr.the same project. Whereas the goal of the developing country may

be:to fill its needs roc technical skills, :the value forthe. export country
marbeperceived to.be'that cff-providing an experiertmto the volunteer

ima: foreign setting. One participant asserted chat titte"brain drain' cE

expertise from:many developing countries limits thentse_of their emu

Tesources for meeting- their :development needs; seMin- g foreign teiz-

nical assistance volunteers does not solve this praiblem completely_

Anot her.- pa rti cipan t noted a dilemma: "Developi ngmations ;are aslciing

for people who are more technically qualified. I suggest that thew

people -are the least susceptible to the cress:.cultunil :experience." In

response it was pointed out that, "Since these people :are technicians

they perhaps are in the most need of bring sensitized to the humane:

application of their techtniral
Another issue raisettEinTanel Mr was duo:: .,14:ehost :country often has

no control over the qualifications of the lore*: volunteers andThat dm

sending organizations are frequently not :4.0guizant of the needs for
technical assistance. It was .recommended that the qualifications of:
:potential volunteers -be-sent :to the requestff ifor selectimi: before con-

tracting-a-volunteer. foralpecc astikg: anent.

Only passing referenceteidtetotsktifittecimicaLexperi-
ence gained by volunteets, but -.tlizatfrtvihosp3ketin. Panel-I:felt that the

volunteer benefited:gready from ditx:Ittperi=ce of workingirra develop.

ing country.
There was a larger messureof agteement-on thexptestionof whether

export volunteem:can :act as,:agents: of Tnnbilizadon: Doubt was cast

about this being a vafid..-roleor export volunteers;-only a: few partici-

pants felt that foreign wolumeers could or should act as mobilizers,.
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The majority felt that foreign volunteers might provide technical.
knowledge, but mobilization should be a local responsibility. 1 riti
view was shared by Panel III, where it -was agreed that thereHdommot.
seem to be a role for foreigners in initiating or leading the processes,
of mobilization of human resources, because oi =he danger of inter-
ference in political and other domestic relations.

The:topic of cross cultural experience was dismissed in Panel I. ,o'ase
involvement of the volunteers in sensitizing their-own soCieties was:seen
as a benefit to them and the recipients, while the-volunteers alone -were
assumed to benefit from the professional and imisonal training -213Va
experience received during their field assignments.

The majority of participants spoke of the vaffine cif the cross:cultmai
experience to both parties. The volunteers werr seen as creating a :dif-
ferent concept of "Westerners"--working -With their hands, livinuas:
equals, not donors. John Kamau (Kenya) said:::"They come With clear
minds, ready to participate and involve themselves . . . the people!
receive them without any attachment with regard tubistory or the
colonial past." Darshan Shankar, however, warnett of :the dangers of
volunteers, consciously or unconsthously, transferringforeign values:and
attitudes to host communities.by virtue of their-very presence. Hefsald'
that this danger could be largely:overcome by "Iplacing export--vOlun-
teers with strong domestic agencies in the host countries:so that-we do
not rely on the values and attitudes of the vOlItinteer:" 'Tuna Helu
(Tonga) ;noted: "Export volunteers are so involved in Aearning-

culture anillanguage that they haveflittle time to serve the poptilation.
They come-from the university viiihout experience and Ithey:arefstaru-
jected to the whim of the burezurracy and pOlitics oF Ole t
country. As a result, they serve :amector; not :the-entire country."'

In Panel III, two aspects of crossiculnnaleexpetne-utte.were traimassreil
First, it was 2greed that one shotilticonsiderthect of vciiiinteere'
work not only on the community hut:also:on therelucperso
participants confirmed, Thomas "Fox: (USA) . *!tharthe effectobihe.
experiences of personswhether from_ a developingtatmtry or :from=
industrialized countryduring thek-assignments infamences their per-
sonafities for the rest of their lives." Volunteer-work, therefore, haOking
lasting aspects which should not be overlooked. Stemma"; there is:,azgrow
ing need in industrialized societies: to haveAmme of their people expesti-
ence-the social situation in other parts of thuvwckrid, esrecialfyinmleviii-
oping countries. Upon return, these persons:moat. infizrence:theiromon-
societies to be rnore humane.
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All this is closely related to the role of the returned volunteer as a

development educator and the three panels fully considered this aspect

of international voluntarism. The point was made that more emphasis

should be putun development education in the industrialized countries

and that the volunteers could play an important role in this process.

In Panel I many participants agreed with Mamoon-al.Rasheed who felt

that the volunteers would be in an optimum position in their own

societies to help their countrymen understand the culture and problems

of the developing nations. Hugh Nangle (Canada) stressed the impor-

tance of giving volunteers a good orientation so that they could fully

benefit from this cross cultural experience, and therefore play an active

role as a development educator. Some felt that too little had been done

to use the potential of the volunteers in this area. Others spoke of the

lack of interest in the Third World on the part of the industrialized

countries.
In Panel II David Stone amplified what was meant by the term

"development education." He said that in New Zealand returned volun-

teers worked in several ways to educate the public: "The ex-volunteers

felt that, kaaving- spent two or more years in developing countries . . .

they should be involved in helping to increase the awareness of the

New Zealand public about- the conditions in the countries in which

they served . to heighten the awareness of the public about the
impactcof Newiealand's policies and action upon those countries." He

went on to say that the returned volunteer also sought to exercise politi-

cal pressure to change trade and aid policies and also to exert pressure

on volunteer sesading agencies to change their policies. ln contrast, some

participants suggested in Panel III that "the volunteers often do not

act as agents of change at home, because on return they integrate them-

selves acme momin their own society."

An important question faced by all three panels was: what actions

will improve the quality of the export volunteer? Panel I emphasized

the need for technical training. Those supporting this view suggested

improving the performance of volunteers by the establishmentof
in-country agencies to coordinate all volunteer placements and increas-

ing the quality of service training. A. Rahim Chawdry recommended
the need for good orientation and training so that ex-volunteers would

be moreeffective in development education. He suggested that people

from the host country should take a major role in this training process.

In Panel II John Dellenback (USA) listed four steps that the Peace

Corps had taken towards improving the' quality of its operations:
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country.
Improved recruitment efforts whereby volunteers fill the host coun-
try's need.
Improved training process, emphasizing appropriate application of
skills and understanding the culture and traditions of the host
coun try.

Insistence that volunteers work under the supervision and control
of the host country.

Ben Ali Mansouri (Morocco) responded to and amplified John
Dellenback's final point: "The recipient country should control the
assignment of international volunteers. It sets priorities and defines the
types of technical skills it needs. The volunteers must be controlled
by the local program, government, or relevant authority. Quality is
improved if the foreign volunteer has the same status as the local
volunteer."

In Panel III several participants stated that at present a number of
basic prerequisites for optimal use of foreign

volunteers in development
efforts are not always met. Technical skill is required of foreign volun-
teers, but their contributions will have little or even a negative effect if
they do not have sufficient knowledge of the culture, hi-story and demog-
raphy of the host country or community. Some of the sending organiza-
tions stated, however, that requesters do not want volunteers to have
gathered this knowledge before arriving in country.It was opined that the role of the foreign volunteers in the develop-
ment process varies according to the nature of the job, the position of
the volunteers on the project, and their capabilities. To ensure maxi-
mum effectiveness, the volunteers must integrate

themselves into the
structure of the recipient country and the higher the degree of this
integration the better.

It was felt that short-term service by foreign
volunteers-prevents-stiar--integration.

Participants-came-To-The conclusion that it is therefore
beau:- to leave short-term service to domestic volunteers and to assign

foreign vc.lunteers on a long-term
basis to help with the organization of

local services and training. One speaker stated that foreign volunteer
organizations "should be given the highest priority to supporting
domestic voluntary services over other kinds of deVelopment work.
National or local organizations in a developing country are in a much
better position to have an impact on the development process."

In the same session it was noted that in Latin America foreign volun-
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teers are generally well received. However, volunteers
coming from

other Latin American countries have the advantage in that they can

better identify with the local situation, though the urban-rural trans-

fer problem also persists.

The question of quality is closely related to another topic discussed

at length: can the donor/receiver
relationship be

changed to a more

egalitarian one? In Panel I some statements were made on the proposi-

tion that international voluntarism should develop an "exchange"

rather than a "sending" orientation. Many felt that if international

voluntarism was to continue, the traditional donor countries would

have to receive volunteers from the Third World. Maduka Nwakwesi

(Nigeria) saw two obstacles to developing exchange programs: First,

in his experience, the highly educated are little inclined to learn from

those with whom they are working. Second, "It is unrealistic to assume

that people from developing
countries have the type of technical

expertise that would be required in the developed countries." His con-

clusion was that in the future the developing countries
should rely on

paid consultants
rather than volunteers which will result in "contracts

replacing the present favors." An additional
recommendation was made

that volunteers
should be sent to industrial countries to work with the

large groups of immigrants and migrant labor which form the "sub-

proletariat."
In Panel II David Stone noted that there are already examples of

partnership.
"Some, but .not all, international volunteer programs are

partly funded by the host countries
through the provision of accom-

modation and allowances. Most volunteers receive as well as give. Not

only does the volunteer
benefit by the enriching

experience of living

and working in a different society and culture, but also in the material

sense of gaining professional or technical experience not obtainable at

home at the same stage of his career." He added that some reciprocal

----------volunteer_programs
are already in existence, for example, between New

Zealand and Indoneira7WilliamDouglas_stressed
the importance -of-

having local agencies identify local needs. He was of the opiiiiairthat---

the formulation of development programs required community involve-

ment and emphasized the role of domestic volunteer services in this

regard. He referred to the advantages to 'be derived from cooperation

among domestic volunteer
agencies in terms of the utilization of scarce

human and material resources.
He further suggested that more col-

laboration between international and domestic volunteer agencies would

foster the development of partnership. Moffat Sibanda (Botswana)
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pointed to areas of mistrust and misundersaanding which arose when
volunteers were nationals oflormer coloniaLpowers. He said that part-
nership would be fostered wifienhoth the vcdunteer and the.host coun-
try perceived the volunteer as an equal, and..as an "agent of repair
rather than as4In extension of the:colonial past."'

There was discussion in Panel II about the viability of "counter-
parts" (where: the foreign volunteer works; with local persons- training
them to assume the volunteer's role) to fosterpartnership and.equality
in international voluntarism..illichmond Draper (Liberia) observed
thatiareign volunteers had a tendency not twexpose their counterparts
to all :aspects of their work, leading-710 a continuation of dependency.
But he.,saw the idea of counterpart. -..as'a partial resolution of the self-
reliance/interdependency dilemma._raised earlier in the conference: "In
our country the emphasis notvseeszr= be-moving toward self-reliance
and self,sufficiency, which in no way means that we do not need out-
side assistance . . . we need, the. assismnce olpeople who will come and
help teach us to do things for ourselves." Mariode Villa (Philippines)
also supported this idea of counterparts.

Kourosh Lashai (Iran) suggested.that if thereis to be a 'true 'partner-
ship between international ara domestic -volunteer programs, that .

partnership must begin .with.wellearagreermenton and understanding
of their respective roles. He .saitT, 'lit is...the-Tole of the domestic organi-
zation to set the goals and objectiveKantr:to .prepare the soil for the
foreign-volunteer. Part of this prepralionmes from the community
which expresses the desire and the need:to have a foreign volunteer

. .working-with them." The role of theiinterrzational volunteer organiza-
tion is to-, train volunteers so:ahat they perceive themselves:as receivers,
not always as donors; so that they are .able to adapt their technical
expertise to the local environment:and:tradition; and so that they are
able to work within the traditions and culture of the host country.

In Panel III several speakers strased that international volunteer
service-within :regions and between societies:.-which have culturaLand-
socraLsimilarities must be increaseal and strengthened. Assistance from
Outside:must be used more far the development of domestic groups,
communities and organizations; to train leaders, to update domestic
programs, to finance them, to make new ideas available and to serve
as reference sources and stimulating. forces. Just as David Stone had
noted in Panel I, it was ,pointed out here_ that the dichotomy of a
giver-receiver relationship between countries has been a false one in
the volunteer context: both parties profit from the activities of the
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volunteer in a development project or host community. It was sug-

gested that international organizations must play a major role in the
development of a global view of voluntarism. Others warned, however,

that care should be taken not to destroy the plurality of voluntarism
by trying to make it conform to a single standard.

A discussion of the evaluation of the impact of foreign volunteer
service on local development triggered two different responses from
members of sending organizations. One stated that such evaluation is

--continuously-being undertaken by both the sending and, the recipient
organizations, while the other stated that it is the sole responsibility of
the host country. Although the discussion did not go into the specifics
of evaluation systems, it was agreed that there was an urgent need for
more research into and evaluation of all forms of volunteer work.
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Chapter

Domestic Development
hemis: From Voluntarism

to Mobilization

A. Study-Service Schemes (Based on the report from the session chaired
by Harry Hogan, USA)

Harry Hogan (USA) began by defining stUdy-service: "I would suggest
that what we're talking about is the performance of community service
work by a student as part of his formal school or college education." He
outlined the social effects of technological and induStrial change, in the .

developed countries, in particular the weakening of traditional societal
institutions, the family, churches, and indeed the whole fabric of the
community, with the rise of school and employment systems. "Values,",
he said, "changed from the spiritual to the material." Interpersonal rela-
tionships and interdependence among people broke down. He saw vol-
unteer service as an attempt on the part of society "to experiment with
new institutions which would enable people to relate to those around
them, to restore traditional values." Study-service attempts to do the
same within the framework of .the isolated educational institutions: "We
found that our school system was impersonal, unrelated to work environ-
ments, unable to prepare students for careers, and unable to relate
careers to social responsibilities."

P. P. Timilsina (Nepal) complemented this view with a stateinent of
the aims of his own study-service scheme, the Nepal Development, Service
Scheme: "First, to provide school teachers in remote rural areas in order
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to meet some of the manpower needs outlined in the National Develop-

ment Plan. Second, to build a sense of nationalism and quell the growth
of regionalism and parochialism. Third, to help prevent rural migration.
Fourth, to replace bookish knowledge with a real knowledge of the
situation of the country. Fifth, to bridge the gap between urban and
rural development. Sixth, to provide an agency in the village that can
act as a catalyst and an intermediary between sovereign institutions
and village communities. Seventh, to provide ideas for villages and to

---help-foster-their. own development plans. Finally, to_change.the_univer-_____,
shy curriculum to become relevant to the real needs of the country."
Later in the discussion Diana Fussell added another aim, "sensitizing
future leaders and decision makers."

Study-service schemes can meet needs in four areas: individual, com-
munity, school and nation. One participant noted that attempting to
meet all such needs could create difficulties.

P. P. Timilsina also noted that students were involved in the admin-

istration of the scheme (in another session Isabel Lopez de Zelaya
[Honduras]stressed the need for this in all programs involving young
people); and that although students work as teachers, they are also
exPected and encouraged to act as generalist development workers. He
also pointed out that, in the Nepal scheme, academic credit is awarded
to students, which necessitates the involvement of their professors in
their field work, and that training and backup resources are provided
for participants. He posed several questions which he felt were in need
of examination: how can schemes increase their impact on the curricu-
lum; how can they be made more attractive to students; how can admin-
istrators and decision makers be convinced of the economic as well as
social/educational/philosophical values offered by these schemes; how
can it be ensured that the host community is more involved in formulat-
ing the project plans; and finally, how can study-service schemes be

more fully integrated into other domestic development schemes? With
regard to the latter, he noted that there would appear to be many
benefits from a linkage between a study.service scheme for university
students and a training/employment scheme for the young unemployed.
Vladimir Alvarez Sanhueza (Chile) said that, "I believe that . . . study-

service schemes could be used to provide people who are technically

capable to be leaders of training and employment schemesrl
Diana Fussell spoke to the issue of making schemes more attractive.

She said that motivation could be instilled in students obliged to take
part in schemes if they "are placed in a position where there is a real
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problem to be.solved." If the challenge is real, then the work will both
attract and satisfy the individual. Speaking from personal experience,
she said that it was noticeable that volunteers who worked in "soft
spots" tended to be much less motivated and satisfied than those work-
ing in "hardship" areas. She supported P. P. Timilsina's view of the
"generalist" role of participants: "If, for example, a student doctor finds
himself looking at the whole village where he works instead of just
looking at the health of the people alone, then that will make him a
better doctor in the long run." -----

Eduardo Lopez Betancourt expressed uneasiness about this "general-
ist" role. He gave a detailed description of the approach of the Univer-
sity of Mexico, where study-service participants work in multi-disciplin-
ary teams; for example, a student doctor works in a t-',1 ,1 with a student
sanitary engineer and a student agriculturist. Mario Espinoza Vergara
(Costa Rica) supported this approach, saying that, "It is a bad invest-
ment to remove a student from the area in which he is concentrating in
.his studies."

But, Eduardo Lopez Betancourt agreed with Diana Fusselr s Aserva-
tions about the kinds of situation which most motivated and satisfied
participants. He tou had observed that work in marginil and isolated
areas had proved the mast satisfactory for students.

Edwin Khabele put forward another reason for study-service: students
should be obliged to participate because they owed a debt to the society
that had provided and paid for their education.

Darshan Shankar was concerned that study-service schemes should
not be limited to meeting community needs through the provision of
trained, intermediate level manpower. He posed the question: "How
can we ensure that it really is an educational experience for the partici-
-pants?" He also asked if training and orientation courses really ensure
this. He put forward the idea that the term of service must involve
periods in which participants, in the company of others and their
teachers, "can reflect ... abstract ... and generalize about their experi-
ences. .. ." Further, lie posed a series of other questions: "Are the edu-
cational and manpower objectives Of study-service schemes necessarily
going to be in keeping with the objectives of the host communities? Is
it realistic to think that study-service schemes can change academic
university curricula when other wider and more powerful forces to
preserve their irrelevance are at work? . . . With the large schemes is
there a'clanger of an over-mechanized, impersonal approach which fakes
the love out of personal service? . . . Don't the schemes need inspira-
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tional, personal leadership rather than leade.ship which is based on
simple administrative ability?"

Participants raised other questions. F. C. Kawanga (Zambia) said that
perhaps the host communities should at least partly finance study-
service schemes, Eduardo Lopez Betancourt preferred government fi-
nancing. Julio Cesar Jerez Whisky (Dominican Republic) and Ednitt
Providence were both skeptical about the value of any obligatory study-
service scheme. Janet Berina-Soler pointed to the difficulty in reconcil-
ing different aspirations.

B. Training and Employment Schemes (Based on the report of the
session chaired by Peter Kuenstler, UN)

The discussion by the participantsthe majority of whom came from
Latin America and West Africaemphasized problems 'common to many
countries.

TrainingIn some countries there is a high proportion of uneducated
young people. This is a result of largely irrelevant school systems in
respect to content, method and structure; lack of opportunities for tech-
nical training; training unsuitable for employment; and training pro-
vided in urban centers. Salah Toumi (Tunisia) noted that the problem
of rural exodus, partially a result of urban educational opportunities,
could not be solved through rural training schemes.

EmploymentA lack of job opportunities exists, especially in the
rural areas. There is a scarcity of resources to create new jobs or to Pro-

vide the infrastructure and support needed for effective self-employment.
In the light of the existence in most countries of a formal govern-

mental system for technical education and vocational training, do volun-
tary organizations have a real role to play? If the answer is -"yes" for
whom should they seek to provide such training and employment oppor-
tunities: for the educated youth whose education is in danger of being
wasted, or for the uneducated, the most underprivileged group of the
marginal populations? Vladimir Alvarez Sanhueza thought that separate,
schemes should be developed for each group: "I' think that in this plan-
ning of human resources we should try tO develop various schemes for
the young people. This training would address not only educated
people, but also those with little or no education. I do not think we
should only focus on the young population, but should consider the
needs of other age categories who, in both rural and marginal urban
areas, merit our attention."
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be for general or for specific

objectives such as for industrial,
adminis-

trative or business jobs? Should it be focused on self-employment, orcooperative work opportunities? Should it place an emphasis on theneeds of the rural population and be carkied out in rural areas? Partici-pants varied in their responses to these questions: "Our method consists
of attaching the training to practical

experience: what we call produc-tive training, which consists of,
notably,_making-the-trainees-VirlaheJand_in-order-to- familiãrize them with their prdfessions and in orderthat employers are less reluctant to hire them." (Salah Tourni)"I think that the industry, agricultural and arts and crafts sectors allmerit attention from the point of view of the incorporation of young

people." (Vladimir Alvarez Sanhueza)'All actions we can take in this domain rest on the exploitation ofagricultural resources . . . many young people do not have lands of
their own,'so the Cameroon

government has approved the colonization
of lands and abandoned farms, so that these young people are reim-planted in these abandoned farms to exploit-them" (Eterne Oloa)Both Cupidon Sy (Senegal) and Christophe Yebe (Benin) said thattraining schemes which are not aimed at self-employment, for example

in the agricultural sector, must_have
well-planned: "placement" systems:

"The training is the means, bat the goal is professional insertion."(CupidomSy) "Once these young people have_ spent one, two, or threeyears in a training
center -wr mint be able to place them." (Christophe

Yebe)

Two other questions were considered: to what extent should a train-ing and employment scheme be organized on a mass basis covering a
wide age range; or should be specific to a particular

socio-economic
group in a geographical location? While some participants describedsuccessful mass participation

schemes, Cupidon Sy noted: "We startedoff by having a scheme of national civil service, but very quickly we had
to abandon it because the young people refused this type of organiza-
tion; they wanted something that would conform to their tempermentand mentality."

There was also discussion of funding provided by governments andfoundations, from within and from outside the
developing-countries,partiltilirly the United Nations. Moffat Sibanda suggested the possibilityof self-financing. He cited the principle of self-financing which was veryimportant for the "brigades" in Botswana. They finance the continua-tion of training from the revenue earned by their own work That is,
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the time is divided; four days of the week one works in the repair shop,

and the rest of the days are spent participating in the training courses.

He noted that this kind of revenue needed to be complemented by

government subsidies.
Throughout the discussion it was evident that both the nature of the

problem of training and employment and the response to it would by

no means be the same for all countries or even for &afferent organiza-

---tions-within-the.same _country. Several participants asserted that volun-

teers and voluntary organizationshacra-loleor
that- they-should_have a

role to play in training and employment schemes. Others mentioned

utilizing volunteers who had benefited from schooling and technical

training, to raise the living levels and productivity of rural communities

or groups of the urban sub-proletariat.

The role of volunteer organizations as themselves a means of absorb-

ing surplus labor"to re-christen the young
unemployed as a volun-

teer"was mentioned. As has beenmoted earlier, those who spoke ern-

phasized theldanger of providing traini=formonexistenzjobs; many,

if not most,ivoreiLconcentrating
on rurattareas. While several-speakers

recommenasillselfiemployment
and land...settlement,

others spoke of the

futility of1Thatluto-the-land"
projects for-1=th who had:already caught

the urban ,iiiatus. Some mentiOned the special need to do lomething for

young worn= particularly in the area ofl-technical training because it

was often the ,women who were left behind in the rural areas, and who

therefore needed training to improve agricultural
productivity. It was

felt that this might be a specific area in which more experiments and

projects cat ld be undertaken by volunteer organizations.

Although it was said that training and job creation were expensive,

no one questioned the cost/benefit ratio of volunteer efforts in this field.

There was an assumption that while governments did not have financial

resources to provide adequate training and employment possibilities,

they nevertheless did have sufficient funds to subsidize volunteers to

provide training on their behalf.

C. Social and Technical Development Service Schemes (Based on the

report of the session chaired by Yairo Mbwilo)

The discussion in this panel focused.eet matters
relating both to volun-

tarism and the development processenany of the contributions, there-

fore, have been included in the earlier,sections of this report. In pude-

ular there was discussion of the need to balance social with economic
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development and the effect of the trade and aid policies of the developed
countries on domestic development plans and processes. This led some
participants to conclude that domestic development schemes can only
be a "surface scratching" exercise.

It was observed that a wide range of schemes are covered by the term
"Social and Technical Development Service." In the developed coun-
tries, such schemes tend to be purely voluntary, such as the United
States' VISTA program and the British Community Service Volunteer

_Scheme.,Someparticipants pointed out- that almost all of-these-schemes---
included social and technical development in their goals. Thus, included
in this category art wide range of both voluntary and obligatory

There were three prominent themes in this discussion, over and abOve
the points abourvaluntarism and the developmenrprocess. Ron Gerevas
(USA) talked about .development as a question of "identifying and
utilizing fallow humairresources," citing the moltazation of the elderly
in ACTION's Toster Grandparent Program asmn. example. A second
exampleJle:notee4wasthe unemployed section cEthe community which
formed thp targer-group for training/employment/jOb creation schemes.
Fetaui Afataafa_describun the role of women's organizations in develop-
ment work:in Western:Samoa as an example of..a fallow resour :e. She
'said that the NationaLCouncil of Women had, for over 50 yeam, oper-
ated village_health committees to supplement the efforts of the profes-
sional district nursing staff. From this base, the Council had widened its
functions, and women were now involved not only in health work, but
also in agriculture and nutrition programs. In the Latin American case
study response session Elsa de Teram (Ecuador) also mentioned the role
of women as a focus of mobilization in development activities.-It should
be noted that in the speeches found in a later section of this report both
Alec Dickson and W. P. Napitupulu listed many other "fallow re-
sources."

Virginia Murdock de Payra suggested that the target groups should
both mobilize other sections of the population and broaden their activity
base from narrow to wider fields of work. Ron Gerevas added that
ACTION "is now beginning to recruit volunteers who will aim to
mobilize resources within the llocal community that they serve."

The second theme raikd in this session was that of "integrated strate-
gies." Ron Gerevas pointed out that ACTION, composed of a number
of different volunteer and mobilization programs, could both integrate
the efforts of the component parts, as described by Michael Balzano, and

4 8
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at the same time act as a single focus for voluntarism. One,participant
noted the possibility of integration between study-service and training
and employment schemes. P. P. Timilsina, in the session on study-

service, also stressed the need to develop integrated strategies.
Omar Sey described pilot projects opezated in The Gambia, where

villagers are helped by outside agencies to identify their resource and
skill need& These needs are then met by the recruitment of volunteers
:from a wide range of backgrounds, including primary and secondary

---school- leavers-and those -with-no-formaLeducation- In_teams_of,.50.they
work under the direction and control of local community leader& He

.also mentioned overseas volunteers in these integrated teams, through
partnership agreements with Canada and-the United Kingdom. In the
panel session on Training and Employment Schemes, Moffat Sibanda

said, "We have used foreign volunteers asinstructors of groups within
the brigades and also as work teachers. That is, we try- to use outsiders

within the schemes."
Finally, the session emphasized the importance of basing the develop-

ment and mobilization processes on traditional societal structure& Fetaui

Mataafa, in her account of the women1s organizations in Western
Samoa, observed that their work has beemsuccessful: "because we have

used the traditional structure that was-already there." Omar Sey, in his
description, said that locations for the pilot projects were chosen "in
situations where the traditional structure of strong community leader-

ship, c,cif-help, willingness and motivation already exists." Yairo Mbwilo

supported this idea, describing how discussion and debate about devel-

opment plans among local communities formed an important part of
Tanzania's development policies.

D. 5'h-on-Term Service

Several of the ;panelists in the session on Short-Term Service, notably
Luc Heymans (Belgium), Bogdan Stefanski, and Thierry Lemaresquier
(UNESCO) were skeptical about the values to be derived from short-
term service or work-camp activitie& Basically they felt that where only

a limited amount of time was available, several of the problems inherent
in volunteer work are exacerbated. Short-term workers, according to

r, Bogdan Stefanski, cannot be agents of mobilization: "They are not there
long enough to really understand the local situation or bring about
much of a change." Short-term workers, in the work camp model, are
unlikely to be controlled by the local community. The setting of goals
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and detailed planning of the work were other areas where the local
community was infrequentlyiinvolved. In the minds of many partici-
pants, short-term service represents the ultimate example ofraternalism
from which volunteer work is and should be retreating.

Raymond Charley, though more optimistic, raised a further issue.
Speaking from personal experience, he noted that short-tenn projects
are frequently meaningless because many projects, through poor plan-
ning and the poor motivation of participants, were left uncompleted,

_thus giving_ satisfaction_ neither _to .the partkipants nor the_ host cam-
munity. But his optimism was based on his feeling that such project& if
carefully planned, were a way of getting the educated, administrative,
and political elite to learn, and by example, demonstrate the need for
and value of service to others. He described projects in which political
leaders had become involved. Attitudes of both participants and com-
munities had been changed in this way, he added, noting that the atti
tudes of the educated elite were thos ! most in need of change. G. K.
Frimpong said that if we regard rural development as a priority, we
must use every means at our disposal to rekindle the "traditional African
spirit of voluntarism." He saw short-term service projects as one way of
rekindling and sustaining the spirit, and noted that careful planning
was essential and "should aim at bringing in skills which local corn-
muni ti es lack." Short-term projects, he felt, were most suited to,PlOstlait
construction tasks, where mobilization or Ow community is posiffileAtt
meet a short-term need.

Arieh Kreisler (Israel) pointed out that the pessimism of somezmenr.--
bers of the panel was based on:general observatinns-rather thanzdetailed.
thought. He said that it was quite clear thaz shorr-term volunteexa'
needed to be of the highest quality, carefully selected=nd
having skills and qualifications well matched ICY Lthe requirements: of
the work, and having very sensitive and flexible attitudes. As a-result,
the volunteer, in spite of the short-term nature of the assignment, would
be able to help local communities assess their needs, plan their work
programs, and identify the skills that they lack. In thi&way, short-term
projects and work camps could be successful lEit is recognized that the
planning of projects and the selection of participants need to be ex-
ecuted with more care than in any other form of volunteer activity.

Dr. Alec Dickson made a plea for the retention of short-term service
on behalf of the participant& "Some people," he pointed out, "have
only short periods of time to spare. Are we to deny them any oppor-
tunity for voluntary'service?"
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VI
Forward Strategies

Conference participants spent over 11/2 days during the latter half of
the week in workshop discussion groups. All of them devoted a
considerable portion of the discussion to aspects of voluntarism, mobili-
zation and development. Those parts of their reports which dealt with
such matters have been included in the relevant parts of this summary.
Each workshop also considered ideas for thefuture which would necessi-
tate cooperation between countries and voluntary agencies, at a regional
or international level, and of a bilateral or multi-lateral nature; in
other words, those which have relevance to volunteer agencies and
related activities as a whole rather than merely to specific aspects of
voluntarism or to individual programs.

It should be stressed that the ideas about wider strategies for the
future were not formally agreed upon by resolution or vote in plenary
session. What follows is merely a list of the ideas proposed by various
participants.

International Strategies

The development of an international clearinghouse for the ex-
change of information about all aspects of voluntarism.
Detailed information about all existing volunteer programs should
be provided in catalogue or directory form.
Periodic international conferences dealing, perhaps, with specific
topics of global concern: for example the role of -volunteer organi-
zations with regard to youth unemployment.
The creation of a "world development fund" to foster the growth

51.
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of new and existing domestic, regional, international partnership
and reciprocal volunteer schemes.
Collaboration among volunteer agencies including reciprocal, ex-
change, and partnership volunteer programs to facilitate volunteer
exchanges and partnerships between developing countries, between
industrialized countries, between developed and developing coun-
tries.

Collaboration in the form of technical assistance cooperation.
The-pluralism of present-approaches to international voluntarism - --
should be continued. (There was no support for the idea that all
international volunteer programs should be under one coordinating
agency.)
Greater integration between export and domestic volunteer pro-
grami-Ind associations of former volunteers. This could be en-
couraged by the development of domestic volunteer service as a
means of preparing, training, or qualifying volunteers for service
overseas, and by integrating ex-volunteers into the training process.

Regional Strategies

Many participants felt that the strategies detailed above were relevant
to regional schemes.

Whereas there was little sympathy for the idea of an, international
coordinating agency, there was considerable support for the devel-
opment of regional structures that could encourage collaboration,
partnership, bilateral, and multi-lateral exchange programs within
regions. Examples of this already exist in some areas.

Structures might develop regional:
Work camps
Exchange programs (bilateral and multi-lateral)
Information clearinghouse
Conferences
Coordination of export and domestic volunteer programs.

General Strategies

More "on site" detailed research and evaluation of the effectiveness
of volunteers. Ex-volunteers might undertake this work more sensi,
tively and imaginatively than entirely disinterested researchers.

Continue to pioneer innovative approaches (for example, the devel-

R9.
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opment and dissemination of appropriate technology which might
be adopted by statutnry agencies).
Volunteer agencies should plan projects which are "time phased,"
setting a "withdrawal" target date in view from the outset to obvi-
ate the danger of perpetuation and continuation of projects depen-
dent on volunteer staffing.
Opportunities, however, should exist for volunteers to extend their
service when appropriate.
Volunteer.agencies should ensure that volunteers are assigned at
the grass roots of devdopment work whenever possible rather than
in institutions or as part of professional elites.

In the closing address, Murray Thomson suggested five initiatives that
the volunteer movement now needed to take:

Greater efforts to improve a higher quality of volunteer.
Greater collaboration between domestic and foreign agencies.

More reciprocal schemes.

A volunteer development fund or bank.
A more equal involvement of women in the development process.

What all this requires, however, is continuing action on the part of
volunteer agencies. Olga de Pizano perhaps summarized the conference
proceedings: "If we can characterize the first development decade as
having constituted an era of the creation of the doctrine of volunteer
service, then the second devdopment decade must be characterized by
action."
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Chapter

Opening Addresses

Welcoming Speech by Dr. Ernst E. Veselsky, Secretary of State for the
Chancellery, Austrian Federal Republic

I warmly welcome you here in Austria on behalf of the Federal
Chancellor and the Austrian Federal Government. You have decided
to hold your Conference in a country that has been actively endeavoring
to bring together, in what is called the North-South Dialogue, people
and institutions from the First World and the Third World; a country,
we believe, that is particularly suited to do so on account Of its neutral-
ity, its independence of political blocs, and its history, which is free
fmm any taint of colonialism.

4Ve welcome this Conference for two reasons: first, because now,
after 15 or more years of rather isolated work by various volunteer
services, the international contacts which .are now being launched
include organizations from the Third World itself. Thus the expecta-
tions of the Third World countries can bear directly on the discussion.
The second reason is that we believe that direct cooperation between
Volunteer services in the industrial and developing countries will
multiply the effectiveness of their activities.

The fact that Austria spends between one-third and one-fourth of the
government's bilateral technical aid budget of subsidies for volunteer
services shows how much importance we attribute to the work of volun-
teers within the framework of development assistance policies. In fact,
their importance goes beyond the mere transfer of knowledge and skills.
The key task, one that can only be accomplished by person-to-person
encounters, is motivation towards self-reliance. Without this kind of
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motivation, a person cannot assimilate new knowledge and skills.
But to be able to motivate others, you have to be motivated yourself.
Hence, the selection and training of volunteers is of particular imPor-
tance. Returned volunteers 'can .inject more realism into induction
courses, and where suitable counterpart organizations exist, part of the
induction and training programs can be held in the receiving country.

Every volunteer is, in the last resort, faced with an educational task.
This is a challenge which cannot be met in the traditional way. The
volunteer himself mint never cease to learn. The greater his readiness
to grasp the realities of his new environment and to acknowledge the
rationality of the traditional behavior patterns of the target group, the
more effective his proposals and suggestions to overcome the causes of
underdevelopment will be.

In this situation the traditional vertical teacher-pupil relationship
gives way to horizontal relationship, of communication between equal
partners.

. It is not the volunteer's job to do work that has been done badly or
not.at all by the target group. Rather, he must .aim at persuading the
locals to take up the challenge themselves, This sounds like a truism,
but it isn't always in practice. This is the only way to achieve snowball
effects without which all volunteer operations are nothing but an
ineffective tilting at windmills.

The standard by which .all development assistance must be gauged
is the degree to which it reaches the grass roots. It is there where most
human resources lie fallow, and the mobilization.of these resources is a
prerequisite for overcoming underdevelopment.

Every volunteer should at first work at the base, in order to become

aware of the everyday realities. Besides technical skill, this calls for
strength of character, flexibility, and tolerance. It is only after this first

stage that he cari effectively cooperate with local leaders, to work more
indirectly at the base, as well as paving the way for these leaders to
carry on the work on their own.

We also expect our volunteers, after their return, to help arouse
our own society's concern for the problems of the Third World. On the
basis of their own first hand experience, they should highlight the
real causes of underdevelopment, combatting prejudice and fostering
the kind of understanding which we need for the electorate to give us a

mandate to launch more effective efforts to assic the developing

countries.
We need a multiplicity of multilateral and bilateral measures if we
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are to succeed in breaking the vicidus circles which the Swedish econ-
omist Gunnar Myrdal has called "the circular causation of underde-
velopment." It is this which makes the poor even poorer all the time,
unless and until the circle is broken by concentrated and concerted
efforts.

One of the most important of these forces is the individual's personal
commitment to human solidarity and the idea of social justice.

It is.this commitment which forms the concern of your organizations
and of this conference to which I hereby wish every success.
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Keynote Address by Jan P. Pronk, Minister for Development
Cooperation, The Netherlands

THE WORLD IN CRISIS - THE NEED FOR INVOLVEMENT

The title of my address to you is a challenging one indeed.
I would like to state, however, that every one of usif not every

citizen of the worldis already in one way or another involved in find-
ing solutions for the problems which face us, whether we actually
acknowledge the world to be in a state of crisis or not.

Though the road to finding solutions locally and internationally, and
having them implemented in a concerted way is long and difficult, it
will not be of much help to emphasize the atmosphere of crisis in which
we find ourselves. Serious attention and fast action is needed to continue
to build on the base we have created in the past years to build a world
structure which contains the elements of equal opportunities for every-
one. The building of such a structure requires an atmosphere of sober
approach if constructive and well-adjusted efforts from individuals,
corporations and governments are to be launched.

Volunteer service has always been a pioneer force in many commu-
nities. However, we must also realize that the steps of the pioneers may
well turn up mud, sometimes leaving behind tracks that are more
slippery. Moreaver, the aims and results of the work of the pioneering
volunteers are often not, or not immediately, translated into more
formal international action. This is something which becomes all the
more frustrating since world-wide action has been intensified.

On the one hand, mankind has never had access to so many commu-
nication facilities as are available today for acquiring information
about what is going on in the rest of the world and for motivating
others as well to participate in activities which go beyond existing
national borders, just as is the case at our meeting here today. On the
other hand, those who are active have to fight more frustration than
ever before.

Because international developments influence whatever one tries to
improve in one's own country, nations have had to raise the solutions
for many economic and social problems to the international level. This
is where some of the frustration has its origin: firstly, the expectations
of international solutions are set too high; secondly, the relationship
between the solutions for international problems and the solutions for
the problems of local communities and individual citizens tend to get
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lost; and thirdly, there is not even one body at the international level
which can enforce the implementation of the agreements reached inter-
nationally. These frustrations discourage citizen participation and create
misunderstandings between nations.

From year to year we have gained a better insight into the deficiencies
of our world society, though not everybody considers these to be struc-
tural. More realistic concepts have been visualized for future relations
between peoples, though technocrats and politicians still differ in
opinion on what is good for us. Nevertheless, integrated development
tactics and internationally agreed strategies are slowly taking shape. hi
the past we have sometimes started from the wrong presumptions, we
have used unsuitable mechanisms and have therefore unintentionally
strengthened non-egalitarian develoPment tendencies. These mistakes
are being corrected continuously. But to translate concepts into inter-
national action programs which are accepted by consensus and which
appeal to people is a difficult process. We saw some light at the 7th
Special Central Assembly. But UNCTAD IV has proved once more
that not all of the richer countries are as yet prepared or able to adjust
their national policies to meet the just demands of the poorer countries,
ahhough we did at least reach some agreements which will serve for
further negotiations. The conditions of inflation and recession which
exist at present in the industrialized countries have created an opinion
among the public that does not often favor international measures
which affect the standard of welfare to which that public has become
accustomed. The governments of such countries are therefore often not
in a position to make what they consider sacrifices, because of the lack
of public support or the lack of public pressure at home.

This is so even in The Netherlands where there is general public
support for international cooperation. For instance the government's
policies aimed at the restructuring of the national economy in the light
of a realistic international redistribution of industrial production meet
with strong resistance from those sectors which are directly involved,
such as the textile industry. Only a basic economic restructurhag of our
own society and a constant dialogue with these sectors about the need
to limit our claim to prosperity while a large part of the world popula-
tion is deprived of sufficient basiC goods, and about the type of world
which will be left for future generations to live in, will hopefully add
some perspective to our way of thinking and make the transfer of
certain industries to the Third World something to be accepted as a
matter of international justice.

5 9
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All this shows us that the general mentality in the developed countries
must change so as to make them a constructive force in international
development. By giving the people a variety of information on the situ-
ation in other countries, .by having active groups of the population
participate in the preparation for international conferences (on popu-
lation, food, ecology, employment, habitat, etc.), and by feeding back
the results, we in The Netherlands are trying to base our international
contributions on the ideas of our citizens and at the same time en-
couraging individuals to increase their participation. As I pointed out
earlier, the bridging of the gap between what the individual citizens of
your and my countries think and what you and I propose as interna-
tional solutions, is essential to ensure long-standing success. We must
not forget this for one single moment.

As I said earlier, the demands of the developing countries as formu-
lated by the "Group of 77" are just. However, there is a tendency for
the failure to measure up to international expectations, as seen in the
volume of aid, the flow of technology and private investment, and inter-
national trade and resources arrangements, to be used by developing
countries as an alibi for national non-achievement. As Mr. Parmer from
India pointed out at the 5th World Council of Churches Assembly in
Nairobi: the Third World countries should also see the beam in their
own eyes before the mote in the eyes of the industrialized countries. He
was referring to the tensions which exist between the international
stance and the internal reality of many developing countries. If we agree
that .internation development plans must be directed towards the
creation of a world with equal opportunities for all groups of people,
we must also realize that the national policies of many countries do not
yet set the conditions for internal social justice and the equitable distri-
bution of wealth. The collective demands of the "Group of 77" come
to nothing if they do not implement measures to bring them into line
with the international changes they advocate, if they do not mobilize
all of their own resources and if they do not determine the real needs
of their people.

The world is slowly proceeding towards more equitable international'
economic relations. In the minds of today's leading philosophers and
administrators a system is being born which is based on the equality
and common interests of all countries: the New International Economic
Order. The new order sets the pattern for better use of the world's
resources, for selective economic growth directed towards a more equi-
table distribution of wealth, and for the construction of international
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machinery for decision taking. It would be right to keep Adler Karls-
son's principle in mind: that nobody should increase his wealth until
the basic needs of his fellow men are fulfilled. This philosophy requires
a rethinking of the values held in the past.

In my opinion this conference cannot but concentrate on queStions
like: "how can we mobilize individuals and communities to support the
New International Economic Order?" and "how can we translate the
principles of the New International Economic Order into motivation
for action by individuals and groups in both the developed and the
developing countries?"

it is no coincidence that a conference on these basic questions actually
evolves from within the framework of the activities of voluntary orga-
nizations. Volunteers, as I see them in the context of today's world, are
the pioneers of the new order, men and women whO really feel that
things both at home and in the world at large cannot go on as they are
at present and who are prepared to devote themselves to action for
improvement, evenif so required7at the cost of part of their own
wealth and careers.

Ask the volunteers from abroad why they came to the developing
countries and you will always gather that they are actually motivated
by the desire to contribute to the emancipation of their fellow men and
to a more even distribution of wealth and welfare in the world, though
this is sometimes hidden bchind a lot of other considerations. They will,
nathrally, not always put all this ita terms of the New International
Economic Order, which is something far beyond their scope and.reach
and possibly even their views, but the basic notion ,of the, need for
personal involvement in order to get things changed for a better wOrld
is definitely there. Ask the volunteers from the developing countries
why they join movements for development or ask the governments why
they start such movements and you will find out that the large majority
of them feel and understand that it is the responsibility of all people
to share their knowledge with their fellowmen and to participate *per-
sonally in activities which are primarily carried out for the well-being
of others.

Probably the most important development in the thinking of present-
day volunteers is that services to their fellow men are not a matter of
charity but a matter of justice. And, perhaps it is even more than that.
Perhaps the driving force behind voluntary service and, at the same
dine, its main promise for the future is the.rapidly growing notion that
the interests of our fellow men in other parts of the world are directly
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and very closely related to our own interests. This growing notion may
be somewhat disenchanting at first, as it strips voluntary service of much

of its mystique. In the end, however, it enriches the service as it makes

it essential for all of us, a fundamental requirement for a decent human

existence in a full world.
From what I said earlier, it may be concluded that there are certain

conditions which must be fulfilled if international efforts to create a
better world are to succeed. In the context of this conference I will
mention two of these conditions. Firstly, national governments should
adopt internal and external policies in line with international agree-

_

ments and based on internationally accepted concepts like the New
International Economic Order. Secondly, concurrent with the visualiz-

ing of international concepts and the establishment of international

agreements, national governments should allow and promote citizen
participation at all levels and in all sectors. If no additional steps are

taken to meet these conditions sooner, the whole idea of a better world

for everybody will remain fiction. We shall be forced to survive within

our smaller communities, locked up, as it were, behind our own borders

and hoping for the best.
However, much has already been accomplished in the area of citizen

participation and voluntary effort is in this context recognized as a
moving force behind it. It is not an easy task to motivate people to look

over the fence and work for the benefit of others. Too many people are

still sitting in their own backyard ignoring the people across the street.

While in the old clays individual members of a local community were

used to working with others to solve the community's problems and to
participating in decision-making, there came a time when the integra-

tion of those communities into the larger society of the nation took the

initiative out of their hands and made them depend on government
solutions. In each of the countries to which you and I belong, one has

learned from the failures which resulted from this.

The involvement of citizens through active participation in raising
production and in caring for marginal groups has become a major con-

cern of governments. However, it remains difficult to have people take

the step to the next village, to the next province, to the next country.

The reason is lack of motivation and a lack of understanding of the fact

that a joint effort can pave the way towards individual development and

also towards satisfying the self-interest of an individual in the nation

and of the nations of the world. The task of this Conference is to outline

future expectations concerning the involvement of people, how to moti-
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vate people to turn involvement into action, how to mobilize citizens
in a well-organized way which leaves room for voluntary effort, and how
citizens of different communities and nations can help each other.

6 3
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Introduction of Conference Theme by W. P. Napitupulu, Secretary,

Badan Urusan Tenaga Kerja Sukarela Indonesia (BIJTSI)

MOBILIZING HUMAN RESOURCES FOR DEVELOPMENT -

THE SCOPE AND LIMITATIONS OF VOLUNTEER SERVICE TODAY

We have come here to discuss the most effective ways of mobilizing

human resources for development. We have gathered here to exchange
experienee and information in the field of the mobilization of human

resources for development. In the process of this exchange, we must
always keep in mind that we are all human beings with the same

strengths and weaknesses, not only physico-biologically, but also socio-

culturally, spiritually, and mentally.
I say we are all the same whether we come from America, Africa',

Australia, Europe or Asia, because no human being is given the right

to choose his or her mother and father. If one is entitled to choose, one

might choose to be the son or daughter of a rich or powerful family.

But that is not the case, we human beings all have the same fate: we

were bOrn yesterday, we serve today and we die tomorrow. We are each
allotted a certain time, whether we like it or not, and the time is indeed

very short. Therefore a more fully "humane" human being will endeavor.

to utilize the time to be of service to as many people as possible, not
only in the country where he happened to be born, but also in the

whole world.
In a developing country such as Indonesia, the gap between the

"haves" and the "have-nots" is still big, and the bridging of it is not pos-

sible through formal education alone. The Minister of Education and

Culture, Dr. Sjarif Thajeb has stated that in order to be able to bridge

the gap in a relatively short time, one should devise he jar programs

which are, by their nature, both experiential and remedial. By the
latter terms what is meant is learning by doing and at the sante time
making up for lost earlier educational opportunities, whether cognitive

or affective. The programs should be implemented by chain-reaction sys-

tems which progress and multiply geometrically. This appears to be a

highly desirable system of mobilization of human resources. The kejar
programs might operate in a number of areas: for example, wiping out
illiteracy, raising the standard of health, working in the fields of envi-

ronmental health, nutrition and family planning and reforestation. The
kejar programs call for every educated person in the country to help

the less ethicatecl or uneducated population living around him. Because

6 4
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the working population will also be motivated to become involved in
kejar programs during their leisure time, we are mobilizing them on a
part-time basis, perhaps two hours a day, three days a week. But, young
educated people who are not going to schools and not yet finding em-
ployment may be used on a full.tinue basis to implement kejar programs.

Last year the women's organizations of Indonesia were given the
challenge of executing kejar programs of illiteracy eradication, and they
were willing to do it. Next we will challenge the youth organizations
and other social and religious groups. They all will start operating
from their own small communities, and using the chain-reaction sys-

tems with geometric progression described earlier will move outwards
to larger communities.

In order that these educated people will be able to implement kejar
programs effectively, the Depqrtment of Education and Culture is cur-
rently preparing bookletssimilar to the BUTSI village technology
booklets which some of you will have seenwhich contain information
on the minimum essential learning needs of our population in all
spheres of life, starting with literacy and moving on,to health, primarily
public or community health, preventiVe medicine and nutrition, envi-,
ronmental health, family planning,' -agrucultnfe,' haridicraftS; and

1politico-ideological development of the people. Thoe booklets will aim
at providing functional information, certain skills, and material which
will inculcate in them a sense of responsibility as citizens. In brief,
one may say that the booklets will help the "have-nots" become well-
informed, responsible and productive citizens of the developing Indo-
nesia. Their active participation in the implementation of modernizing
and development programs of the country will be motivated and en-
couraged through the booklets, which are carefully structured.

The Department of Education and Culture is planning to write up
"Package A" booklets for those who never had the opportunity of
going to school, or who dropped out from elementary schools, "Pack-
age B" for those who have finished "Package A" (plus those who may
have dropped out from junior high schools), and "Package C" for those
who have finished "Package 11" (plus those who may have dropped out
from senior high schools). In the future, it will be., possible for young
people who have finished "Package A" and want to' go to junior high
school, to do so, through some form of transitional course. Thus this
approach will also offer a way back into the formal education syStem
for those who wish to do so.

These kejar programs will, indeed, be very successful in accelerating
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the process of bridging the gap between the "haves" and the "have-nots,"

if all the educated manpower of Indonesia can be mobilized to partici-

pate. I have the hope and optimism that we will be able to mobilize

most, if not all, of our young educated manpower to implement the

programs. My optimism is not based on wishful thinking, but on our,
gotong-royong (mutual assistance) social system. Our gotong-royong

social system has affirmatively answered "yes" to the old question, "Am

I my brother's keeper?" and the government is seriously trying to

revivify this social system inherited from our ancestors.

Who are the educated manpower who can implement these kejar
programs? They are not only school educated, because a newly literate

person who just finished "Package A" of illiteracy eradication program,

may now be called educated, and therefore able to teach, if willing, other

illiterates. The same applies with a person who is excellent in brick

laying (but who may be still studying "Package A") . While doing this

he may still be willing to teach some people in brick laying techniques.

In his field he forms part of the educated manpower. So; these non-

formal education programs are really trying to recruit everybody to help

every person to work cooperatively to raise the standard of living. The

old guild-system in education will also be utilized and promoted.
Of course, the more highly educated ones will bear the heavier

responsibility of motivating people to implement the kejar programs,

not only by implernenting the programs themselves as examples, but

also by designing other programs needed to speed up the development

process. The highly educated manpower in the developing countries

must be willing to bear heavier responsibility in the development of the

country in all spheres of life, because people as a whole have given

them the opportunity to study, to become better problem-solvers. That

one is a university graduate, for instance, is not only because he or

she is intelligent and his or her parents were able to pay the tuition
these are necessary but not sufficient conditionsbut primarily because

the whole population has given him or her the opportunity to study in

the university. The university is not built by the parents of the students

who study there, but by all the people, including the "have-nots" men-

tioned earlier. University graduates, therefore, especially in the devel-

oping countries, must work harder to speed up the process of bridging

the gap between the "have" and the "have-nots."
BUTSI, an interdepartmental Board of the Indonesian Government,

has as its main responsibility the recruitment of Indonesian university

graduates to work for two years as village-level cross-sectional commu-
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nity development volunteers. Approxicately 2,700 BUTSI volunteers
are currently at work in approximately 2,700 villages, spreading from
one end of Indonesia to the other. BUTSI's other activities, such as
helping to arrange for volunteers from other countries to work in
Indonesia or sending Indonesian volunteers to other countries must
always receive lower priority than this prime responsibility of assigning
Indonesian volunteers to work in Indonesian villages.

The BUTSI volunteers live and work with the rural people in the
five main interrelated spheres of life that need modernization and
development: in local government, education and training, health,
nutrition and family planning, infrastructure, and production.

Besides these five fields of life where the BUTSI volunteers are
working, they also perform two other important functions. Firstly, the
multiplication functionto develop cadres which will go on with the
development efforts started by the volunteers, and secondly the function
of involving professional technical service officers (the agriculture ser-
vice, the health service, the community development service, etc.) in
the projects the volunteers are implementing.

Examples of development activities directly assisted by various indi-
vidual volunteers are:

a. erosion control, reforestation, improvement of cultivation tech-
niques, introduction of new or improved cash and food crops,
improvement of existing animal and poultry husbandry and the
introduction of-new species, encouragement of cottage industries,
and other contributions to agricultural production.

b. Adult education, literacy teaching, nutrition education, health
education, home economics education, improving village admin-
istration, preparation for transmigration, youth leadership and
training, encouraging local cultural and social activities, and other
educational activities.

c. The rehabilitadon or construction of roads, bridgei, irrigation
canals, drinking water supplies, school buildings, community sani-
tary facilities, markets, and other physical amenities.

The experience of BUTSI has successfully been transferred to the
universities in Indonesia. There is now a program, called KULIAH
KERJA NYATA (KKN) . This is a Study Service Program operating
in every state university (there are 40 in Indonesia). Each sends stu-
dents (4th and 5th year) to _villages to live and work with the rural
people for three "to six months. The program has now more than 3,000
students in the field. Some programs are already intra-curricular but
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others are not. Int tthe future, the studentsJ)f the private universities

will also join this KKN program.
With the assistance of the International Development Research

Centre in Canada, we are now studying both BUTSI and KKN in

order to find out their effect on the students/volunteers, the people in

the community, the various levels of governmentprovincial, district,

sub-district and villageand the university. The same research is also

being carried out in the same way in Thailand, the Philippines and
Sri Lanka in order to enable comparisons between programs in the

region.
You will directly notice that both the BUTSI and KKN programs

are utilizing university graduates as agents of modernization and devel-

opment, who are assigned on either a long-term basis (BUTSI) or on

a short-term, full-time basis (KKN) . Other university graduates who

are alaready working will be mobilized to implement kejar programs
on a long-term or short-term, part-tirne basis. ,

I hope that from all I have said so far, one may clearly see that we

can solve some of our basic human problems by proper and effective

utilization of our existing human resources (the young, the drop-outs,

the unemployed, the retired people, the women, the dispossessed, the

skilled, and the educated manpower) both nationally and interna-

tionally.
We may define a volunteer as a person who is, firstly, willing to leave

a certain life situation to work in a dedicated and devoted way in a
different, probably more challenging situation, as an agent of moderni-

zation and development. Secondly, the volunteer is willing to receive
only a subsistence living allowance which may also indirectly help in

the adaptation process into the new situation. Thirdly, the volunteer
is willing to leave the ,service after a certain period of timesay, two
years, without any obligation on the part of the organization to look
for a permanent job for him.

This definition of a volunteer is, I think, valid not only for "domestic"

but also for "export" volunteers, though it may differ slightly in detail.
A volunteer, as an agent of change, is a. person who will work and
help not only in the field of his specialization, but when necessary in

other fields. The efforts of modernization and development are not only

characterized by the transfer of knowledge and skill, but also the deVel-

opment of constructive mental attitudes.
The very significant role which a volunteer front abroad can play is

really the role of a "peaceful challenger." The domestic volunteers
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might not see something which to the "foreign eyes" is quite evident,
and by asking questions (challenging ones!) the invisible phenomena
might come to the surface. So volunteers from abroad, whenever and-
wherever possible, should try to act as challengers. In playing this
role, a volunteer from abroad must also be cautious of the socio.cultural
differences that exist, but should not be too cautious because that will
prevent him from doing anything. Hence, the slogan, "Get involved,
but not dissolved!"

But the direct influence of volunteers from abroad on the develop-
ment of the country where they are working is probably fairly minor
while they are in the field. Of course, they often do very useful work.
There are Indonesians who have been able to undertake further educa-
tion and training overseas because their English has been improved as
a result of the efforts of "export" volunteers. The lives of some people
in poor countries have become more comfortable because of technical
advice given or work done by these volunteers. Butand the volunteers
themselves would be the first to admit itthese things do not, and can-
not, transform a poor country into a developed country.

If the people of the poor countries are ever to achieve a reasonable
standard of living, this will depend to some extent on the rich coun-
tries using their power humanely. When "export" volunteers return to
.heir own countries, thel are in a unique position to influence the
climate of opinion, and ultimately, policies towards the poor countries.
Many of them become teachers. Others in time become policy makers.
They work from a position of real knowledge and emotional involve-
ment with the poor countries. It is not too much to hope that they may
play a crucial role in closing the gap between the rich and the poor
of this world.

-Some-developing countries are asking whether they should request-'
"experts" from the developed countries or whether they should, instead,
request "volunteers." Considering both the costs and also the relative
effectiveness, more and more people are thinking that it will pay off,
most of the time, if they request the "volunteers" rather than the
"experts." It is not just relative cost-effectiveness which leads people to
this conclusion; it is also a question of the different attitudes displayed
by "volunteer" and "expert." The "expert" tends to "dictate or "tell"
people how to do things, while 'the "volunteer" does things together
with the people. The volunteer is inclined to show to the people that
he is also learning by doing, and that he comes not to tell people how
to do things, but, through demonstration, how to do things in a coop.
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erative spirit. The volunteer is therefore fraternalistic rather than
paternalistic, and this is probably the real key to his success as a change

agent.
I have tried to elaborate the scope of volunteer services today, but I

do not dare to spell out its limitations. The scope of volunteer service
is, indeed, as wide as life itself within the framework of bridging the

gap between the "haves" and the "have-nots." Although some limitations

of volunteer service are implicit in what I have said, (since most of the

limitations are inherent with the development problems themselves)

this paper is thoroughly optimistic. If we really want to improve the
quality of the life of our people, then it is my view that the mobiliza-

tion of human resources for development through volunteer service is .

the most effective way possible today.
To some people the word "mobilization." sounds too military and,

indeed, contradictory to the term "voluntary." Why use it? The discus-
sion of terminologies has always been a very interesting preoccupation
of human beings all over the world. People spend a lot of time discuss-
ing terms, but then do nothing afterwards, or thinkvery dangerous
that they have done enough by just discussing the terms.

Our Conference should avoid this danger. If the people being mobi-,-

lized perceive the task to be performed clearly and are therefore willing
to accomplish the task, then the word "mobilization" has no sense of
compulsion and is, therefore, not contradictory to the term voluntary.

To avoid the danger mentioned above, it is probably advantageous

to our Conference if everyone tries to accept that there is no such thing
as 100% "compulsory" or 100% "voluntary" service just as there is no
such thing as 100% "objectivity" or 100% "subjectivity" in .the field of
research..It is a continuum, not an "either/or" situation.

-The second, reason- which I dare to propose in defense of the.word
"mobilization" is tile present socio-economic'situation that exists in ou'r

world.There..ery.wide gap .betWeen the rich nations and the poor
natiun., and in all these nations, there still exists a gap between the
minority of "haves" and the majority oc: "have-nots." This gap must
be bridged, but not just through the right distribution of material
things, because by doing this we do not solve the problems. The gap
must be seen primarily from an educational point of view. Because the
people, do not possess the functional knowledge or information they.
need .to improve their conditions of life, bec.ause they do not possess
the skills that might be utilized to earn a living, and- because they .do

not possess the kind of mental attitudes they need, they stay poor or
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underdeveloped. We must mobilize the more educated human resources
to help them, and that is why volunteer service or development service,
if yOu prefer that terminology, will play a very significant role in
bridging the gap mentioned. The more people who are willing to
devote their lives to volunteer service, the more effective we can be in
mobilizing people to help their fellow human beings, the quicker we
will be able to bridge the gap. If we assume that the main task is
educational, then the process may be accelerated only if more and more
people are willing to accept the responsibility, both part-time arid full-
time, of transferring knowledge, information, skills and the mental
attitudes which are the keys to development and modernization.

To illustrate these ideas, an old proverb might be cited. "If One is
given fish he might eat for.several days, 'then he will depend on others
to get the fish until the stock is finished, and if one is taught how to
fish he might be zble to eat fish for several months, but if One is taught
how to breed fish then he will eat fish during his whole life."

We need to mobilize more and more people to teach others so that
the "have-nots" will be enabled to live a better life, and so that the
"quality of life," not just in economic terms, .but in social, cultural,
niefifal and sPiritual terms can be improved.
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Chapter

Country Case Study
Presentations

First Case Study: Republique Unie du Cameroun, presented by
J. P. Rabel Ossono, President, Jeonesse Rurale du Cameroun

The organizers of this Conference have given to my country, Cameroon,
in the heart of Africa, the delicate mission of presenting to this assembly
the African point of view on the problem of the search for a more
dynamic and efficient formula for mobilizing human resources for
development, and on the question of cooperation within and between
countries through the medium of volunteer service.

It seems to me opportune to describe the motivations behind volun-
teer service in Africa in the context of the imperatives of development
of our countries and the political options open to each of our states
faced with these imperatives. In Africa the problems of development
are broadly the same, and the solutions that each country applies are
similar. So, in referring`just to Cameroon in this Report,-we-afereally
referring to each and every African country.

This said, we would like to affirm immediately that the motivation
for volunteer service in Africa is the battle that we are fighting against
underdevelopment. This battle, against misery, against ignorance,
against natural phenomena, etc., is a far harder one than the one fought
for political independence. This is because though the liberation of
our countries was obtained by the courageous and diplomatic action of
great patriots, the economic and social development can only be
realized by the effective mobilization of all hands, of all minds, of all
the resources in each of the countries.

71
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Hence, the mobilization and education of all the people has become,

in each of our countries, the first of many priorities in the action
aimed at the development of the nation. Indeed, the Head of State, His
Excellence, El Hadj Ahmadou Ahidjo has declared: "There is no
authentic progress without the wish for progress, and without the par-
ticipation of all the citizens in the national effort of development."
This represents, in simple words, and in general, the African philosophy
that orients the action of our states faced with the crucial problem
of development of our countries. But in this process our young states

are confronted by multiple and difficult problems, both human and
material, which are posed with acuity to each of our governments and
which demand urgent solutions. Among these problems one can under-

line the lack of infrastructures, of modern techniques of development
and of capital which can permit the creation of these basic infrastruc-
tures such as roads which facilitate the movement of people and prod-
ucts, schools for the instruction, education and training of young
people, hospital centers, especially_for those in isolated village% youth

clubs, community center% spoil facilities, and administrative structures.
External aid, generous though it may be, does not suffice, though it

would not be desirable, on the other hand, for it to cover all our needs.
Faced with these difficulties, one of our solutions can be to sensitize the

masses to voluntarism and to mobilize all the available energies that
are offered to us by our young people, who are conscious of their respon-
sibilities and destiny, so that they can contribute to the realization of
the goals of our projects and works. The task of constructing roads,
markets, dispensaries, schools, and wells, of making plantations capable
of commercial production in a word, needed societal institutions impose
financial responsibilities which are beyond the resources of the under-
deVeloped -Countries. -Thus, part ici pa t ion is- essential to -progress:-

To this end, we have immediately available to us the idea of national
voluntary service, which implies a wish for progress on the part of those
involved, expressed through the voluntary participation of everyone in
work which will develop the country.

In this view, it is not only concerned with catching up with the
developed countries, but simply to give to our citizens a minimum of
happiness with regard to culture, basic needs, social organizafion, and
political options.

This examination of political options, as they apply to development
action, leads nw to distinguish four principles.

Firstly, man is author of his development. All development operations
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require senses of conscience responsibility and relationships. That
excludes operations imposed from outside and concerned only with
material progress which are not preceded by a period of sensitization of
the people and of the concerned groups.

Second principle: We cannot speak of the development of a commu-
nity of individuals without the participation of those involved. This
development will, therefore, promote a global society; the individuals
involved will possess a critical function which enables them to discern
and rectify the inevitable imbalances which are provoked by change.
This excludes operations which are for the benefit of individuals who
are isolated from society and operations which do not require the devel-
opment of a preliminary consciousnes3 among the people and groups
concerned. It allows operations which call for the participation of the
greatest numblr; which promote the well-being of communities; and
operations which do not cc:ate uncontrollable imbalances among people
and groups.

Third principle: Volunteer services should answer to a real need of
society of the concerned communitj, to train and render competent the
persons engaged in these operations, so that they can become aufono-

.
mous. This excludes operations which are contrary to the national plan;
operations which are contrary and competitive to those of the commu-
nity; operations not related to the means of tile local community; opera-
tions that take the administration for their ultimate end; and operations
without any planned training of the people who are engaged. It allows
for operations which develop into responsible ..,nd autonomous struc-
tures; operations which are carried on within the framework of the
national plan of development; operations which provide explicitly for
the training of those persons engaged.
--Fourth- principle: -Development -operations -should-grow- within a ----
determined area and culture, to answer to the rearneeds and the possi-
bilities of the concerned populations, by favoring the integration of
these populations to be more whole, unified, and fraternal. This ex-
cludes operations launched without a sufficient knowledge of the en-
vironment; operations carried out only by the civil officials; and opera-
tions where the priorities are defined by the civil officials. It allows
operations of local character which are under the responsibility of locals
and operations that help people to integrate within themselves and
within the aiea where they live the values of the past.

The application of these principles finds its base in the economic
option community adopted by the African countries under the name of
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"planned liberalism," aided by "self-centered" development. This philos-
ophy imposes on each citizen and on each community obligations that
imply participation to insure a decent level of life; contribution to the
development of the nation by emphasizing their national inheritance;
and the utilization of human and natural resources, all these operating
within the framework of the national plan of development, the support
of national efforts, and external aid from all organizations and nations
of the world.

Thus, voluntarism, the free participation in development operations
by human investment, is taking form in our countries to the point that
we can say that volunteer service has become a way of life for each one.
The necessary motivation, the sensitizing of people to these-principles
of development, is advocated in political meetings, in religious sermons,
in Popular reunions and it is also aided by education programs and, for
example, the training of postgraduate& All this has given birth to
numerous initiatives within the fi.amework of volunteer service, crowned
by different forms of the National Civic Service for Participation in
Development (NCSPD),.,which is organized by the government.

I would like now to present a view of some of these initiatives in four
groups corresponding to the levels and to the nature of the responsible'
organisms: spontaneous grass roots initiatives; initiatives from religious
groups; initiatives from youth movements; and government initiatives.

Firstly, the grass roots initiatives. These villages and groups of village!
spontaneously rise up and group themselves in order to construct liaison
mechanisms among and between villages and cities; to repair destroyed
bridges or to construct new ones where there are none; to build schools,
dispensaries; to construct chapels; and to participate in public works
programs.
--Secondly, initiatives of religious organization& The_Christian.church---
es,'notably the Catholic church and Protestant churches, have involved
themselves on numerous occasions in volunteer service. Through the
Bureau of Social and Economic Activities (BASE), of the EpiscOpal
Conference of Cameroon, the Catholic church organizes volunteer ser- -

vice. Notably, it organizes the organization of village communities of
which the leaders receive training in rural animation and group dy-
namics. 'fliese leaders are then charged to sensitize the populations to
undertake the economic and social development of, their locality. One
of the methods used consists in putting together all human and material'
resources in the collective interest.

I will cite here as an example of volunteer service, the experience
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(Cameroon)." Topromote the economic, social and cultural development of the rural.people, this center is active in three domains. Firstly, the theoretical. domain. The Center

provides --prOfessional training in rural jobs; eco-
nomic and social education bf the villagers; and the organization of theproduction and

commercialization of agricultural products.Secondly, the practical domain. The Center pronrotes agriculturalexploitation by practical demonstrations in the plantations of the
groups of the region.

Thirdly, the domain of staffing. Continuous action in the villages is
assured by the use of teams. The method of work consists here;- for-the...7
men, in,,the-training of work groups and, the launching of actions -4.
development. For women it involves

the organization of demonstrationprojects in homemaking art and domestic
economy, etc.ThcProtestant churches (grouped in the .Federation 'of, Churches ind,Evangelical Missions of Cameroon

IFEMECD are:also concerned with,.
popular_ services similar to those of ,the Catholics, FEMEC, with:the
help of charitable organizations around the world and' with the'belp 'of. .
grants from the government, has just started a..vast plarrof development

.for certain regions.of. the COUntry. The program of the
Projectl'embra.ces,

the domains of post education, opportunities, mobilization, 'and theorganization of collectives. The voluntary contributions of the popula-lion 'to thisiproject are important and constitute the continuing support .

of programs put into operation.
Within FEMEC numerous movementshave evolved. In preSenting here just one, of these

movements, theProtestant Agricultural Youth of Cameroon UAPEC), you will have' apicture of the others, as they' all pursue the sun,: goals: to unite theyoung people in Christian communities without regard
to_sex,,.tribe-or-

clmn
to_becyangelical,-and-to evangease-the others; to improve agricul-tyre, breeding, sanitary education; to revive and research music andtraditional art in order to develop spiritual, social, family, economic,cultural and civic life; to help in the professional training Of peasants,, .farmers and breeders, etc.

The core activities of JAPEC are numerous and I cite here only theprfnciple ones. Each year JAPEC.edits a brochure guide on the annualprogram .of education of its members. This is prepared by a voluntarycongress of pastors and of lay people, and it contains religious, social,and economic teachings on agriculture and breeding. Groups, circles,
or clubs are constituted around parishes in the villages and cities form-
ing bases which determine the action of the JAPEC in the various loca1i-
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ties. The organization of cooperatives, communities and work groups is

a constant theme. At the present, there are 300 such groups that consti-

tute a whole range of small economic enterprises
animated by the young

people. JAPEC also organizes, each year, conferences, work camps and

staff training courses.
Throughout the country, FEMEC, with the help

of the-Commission for Development, runs several centers of agricultural

promotion. But in spite of these largely positive accomplishments, there

is still much to be done, gaps and insufficiencies to be overcome.

Among the tasks yet to be realized are: providing
equipment for the

promotion of women; and the development of cooperatives throughoutaudiowisual and technical center; the creation of for the

the country.
So, in the ways I tive described it, the Protestant Agricultural Youth

of Cameroon, thanks to the dedicated work of its leaders, commits itself

to orient young people towards self-centered development, in such a

way that the young person mobilizes himself to be the motor and the

promoter of his own
development, and to be capable of fighting the

hunger, sickness and misery around him.

Before I conclude these remarks on FEMEC, I should add that it

works in cooperation with all the Evangelkal MisSions of Central Africa.

The third initiators of volunteer service and development activities

are Youth Movements and Associations of Integrated Development.

In the African countries, numerous youth organizations, movements,

and free associations
function and they, too, further the development of

their respective nations. They each have slightly different emphases and

approaches, according to their respective environments;
but, their objec-

tives are fundamentally the same: they basically concern themselves

withthe,.proinot_i_olof
the development of their environments through

voluntary work for the profit of the whole local,community,

In Cameroon, these various organizations are grouped underthe

auspices of the National Youth Committee and Integrated Postgraduate

Education. They conceive and coordinate, under the tutelage of the

Ministry of Youth and of Sports, policies of action and the development

of intellectual aml physical resources in the common effort of develop-

ment. Their programs are as ambitious as the problems of development

are difficult.
This is why we can say, paraphrasing President Ahidjo,

that "the battle for young African people consists and must consist in

manifesting itself a fight zsainst underdevelcipMent,
-against misery,

against ignorance, against oppression, and against injustice."

Their programs of activities consist, in effect, of seuOing for roads
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that lead to the social and colmral development of the community by
putting collective machinery into operation.

From among the numerous youth movements and associations of inte-
grated development, I would again like to present just one example:
The Rural Youth of Cameroon (JEURUCA).

JEURUCA aims, as its objective, to improve the quality of life in the
rural areas, thus preventing the rural exodus that has emptied the
villages of its live forces through the migration of young people toward
the cities, which has-led to the older generations becoming solely respon-
sible for the destiny of these immense areas.

In its program of activities, JEURUCA attacks this sickness at the
root by betttring the social, economic, cultural, and structural: condi-
tions of the rural environment. Its activities include: the organization
of young people in volunteer groups for ,the construction of Social,
economic, and cultural infrastructures in the village (schools,- dispen,
saries, roads, etc.); the organization production and commercialization
of agricultural products; the organization of educational activities ainied
at both young people and adults in the villages; and the organization
of volunteer work camps and traineeships in rural areas. The execution
of these programs is based on the order of priority fixed by the local
group itself after study of the environment with the assistance, both
technical and material, of public or private organizations. More than
a dozen "rural youth activity centers" ire operating throughout the
country.

Finally, let me turn to governmental initiatives in the field of volun-
teer service and development.

The participation of young people in volunteer service and the posi-
tive impact of their actions have led governments to create organisms

,such_as_the..National Civic Service for Participation in.Development, as
I mentioned earlier. The exact nattire_of the programs of the,National
Civic Service for Participation in Development vary according to the
nature of the political regime found in any particular country, but
they all constitute a form of civic education, and a promotional instru-
ment for the development of rural and urban communities throughout
Africa.. The strategies and programs of action of these National Civic
Services aim at the global development of populations through struc-
tures of integmed tr:nning, thmugh the mobilization of populations

, .

and through the integration of young people in production processes,
especially in the agricultural domain and through the development of
rural arts and crafts. They also aim at the promotion of rural and urban
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communities through global development strategies notably through
the development of processes of integrated education, organization of
enterprises of production, the transformation and commercialization of
agricultural products, animal industries, and arts and crafts, and the
provision of practical training and retaining within jobs and domestic.
and rural economy.

The gaining of these objectives is fostered by raising the conscious-
ness of the realization of individuals about needs and situations, by
integrating the total resources of the community, and by the participa-
tion of the local population,

This is why the activities of the National Civic Services are acCom-
panied by political, economic, cultural, and social training.

In addition, these programs of training are supplemented by training
in elementary methods of defense through programs elaborated by the
Ministry of the Armed Forces. The programs of National Civic Service

,

are principally concerned with recruitment of young volunteers who
are often unemployed; with simple civic and technical training of these
young people in various professional domains and in various structures
with the insertion of these young people into the processes of agricul-
tural production, breeding, arts and.crafts, etc..They are, in addition,,
prepared to work in the general interest for needy communities and for
the nation as a whole.

Finally, within the framework of the technical assistance that our
countries receive through agreements established with the industrialized
countries, volunteers from these countries are also put at the disposal
of the African countries. On their arrival, the volunteers are placed
with state parapublic, or even private organizations. They work on
programs which have been preestablished by the bilateral agreements
that govern this assistance. .

I should like to turn now to some of the problems which are encount-
ered by volunteers.

Among these problenls one can underline in particular: the lack of
sufficient information winch allows us to know where volunteer inter-
vention is the most desirable; the lack of means of placement, so that
volunteers can go to places where their presence is most needed;' the
lack of the necessary resources which would allow the ,.,olunteer to
Successfully accomplish his task; and finally, the laek, sometimes, of the
means of subsistence of volunteers dming their stay in the places where
they are called to serve.

These various difficulties constitute serious drawbacks to the expan:
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Sion and raising of the efficiency of volunteer activities in our countries,
because often those who solicit the help of volunteers lack the means to
support them, and though the volunteers are rich in their heart, they
are less rich in their pockets. They can only give what they havetheir
goodwill.

We think, therefore, that during this conference we must address our-
sel ves to these problems, and also decide on how to coordinate the
diverse efforts which are actually going on now in this domain through-
out the world. We think it would be desirable to do this and we would
therefore like to suggest a certain number of measures.

Firstly, to create an international information organ for volunteer
serVice, widely distributed, so as to inform one and all of the existing
needs of volunteers throughout the world. Seeondly, to create an-inter-
national aid fund for volunteer service, so that funds are.available to
facilitate the placing and equipping of volunteers, particularly.in the
disadvantaged zones. Finally, to create an international volunteer ser-
vice corps available at all moments to intervene after natural calamities,
no matter what part of the world. One must also note thati the creation
of an international volunteer corps would present another advantage Of
social :importance that Of limiting the effeetS- of Moral depreSSibii.-.
caused by unemployment. Unemployed people can and should be en-
couraged to inrticipate in volunteer activities during the times that
they are unemployed. The placing of these people in volunteer work,
especially abroad, can open new doors and perspectives of fruitful coop-
eration in their host countrieswhy not? It is indisputable that with
their knowledge of techniques of development, volunteers from indus-
trialized countries can easily render themselves useful in our countries,
which are still ill-equipped, where there is still much to do, and to
achieve new forms of fruitful cooperation profitable to all.

BefOre ending, I would like to conClOde my speech Wiiti a vision,
perhaps simplistic, of what I would like tosee in volunteer service, both
national and international.

In effect, voluntarism is the Most dynamic manifestation of love, of
charity, and of the gift of one's self. It is similar to the life of Christ
who gave himself to human suffering to save man from sin. Voluntarism
constitutes, therefore, in our eyes, the most beautiful example of nobility
of heart. What else can we think of these young people of the Peace .

Corps, or the Volunteers for. Progress, who have abandoned the sky.
scrapers of America, or the luxurious comforts of Europe, to come to
risk their health and even their lives in our African countries. They db.

8 0
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- it voluntarily with the determination to bring to us what they have and

to help realize the benefits of progress and peace. These young people
'throw out a challenge to humanity, a challenge of love: the gifi of one's

self for one's neighbor.
One of the great men I have known, Dr. Frank Buchman, had a

conviction that:
"Sickness dominates in the world
because there is not enough love in our hearts.
If each one loved enough,
If each one shared enough,
each one would have enough,
and brotherhood would find
its true significance
because there is enough in tbe world
for the needs of all,
but not enough to satisfy the lust of each one."

And we think, very sincerely, that the finality of the action of volun-

teen which we organize must surpass the simple framework of sporadic
assistance to become a true current or flame of love capable of tearing'

. . .

down barriers of egoism, hate and fear in the world in order to Create

a more just universal community, more brotherly, and more prosperous.
Voluntarism will be the instrument of peace and of progress, fhe most

efficient in our history. Long live international brotherhood! Long live

peace!

8 1
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Second Case Study: Sri Lanka, presented by A. T. Ariyaratne, President,
Lanka Jatika Sarvodaya Shramadana Sangamaya

People's participation in development is not new to Sri Lanka. It is
a tradition as 'old as the Buddhist civilization of the country itself. In
the well-recorded 2500-year-old history of Sri Lanka instances of the
king working shoulder to shoulder with the commoner, knee-deep in
mud in the paddy field, or in the construction of tanks, irrigation works
and religious structures were fairly common. Sharing of labor for com-
mon tasks was known by. different names at different times. Nowadays
we call it "shramadana"Gift of Labor.

Traditionally voluntarism was a highly respected virtue. The accepted
norm was voluntary service, having a paid job or being professional was
an exception in those times. On the other hand those who rendered
volnntary service to the community were held in high esteem and were
looked after by the communitythe Buddhist monk, the village physi-,

'cian, the blacksmith, the craftsman, ,the sculptor, the potter and: i.he
farxnerall of these shared their knowledge, effort and produce irk this
service-oriented society. The absence of a money economy and of ,acqUi7
sitive organizations led to a social cohesion among the people that, was
a characteristic of those times. As a nation the people enjoyed'self-suffi-
ciency in 'respect of their basic needs. In decision-making they were
almost self-governing at the village-level. SiMple adMinistrative arrange.-
ments close to the people, land owned in trust for the people without
absolute individual ownership, simple drvisions of labor and a func-
tional leadership in the village would all have contributed to the life
of cooperative and self-help communities in Sri Lanka.

The disintegration and decay of the old oider started with the advent
of western colonial powers at the beginning of the sixteenth century
When they finally left in the middle of the tWentieth century theY left
behind a heritage of individualism and competition in all fields of life.
The center of power had been shifted from the village comMunity tO an
urban elite. A self-sufficient economy was replaced by an importTexport
economy dependent on price fluctuations in the world market manipu-
lated by the rich countries. The English-speaking minority occupied
administrative positions while the Sinhaia-Tamil educated majority
occupied less lucrative jobs which made them subservient.to' the-former:
In spirit, in thinking and in action the freedom, equality and vitality
the people had possessed: as a nation was lost. However, agriculture.continued to be the main occupation of the people of Sri Lanka. Among
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the farmers the old cooperative way of agriculture and self-help pre-
vailed to some degree. The only distinct group of volunteers in the
service of the people was the order of Buddhist monks. Leading a life
of celibacy and simplicity they survived as an identifiable voluntary
service group in spite of the oppression, ridicule and intrigue imposed
on them by the western religious orders throughout the 450-year period

preceding independence.
In the pre-1948 era the predominant voluntary bodies that had gov-

ernment recognition were mostly Christian organizations. In the field

of education and social service they were very active with the patronage
of the colonial government and backed by foreign funds. They did
valuable humanitarian and charitable services though mostly in a'sec-
tarian manner. On the other hand the predominant Buddhist-Hindu
majority also had their voluntary organizations at village level as well
as at national level, even though they were not backed by the govern-
ment. Their strength came from tradition and almost exclusively from
people's resources. In essence these were voluntary movements which
inspired and educated the people to learn about their culture, language,
history, and religion, to fight for independence and lost rights, and to
sacrifice for the reconstruction of their nation. These people's move-
ments with a cultural and nationalist flavor were always suspect, and
they were discouraged and made ineffective by the colonial administra-
tors. Some of these attitudes can still be found today.

hut before I continue describe the growth and development of
these indigenous voluntary development programs I shall briefly

describe the other government and non-government programs in Sri
Lanka of which I am aware. Firstly, the government program.

,During the law 1940's and early 1950's the government launched a
Rural Development Program which aimed at mobilizing people for
self-help at village level. This was the first governmental attempt made
to mobilize rural people for self-heip. Very useful self-help programs
such as.construction of access roads to the villages, school buildings and
community halls, wells and other public utilities, were carried out by
the people With support from the Rural Development Department. By

the middle of the 1950's this movement was a spent force having lost

its dynamism due to various socio-economic and political factors. To
this day this is true even though attempts were made at different times
to inject new life into the official rural development movement.

Another government attempt in the direction: of mobilizing people,
especially youth, was the Youth Settlement Program that was launched
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Commissioner's Department in the mid-1960's. Unlike theRural Development Program this had no voluntary element in it, eventhough cooperative effort for self-development was inherent in it.Between 1965 and 1971, 41 settlements were established in which a littleover 2,700 youth have been settled in nearly 3,000 acres of land wherethey are self.employed in agricultural and allied fields.One of the biggest attempts to mobilize youth for increased foodproduction was the formation of the Land Army (or AgriculturalCorps). Youth between the ages of 20 and 30 who had received only5 years of formal education were recruited. In March, 1968, the strengthstood at 7,000 youths in 45 camps. The Land Army involved militarytype discipline, heavy labor type of work, such as jungle clearing, irri-gation work and restoration of tanks, and some basic training in agri-

culture. It was disbanded in 1970.
The Freedom From Hunger Campaign in Sri Lanka is also a govern-ment institution. Its most recent undertaking has been to formulate aself-employment program for unemployed youth with the cooperation

of non-governmental organizations. The funds are to be raised fromCampaign's committees in rich countries.The most realistic program initiated by any government so far andwhich has the greatest potential for mobilizing the human resources of
the country is the system of Divisional Development Councils estab-lishyd by the Ministry of Planning and Employment. This scheme whichwas launched in 1971/72 has already established over 600 such Councilsthroughout the island. This program is estimated to ger erate sustainedemployment for over 30,000 persons oy 1975/76. Youth, both male andfemale, mostly between the ages 18 to 35 participate in this programwhich provides on-the-job training in projects snch as agriculture,quarrying, making bricks, agricultural tools, boat building and fishing.

The program is backed by grants from the goverrment and loans from
the People's Bank which are repayable with interest in monthly install-
ments. In all projects cooperative principles are followed.Over half a million acres of privately

owned land were taken Ot
by the government under. the Land Reforms Act in 1972. The LandReforms Commission which was constituted as the statutory body toadminister this land established what are known as Janavasas (people'ssettlements) in these lands. The members of the Janavasas are unem-ployed rural youth. Most of these lands are developed hinds and the

settlers are eXPected to mainfain and improve their productivity.
Jan wasas are expected to develop on_the cooperative principle where
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people .themsekes manage their land, organize production, and share

the income.
The idea of a National Youth Service Council was officially mooted in

1960 in a speech from the Throne. A governmental Committee on

National Service was appointed later in the same year and its report

was published in 1962. However the Council was not finally established

until 1969. It functions directly under the supervision of the Prime

Minister. It is the national level policy making, planning and coordinat-

ing body on youth services in Sri Lanka. Although the council does not

directly service the activities of already established direct voluntary

agencies, it aims to support and coordinate broadly their functions and

programs.
The Council caters to youth between 14 to 25 years in the fields of

training and education for responsible adulthood,
involvement in wel-

fare lind development work, and the integration of youth into the

economically active society.

Between April 1969 and March 1970 over 200 work centers were

established at which over 40,000 youth were
enrolled. It was reported

that an average of 27,000 reported for work daily, carrying out an

enormous amount of development work. "Credit" cards were issued to

youthS who earned one credit for an aggregate of 5 clays of national

service. Each credit entitled them to a cash bonus. Of this, about 60%

was paid direct to youth for their subsistence while the balance, was

deposited by the Conn Cil in the individual's bank savings account.

Examples of projects in which they served were: minor irrigation works,

tank restoration and desilting, road construction, construction of wells

and play grounds, community buildings and reforestation of stream

reservations. Generally they worked in teams of 50. The scheme was

sur;-tmded by the government that came to power in May 1970, but in

Augtist 1972, a reorganized program was started. A six week traiiiing

program for 120 youths between 16 and 30 years of age; selected on an

electoral basis, is carried out at a new center. By July 1975 over 1,700

youths had been trained there.

The most ambitious undertaking by the Council is a large Collective

Elam complex. In three units of ';00 acres each, 750 youths are settled

in collective farming and a fourth one for 350 girls has also been

started. Library services, recreation programs seminars and conferences,

international youth exchange programs are the other activities for

youth that the Council has so far undertaken.

These are just some of the government-operated
schemes for mobili-
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zation and training which exist in Sri Lanka. Before passing on to the
non-government programs, I should like to briefly mention the fact
that the Department of Rehabilitation has several schemesindustrial
and agriculturalfor ex-offenders, a group which has not been men-
tioned yet at this conference.

Let me now turn to the non-government organizations.
In the field of social welfare services there are a large number of

national level non-governmental organizations. Some receive an annual
grant from government departments, while some have international
affiliations and receive assistance from sister organizations abroad. Here,
briefly, are just a few examples,

The All Ceylon Buddhist Congress is primarily concerned with the
rights of the Buddhist majority in the country, being the centrabody
which brings together all Buddhist organizations. This organization
maintains,- with government and public support, a chain of homes for
orphans, old people, elderly monks and the handicapped, untie?' the
supervision of volunteer office-bearers. It has a youth wing too, and it
has recently started a vocational .training program for youth.

The Lanka Mahila Samiti (Sri Lanka Women's Association), which
started in 1930, was perhaps the most popular national body which
had contacts at the village level for a long time. By 1970 .the Samiti
claimed over 2300 units at the village level with a membership of over
200,000. They run a residential training institute for both paid and
voluntary workers. In recent years financial difficulties have caused
them to limit or curtail some of their activities.

The Boy Scouts Association and the Girl Guides Association are two
old but active all-island organizations which mostly cater torschool
children. In 1970 there were well criii- '36,000 Shouts an'd Guides in the
country. Both organizations are increasingly taking to community service

-And community development programs.

The young men's and women's religious associations (YMCA, YWCA,
etc.) are also long-standing voluntary organizations having programs
of recreation, camp work, leadership and vocational training. Some of
them have also launched training and self-employment programs.

The Red Cross Society with over 10,000 members, mostly youth, and
nearly 60% from rural areas, is the premier voluntary body in the field
of First Aid. They provide emergency and relief services during national
calamities and at festivals. The Saukyadana Movement is another pop-
ular medical aid movement. St. Johns' Ambulance ,Brigade is the other
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First Aid agency. The Red Cross Society has recently gone into the

field of home crafts and agriculture also, though in a limited way.
The local branch of the Service Civil International organizes work

camps though not very frequently or at regular intervals. There are
many other excellent examples of employment-generating, youth-
involvement projects, often started by voluntary initiative at the local

Ilevel, and the Sarvodaya Shramadana Movement which I am now
going to describe in more detail is the most well known non-govern-
mental organization which has undertaken a large volume of social
development work involving youth in Sri Lanka.

The Sarvoclaya Sharmaclana Movement was conceived in

1950's. It took concrete form when teams of students (in th.: .

age group) and teachers started organizing and actively partk_pacing
in what were then called "Educational Extension' and Community
Service Camps" in backward villages. Soon this program was open to
non-students as well and it came to be popularly know from 1960
onwards as the Shramadana Movement. Shramadana means "gift or
sharing of labor." It was later prefixed by the word "Sarvodaya" mean-
ing "the welfare of all" when the movement was formally established as

a non-governmental organization.
Sarvadaya Shramadana has several objectives. Firstly, it aims to pro-

vide, through Shramadana Camps and other constructive means, ade-

quate opportunities and the appropriate mental climate for the realiza-

tion of the principles, the philosophy and the objects of Sarvodaya by

the Shramadana Sewakas and Sweikas who volunteer to engage them-

selves in village development and community welfare projects. It aims

to provid e. opportunities lor youth to acquire a correct understanding
of the socio-economic and other problems of the country and organize
educational and training programs for' them to learn ways and means

of solving these according to the Sarvodaya Philosophy. It tries to orga-

nize programs which aim to eradicate the distrust and disintegration
which springs from differences of casts, race, creed and party politics.
The Movement propagates such qualities as selfless service, self-confi-

dence, self-denial, cooperation, self-discipline and the dignity of labor

among the people of the land. It aims to encourage the development,
especially in the youth, of healthy views of social justice, equality, love

of one's motherland and international brotherhood. It aims to develop
cooperation and unity among the urban and rural cemmnnities and to
evoke their inherent str-ngth to bring about an all-round development
in their spiritual, moral, social, economic and educational life. It trains
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and organizes groups of youth who are ready to come forward and
render voluntary service in times of national distress as 'well as in com-
munity development and social welfare programs. It mobilizes all the
resources of the peopletheir time, intelligence, energy, land, wealth,
specialize skills and technological knowledge.

The Movement associates itself with the agencies of the UN and
other international organizations, such as FAO and WHO, and indeed
it promotes the idea of the need for the establishment of an Inter-
national Shramadana Corps, under the auspices of the United Nations.

The members of the association accept the following principles; to
observe truth, non-violence and self-denial at all times; to reduce grad-
ually their everyday needs in order to attain progressively the goal of a
simple way of living; to steer clear of any political party affiliations in
order that the sanctity of the association mly be preserved; to 7educe
and not to add to the burdens of the State in regard to the financing
of communiy development and social welfare projects and to render
assistance through Shramadana to expedite such work; to change by
non-violent methods to a Sarvodaff'social order which is based on com-
munity ownership, cooperation, love and self-denial by giving up the
present Way of life based on private ownership of wealth, selfish compe-
tition, hatred and greed; to realize that Shramadana is only the first

'step in the achievement of a total non-violent revolution in all matters
social, moral, political and economic and to take steps to establish a_
society where justice and equality shall prevail and where exploitation
of man by man in any form would be entirely eliminated; to work
towards the ideal that maximum well being and happiness of human-
ity can only be achieved when within countries people.are non-violently
organized as self-reliant, when within rural and urban communities
scientific and spiritual values are harmoniously combined for the wel-
fare of all and when the world communities consisting of such nations
organize themselves into commonwealths of independent national states
where peace, cooperation and mutual respect for such independent
nations' freedom are the salient features.

The membership of the association is open to all persons irrespective
of race, sex, or nationality provided they are not under 16 years of age
and agree to accept and abide by the princips and the objects of the

t.
association. There are six categories of members who enjoy equal rights.
They are Youth, Ordinary, Donor,. Life, Honorary and International
members. Every year an Executive Council of 35 members (including
15 members of the Council of Elders) are elected and this couneil runs
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the affairs ot the movement. They are all voluntary workers. They are
assisted by an administrative staff who receive a living allowance.

In order that the association does not lose its vitality as a people's
movement other special Sarvodaya formations have come into existence,
so that their members can join the association without difficulty. These
include a children's group, a youth group, a mothers' group, a farmers'
group, a general elders group, a Buddhist monks' conference, and
various hranch societies, and affiliates.

At the time of writing this overview the Sarvodaya Shramadana
Movement is implementing various programs. There are programs (all
of which include training, placement and follow up) for pre-school
educators which provide services for over 300 pm-schools in villages;
for "Community Kitchen Workers"nutrition workers at the rural
levelwhich provide services in over 250 villages; and for village level
health workers in village health centers.

Then there are programs of training for village level and regional
level community development organizers, for Buddhist monks (in
community leadership), and for those wishing to be self-employed in
agricultural farms, carpentry and metal work shops. The movement
also organizes programs of vocational training in agriculture, wood-
work, metalwork, masonry, brick making, pottery, arts and crafts, pho-
tography, printing, leather work, and cooperative management skills.

The movement is engaged in numerous other activities, including an
appropriate technology development scheme, a "One Thousand Vil-
lages Development Program", a study-service research program, and an
international volunteers exchange scheme.

I thb -bat everything I have said up to this point will have con-
veyed a tAir impression of the kinds of work which members undertake.
But, in brief, there are five main fields in which we work:. education,
health, agriculture, cottage industries, and small scale industries. In the
education field, the work ranges from pre-school schemes to future and
vocational education. In the field of health, it ranges from environ-
mental sanitation and the construction of latrines, to preventive health
care and work with the mentally and physically handicapped. In agri-
culture, our members are involved in irrigation and soil conservation,
cooperative farm management, And reforestation, while in the cottage
industry field we provide training in Batik and bamboo work. The
development of appropriate technologyin particular making simple
agricultural implements and machinescomes under our work in the
field of small scale industry.

8 9
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The headquarters of the movement also serves as a Development
Education Center for over 300 workers who reside there as one large
family. There are four other Development Education Centers in the
districts. These centers are connected with over 50 tegional centers
which are linked in turn to the 1000 villages and more which have
joined the Sarvodaya project.

So much for structures and areas of work. Let me now turn to the
question of motivation.- To the people of Sri Lanka the Sarvodaya phi-
losophy is quite intelligible and its programs are quite practicable.
These only remind them of the potential they possess, and strategies
and family structures they have inherited from time immemorial. There
is nothing artificial or extraordinarily demanding about it.

Development begins with awakening of manawakening his or her
physical, intellectual, er,:otional, spiritual, social and economic well-
being as an integrated whole. Man is right at the center of develop-
ment, not capital, machines, growth rates or high sounding slogans. All
these become meaningful Only if man awakens and raises his conscious-
ne z... about himself, his society and his environment. The first principle
therefore in Sarvodaya is the total personality awakening of the par-
ticipant himself. To awaken one's persortality one has to develop four
qualities, namely: Metta (respect for all men, beasts or plants) ; Karuna
(compassionate action to serve others) ; Muditlza (deriving joy out of

service) ; and Upekkha (mental equanimity) .

An inspired and trained leader then points out to the community the
possibility of translating the above concepts into development action.
He can point out that through organized self-help (which is organized
compassionate action) many problems facing the community could be
solved. This is what the trained Sarvodaya volunteer does in mder to
get others to volunteer for community service and development pro-
gram. Of course, once the community is motivated, the rest is a matter
of proper organization to decide on a plan of action towards realizable
targets, the achievement of which in turn consolidates the faith of the
volunteer in t,.e movement.

A Shramadana Camp where fifty to five hundred persons may camp
out and work together in a village development program is an inspir-
ing and motivating experience. Group living,14ased on the traditions of
sharing, pleasant language, constructive activity and equality in asso-
ciation is practiced.

There are three meetings everyday where all men, women and chil-
dren come together as equals to meditate, listen to talks, sing together

9 0
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and to discuss problems, and to ensure that everyoue is working toward

the same goals. Official and social leaders from the community itself

and the surrounding areas are invited to participate in the program.

In this manner the labour and skills of everybody irrespective of age

or positions they hold can be moNlized for community service for

short periods of time which is sufficient to lay a psychological infra-

structure upon which later programs can be built, At the beginning,

perhaps, only a few families from the local community participate, but

later in the same camp or in subsequent camps, Sarvodaya has found

no difficulty in attracting the participation of almost all the people.

The movement has harnessed the energies of several hundred thousand

people in this way during the last eighteen years.

Once this psychological infrastructure has been laid, steps are taken

to lay a social infrastructure in the village. A few dedicated young peo-

ple who are ready to volunteer for long-term service are now trained

in the skills necessary to run specific village level programs of the kind

I have mentioned earlierpre-school, community kitchen and village

health program, for example. In the village they work, not just in the

specific programs for which they have been trained, but also in an inte-

grated village reawakening program. Another aim fi to enable these

volunteers to transfer to self-employment positions in the village.

In trying to link voluntary service with self-employment it is com-

paratively easy to create the psychological background and the social

organization in the village community where the volunteer serves. But

some of the difficulties are: the costs of training, the reactivisation of

the village economy, the problem of landlessness (or the administra-

tive difficulties which make it difficult to obtain even the available

lands) , the problem of shortage of capital and the problem of market-

ing surpluses. Very dose cooperation and understanding between the

government and the voluntary agency can help to overcome these

problems.
' In the village situation sometimes it is not possible to generate self-
employment for all the unemployed youth thrpugh the intermediary of

a voluntary service period due to shortage of resources, particularly

land. In such cases their services are extended to places where there

are unmed land resources that could be developed to generate employ-

ment and give them a satislactory income. Perhaps I should also men-

tion at this point that volunteers from many other countries all over

the world have come and worked with Sarvodaya, both learning and
teaching. The development of the appropriate technology program,

9 1
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for example, has been aided by a team of six technolcigists from the
Netherlands who are working alongside Sarvodaya volunteers. Through-
out the year, therefore, Shramaclana camps are organized in all parts
of the country, especially in villages that come under the 1000 Villages
Development Scheme. According to the time available ;o them, men,
women and children from the villages, as well as students, officials and

'people from all walks of life from outside the village, volunteer for
these camps for periods r::nging from one day to one week at a stretch.
This is perhaps an opportune moment to look at the various types of
volunteers we have, for the range is very wide indeedsome may serve,
as I have just said, for one day, while others may serve for their whole
lives.

The life-long volunteers are the Buddhist monks. The monk com-
mands respect and obedience; he is a traditional community leader.
Nearly 3000 monks are associated with the movement (there are
20,000 in the country altogether), and over 600 of these have under-
gone the training scheme I described earlier. Many of them now lead
village development projects. Due to their simple life style, and .the
fact that, traditionally, they are supported by the community, they
need little financial support from the movement, Which needs to pro-
vide little more than the wherewithal to get the community develop-
ment work going.

I have also 'already mentioned another type of volunteer; the long-
term volunteers, who are mostly young people serVing for two ,year
periods in the villages, though some have served for longer. For Many
of them, this period of volunteer service leads to paid work or self-
employment.

The bulk of the movement's volunteers serve for short periods in the
camps of between two days and one month. In 1975 over 37,000 people
served in this way (though this figure does not include the" numbers of
villagers who participate in the ways I have described earlier.

We also try to attract specialist volunteerseconomists, doctors, engi-
neers, teacher's, health workers, lawyers, accountants, etc.so that their
special skills and talents can be put to good use in the movement and
its welfare and development projects.

Then there are the many foreign volunteers who come to serve From
the experience of the Sarvodaya Shramaclana Movement three points
with regard to foreign volunteers have to be stressed. Firstly, they must
understand the Sarvodaya philosophy, and secondly, they must be inte-
grated with the movement. Thirdly, there is the question of the expec-
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tations of the foreign volunteer..Often foreign volunteers fail to under-

stand that our philosophy is different from theirs, not only with regard

to the non-violent Sarvodaya social order we are striving to build, but

also with regard to the means we use to achieve this goal. In other

words, the philosophy is closely linked with a life style we practice.

Let me give an example. Mahatma Gandhi wanted to build a Social

order based on the principles of truth and non-violenee. From these_

principles he distinguished the difference between "a current economy"

and "a reservoir economy". The latter uses non-renewable sources of

energy such as iron, copper and oil, and everyone wants to possess
them. This inevitably leads to violence. In Sarvodaya we try to build

"a current economy" which uses renewable energy sources as much as

possible. Working on this principle our foreign volunteers.should not

be surprised when they see wood being used both as an energy source

and as building material, attempts being made to use solar energy or

methane gas, or a windmill with a teak tower and wooden bearings.

When one is used to living in "a reservoir economy" it will be difficult

to adjust oneself to this situation. To get settled and work in such an

environment where the philosophy is put into practice is a heavy

demand on a foreign volunteer. On the other hand, they have, with

us, thc chance to experience a shared life style.

With some exceptions foreign volunteers were able to adjust them-

selves with Sarvodaya way of life and got integrated into our "family".

In fact, some of them on their return have started communities of the

type we have in Sarvodaya in far-off placeS like Canada and Holland.

The enthusiastic foreign volunteer coming from a rich country should

not have the messianic attitude of changing the poor world by his

efforts. Rather, he should learn and change himself first and he will

soon find that by his change he has changed others.
The need for people's participation in the development of a pre-

dominently agricultural country like Sri Lanka ( ,-)t be over-empha-

sized: In the ways I have outlined both governn and non-govern-

mental institutions have tried in variOus ways to mobilize people,

especially youth, for development. There is no question of the need in
the country .aid the desire on the part of the people to participate in

self-developmeht. What is lacking is an ideological basis, realistic strate-

gies and appropriate structural forms about which there is general .

consensus.
Voluntarism must be integrated with the total development philos-

ophy of the country. It cannot be a mere palliative which allows youth
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to idle away its time aimlessly until it finds a place in the labor
market. It must be a purposeful, attractive experience which enables
youth to mature into citizenship, responsible adulthood and to enter
the economy of the country. Sooner or later both the government and
voluntary bodies have to get together and evolve a concept from which,
to begin with at least, the youth of the country can be mobilized. This
is a most pressing challenge; nearly two miliion youthful hands seek
constructive channels to work. If we cannot meet it they will be left on
the path of destruction.

When you take the whole world we have, I think, over 15 tor of
T.N.T. per person. Therefore, the challenge is not as small as pu,
some young people to work; its much bigger. It's the reconstruction of
an entire human civilization itself. In that spirit, this movement is
working, elevating maybe the most illiterate villages, to that height
where they think in terms of the '-being of all.

I have said earlier that in Sri Lioa there are 23,000 such villages.
rhe whole world is a place of villagesthere arc as many as 2 million
altogetherthat is the size of the task which faces all of us.
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Third Case Study: The United States, presented by Dr. Michael P.

Balzano, Jr., Director, ACTION

My objective today is to present an overview of voluntari- the

United States. I will attempt to identify various trends in voluntarism

over the different periods of our history. Further, I will attempt to
touch upon the .character of our people and explain how that char-
acter relates to our particular form of voluntarism. Finally, against
that philosophical backdrop, I will share with you some of our suc-

cesses and our problems.
Our particular form of voluntarism has its roots in the American

color:A.:4. experience, and thus reflects the character of the early settlers.

ThF t17 immigrants to the New World were people who elected to

enth:r-- 1%2 perils of an ocean voyage and the hardships of frontier life

in the liope of finding religious freedom. They were Protestants whose

religion, Calvinism, placed enormous responsibility upon the individ-

ual. The individual was to seek material wealth through strict adher-

ence to the work ethic. Beyond material well.being, tk individual was

solely responsible for his own salvation.
One might assume that in a society steeped in such rugged individ-

ualism, cooperative bocial efforts would not flourish. However, several
factors mitigated against individualism in its extreme form.

First, the colonists encountered the primeval wilderness of an -un-

charted continent. Isolation, combined with the hostility of New Eng-

land winters created a situation reminiscent of the Hobbesian "State
of Nature" wherein life could be "nasty, brutish, and short." In such

an environmel.:: w.lrial class distinctions quickly evaporated. The worth

of the indiviC11.41 was baSed on the skills or craft he possessed which

aided survival. Survival compelled individuals to a collective fellowship.
Second, the distance from Europe precluded all but nominal control

over the Colonies by an external government. Providing for the com-

mon defense against hostile elements required citizen participation, not
only in colonial centers, but in the most isolated areas, where even A

minimum of government protection did not extend.
Hence, throughout the Colonies, social order, as well as survival,

balanced individualism with collective needs. Interestingly, two organi-

zations which survive in America today trace their origins to early
colonial times. These are the Volunteer Fire Department and the
National Guard.

Third, Calvinism required the individual to seek moral perfection.
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Hence, the Christian dictate of "Love Thy Neighbor" was translated
into dn obligation to provide charitable assistance during periods wher
misfortune struck a member of the community. This assistance took
many forms. It could mean providing food or lodging, or collectively
working a person's farm during the illness of the head of the house.

Together all of these factors form a composite picture of a commu-
nity where both individualism and collective social effort vere com-
patible. Further, they help to explain the American spirit of freedom
from domination by a strong central government. By relying on purely--
voluntary efforts, the colonists could mobilize human or material re-
sources to cornbat a wide variety of problems. This same pattern existed
throughout the westward expansion and settlement of the entire conti-
nent.

Of prime significance in all of this is the social and spiritual mean-
ing ascribed to the act of volunteering. A volunteer gave freely of his
time to perform a service to a recipient who could neither pay for, nor
obtain the service elsewhere. The volunteer in return received moral
and spiritual sqtisfaction thereby strengthening his own character.
Moreover, there was a social recognition of this gesture: while volun-
teers were not paid money for their services, they did receive respect
and honor from the community. People were deemed gcod citizens on
the basis of such public involvement precisely because they gave of
themselves to help their fellowman. Hence, in.this context, the act of
volunteering had meaning in a very special way to the volunteer, the
recipient of the service, and the Community in which it occurred.
Throughout the history of American voluntarism, the social recogni-
tion of the human and spiritual meaning of the act of volunteering
remained constant.

For, more than 100 years zfter the early frontier was settled, the
majority of the social services normally required by the people, came
from the people, in the form of voluntary efforts. Charitable organiza-
tions thrived with a minimum of public assistance. Then, in the 1930's,
a major shift occurred.

The Great Depression tipped the scales toward greater government
involvement in providing social services on a grand scale. From 1930
until the mid-1960's, the volunteer movement in the United States
experienced a relative,decline in the size and scope of its activities.
This phentftenon can be attributed to three factors. First, because

of the DepressiOn, the massive government efforts to meet the exigen-
cies of an increasingly complex society precluded volunteers from tra-
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ditional roles. Second, professionalization as the result of universal
education gradually eliminated the reliance on volunteers. Third, pro-
fessionals had a tendency to insist that only professionals were quali-

fied to address the problems of society. I would emphasize that at this

time voluntarism was not in danger of disappearing, but rather that

many institutions formerly dependent on volunteers were now the
exclusive domain of paid staff.

But even during this period of relative decline, volunteers continued

to play 'a significant role in providing social services. Schools, libraries,

hospitals, fire departments, and auxiliary policeall depended upon
volunteer help for survival. No state, local or Federal government
could haye absorbed the financial impact had this activity stopped.

After World 'War II America reached unprecedented heights with

respect to economic prosperity. Once again traclitionid forms of volun-
tarism flourished. Community fund drives and the like focused public
attention on solving particular social problems through collective efforts.

By the mid-1950's millions of Americans counted themselves in the

ranks of volunteers.
It is significant to note that until 1961 the phenomenon of volun-

tarism was strictly in the hands of non-government organizations. Reli-

gious, business, civic, fraternal organizations and bands of citizens from

all walks of life raised their own resources to meet a wide variety of

needs.
In 1961 a radical departure, from this trend was initiated. That year

,Congress created the Peace Corps, which broke with tradition in three
distinct ways. First, it was the first time the United States Government

created a volunteer agency. Second, the volunteers were paid a living
allowance. Heretofore volunteers had worked without financial remu-

neration. Third, the volunteers left their own community to serve
elsewhere, Still, the meaning of the act of the volunteer remained
unchanged. The humanism and .spiritualism of traditional American
voluntarism run as constant themes through the cross-cultural objectives

of the Peace Corps goals.
In 1965 the Federal Government once again entered the volunteer

realm by creating a domestic counterpart of the Peace Corps, a pro-

gram called Volunteers in Service to America (VISTA). This program,

like the Peace Corps, provided full-time fully supported volunteers to

serve outside their community in other parts of America. Throughout
the 1960's still other programs were begun and housed in different
parts of the Federal bureaucracy.
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In 1971, realizing that a combined effort would far outweigh the

separate and distinct efforts, President Nixon pulled together the dif-

ferent Federally sponsored programs and put them into one agent

called ACTION.
With' the creation of ACTION voluntarism became a national prior-

ity. Its Director sits on thc President's Domestic Council and must pre-

sent to the President policy options in problems involving domestic and

international voluntarism.
The 'Federal entry into the Peace Corps program is understandable

in the sense that the logistics for such efforts require massive' outlays

of eapitalLfull4ime professionals with some understanding of inter-
national programming, culture, and language. Moreover, it was seen

as America's investment in world peace through the thne honored tradi-

tion of voluntarism.
The Congress, on the other hand, questioned the government's entry,

through VISTA, into a domestic environment already containing mil-

lions of private volunteers. Ultimately its justification centered on the

need for full-time skilled volunteers who would be used in the War on

Poverty initiated by President Johnson. America's poor, it was argued,

were isolated in urban ghettos, transient migrant camps, Indian reserva-

tions and other parts of rural America. Traditional private voluntarism,

primarily a part-time activity, could not be expected to reach these

"pockets of poverty". 'What was needed, it was urged, was a full-time

program at the national level which, like the Peace Corps, would send

skilled people wherever they were needed. The Congress accepted this

rationale and funded the VISTA program.
Over the years our programs have grown in size and scope. On the

international side, the Peace Corps now fields some 6,000 man-years in

68 countries. On the domestic side, our growth rate has been phenom-

enal, rising from 30,000 voluteers to well over 200,000 in the last three

years alone. The number of programs operating in the United States

has risen from 700 to almost 2,000.
Ow constituency also was broadened during this time. We increased

the number of people we served; we serviced groups which had not

been served, we widened the scope of participants, reaching into the
business, religious, labor and fraternal, organizations. Many of these

groups, who used to sit on the sidelines, are now actively participating

both as volunteers and as sponsors of ACTION's domestic programs.

Of what benefit is our presence at this assembly? From our own

point of view the speaker from the Cameroon has already expressed our
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feelings: There is a need for all of us in the volunteer world to "peek

over the fence" to see what the others are doing. But as representatives
from the ,,arious volunteer organizations, we also came here because

we have volunteer programs operating in our own country, or we have
export programs in other countries, and we therefore have experiences
to share. The spirit of this Conference is that of a group united by one
common desire: to share with others the experiences we all have had

so that the cause of voluntarism and tl..e purposes which it serves can
be advanced. It is our hope that ACTION's experience can be useful

to both those who have export volunteer programs as well as those
who want to develop a domestic effort of their own.

We believe there are several areas where ACTION's experience can
serve a useful purpose.

ACTION has tested and developed a wide variety of volunteer pro-

grams. For the past 16 years we have experimented with several full-
time volunteer programs. Consequently we have considerable experi-

ence in establishing the administrative and support services needed to
efficiently operate such programs. By trial, and often error, we tested

different -techniques in recruitment, training and in the delivery of
technical assistance. In the field of service learning we have initiated
university sponsored programs. Many modern universities have seen
the value of .,-;.ograms that provide practical experience to supplement
textbook and formal classroom knowledge. We have developed differ-

ent prototypes of both full-time and part-time programs designed to
deal with the different needs of recipients as well as those which pro-
vide flexibility for those who-want to serve. Under the corporate struc-
ture of the ACTION umbrella, not only have economics of scale re-
duced operating costs for the various component programs, but through
programmatic integration, we have produced multiple impact pro-

grams with broader social ramifications. In-many places we mixed
together volunteers from programs designed to deal with different pro-
gram recipients. By doing so, we addressed a number of ancillary prob.
lems which could not have been addressed by one program alone. We
mixed the old and the young, bridging the generation gap. We Mixed
full-time VISTA volunteers with part-time retired citizens, and mixed
both of these with university students enrolled in our service learning
programs. On one project under the auspices of a university and a
number of public and private organizations, the ages of the domestic
volunteers ranged from 18 years to 106 years with the skill level mix
equally spread. We have designed volunteer programs to utilize the
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talents of our senior c:tizens and retfred people. This area is perhaps

the most promising of .all since it represents a great reservoir of des-

perately needed skills and experience.
So we feel we have abundant experience to share but we hope our

case study will also be useful because throughout the collective history
of ACTION's programs, we have made mistakes. Through our errors
we have learned, the hard way, that every practical solution to one
problem may itsef create another problem.

I referred earlier to the creation of our full-time, domestic service

programVISTA. The first five years of its operation were fraught with
problems. Programming in the early days was loose. There were no
clearly defined goals or objectives. We often put people into the field

with little preparation for their assignment other than their burning
desire to serve. We sent hundreds of young people into cities to do
community organizingnever asking what they Were organizing for.
Earlier in the Conference, I heard one of the panelists raise a caution

to foreign volunteers about the dangers of approaching their assign-
ment as missionaries. How well we know this! There were occasions
where our domestic volunteers, blinded with missionary zeal, were
ejected from communities by the very poor people they sought to serve.

From our domestic programs we learned a great deal about our own
country. We learned, for example, that our local character made
nationally designed programs unpalatable at the local level. People
would rather go without services than deal with the Federal govern-
ment. We learned, to our horror, that Americans from one part of the
country -ould be viewed as aliens in another part; and that because
of their style of dress, their regional accents and their often radical
views, they were not welcomed. We learned that to be successful our
volunteevs had to reflect the profile of the community in age, level of

education, and overt behavior. Over the last 31/2 years, we changed

our programs on the basis of our experiences. We switched from a
national to a local recruiting program, so that today 60% of our vol-

unteers serve in their own regions. Today our programs" all,-contain
dearly defined goall and objectives. Today our programs have a broad-

base of acceptance, both across the country, and in our Congress: some-

thing that was not true during the late 1960's.
There have been a few countries who have asked for our assistance

in helping them to set up a domestic service program. We have devel-
oped prototypes which may well prove useful to the other countries.

Our goal here is to offer information concerning domestic models so
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that those countries 'who choose to develop their own programs using

their own populations can draw from our experiences. Hopefully, they

can avoid the problems we encountered.
Finally, with respect to our domestic problems, the United States

has experienced a number of positive and negative effects of industrial-
ization, technological growth and the formal education system. The
same industrialization and technology which enables fewer people in
less time to produce more, has upset traditional social patterns. Edua-
cation with all of its positive benefits has accelerated social mobility to
the extent that the traditional family structure and social stability have
not been able to keep pace. The divorce rate, alcoholism, and other
indicators of social alienation are often caused by the wheels of prog-
ress. All societies embarking on courses similar to those of industrial
societies should profit by the experiences of those nations.

On the international side, again we have learned by trial and error.
'Peace Corps programming in earlier years reflected problems which we
later encountered in our domestic programming. Loose programming
and unclear goals often resulted in wasted effort. Today our program
requirements are much more demanding. Over the years we have
attempted to respond to the demands of the host countries; in particu-
lar we restructured recruiting and training systems.

Ha ing discussed some of our program successes and failures, I would
like to turn now to an area which should be of great interest to this
assembly: the area of contemporary unsolved problems. I alluded earlier
to our domestic private voluntarism and government-sponsored volun-
tarism. Here we face a problem in trying to resolve some minor, but
real, conflicts between them. The private sector justifiably fears Federal
encroachment and domination. Public disenchantment with Federal

programs over the last decade has increased public suspicion of govern-
ment in general. At the present time, the ACTION Agency is conduct-
ing an experiment in which we open our doors and offer to the private
sector the use of our volunteer support systems. We hope that our
resolution of the differences which keep these two forces apart might be
useful to countries with both gmernrr ent and privately sponsored vol-

unteer programs.
Another problem arises from a rapid increase in the demand for

volunteers who could help defray the cost of social services Jor cities
staggering beneath colossal budget deficits. Voluntarism is the le2:st

expensive, most effective means for providing social services and is
unquestionably the answer for cities in such plights. But the problem
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arises from labor unions justifiably concerned about the jobs of union
members; the preservation of wages, benefits, etc. In tho more indus-
trialized nations where labor unions are found, this coni.ern becomes

very real. Our domestic legislation prohibits us from usinr; volunteers

in areas where people's employment might be threatened. What I am
saying-is-that perhaps our experience in this area of the relationship__

between volunteers, paid staff, and the labor unions might also prove

-useful to others.
On the international side our problems can be divided into pro-

grammatic and philosophical problems. On the programmatic side it

must be recognized that the deployment of trained volunteers requires
massive amounts of logistics and planning. Programming requires good

planning on the donor side of the equation, but it also requires the
host government to approach volunteer programs with equal serious-

ness. Those governments who have made major investments of their

time in planning, both in program design and deployment, have had
good results. Those countries who have not made the time inputs in
programming have had poor results. If we are expected to recruit, train

and place volunteers in effective programs, we must have the coopera-

tion of the ministries overseeing such programs.
The second programmatic problem stems from the skill level of

volunteers being requested. Each year the skill level is escalated to the

point where it has become impossible to fill last year's requests, let
alone the-more difficult ones of this year. This problem also stems from

requesting volunteers with advanced professional degrees, when the

level of skill required is really far below that requested. Perhaps the

problem lies with us. Perhaps we have been too embarrassed to say
"no" to these kinds of requests. Perhaps the problem lies in the mis-

understanding of the extent to which an advanced degree is required,or

even useful. Quite often, people with -advanced degrees need highly

sophisticated settings in which to operate. Many over-qualified volun-

teers have left a country because thc level of technology or sophistica-..

don on his particular project was incompatible with his skills. We need

to talk about these programs; that' is another reason why we are here.

From a philosophical perspective, still other problems appear. We
live in 'a world vastly different -from that in which the Peace Corps
began. Many of the nations with which we deal are experiencing a rise
in nationalism. This has led to a desire to seek examples to emulate
from within the country. This has had a serious impact on foreign
volunteer programsso serious, in fact, c:Itat those of us in the donor
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nations have yet to understand its full ramifications. What will this

mean? Axe we CO view the dwindling requests for programs as a reflec-

tion of this philosophy? Or does it mean that donor nations in the

future will be asked to send volunteers to help the host country start

its own volunteer programs rather than continue one-to-one service

.programs?
In any case, we have come here to listen, to learn, and to share with

you what we have. Whatever problems we face in the years ahead, and

whatever discussion we have in the days ahead, the thing we must all

keep in mind is the hope that voluntarism can help in the attainment

of world peace and prosperity.
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Fourth Case Study: Colombia, presented by Olga de Pizano, Presidenta
Coordinacion Colombiana del Trabajo Voluntario (CCTV)

This case study provides an overview of voluntarism in Latin America;
and it is divided into four sections. The first section describes the evolu-
tion of the concept of volunteering from pre-Hispanic times to the pres-

.

ent. In the second section, voluntarism is described as it presently exists
in Latin America, including a Lrief account of the work done by inter-
national organizations.in the region. A third section is devoted specifi-
cally to volunteer activities in Colombia, while the final section pre-
sents concerns and general recommendations with respect to volunteer
activities in Latin America.

This presentation is based primarily on the experiences of the Volun-
teer Coordinating Agency of Bogota (ACOVOL) and also on informa-
tion from other countries provided at the recent' Latin American
Seminar of Volunteers, and on individual consultations.

Firstly, then, the evolution of volunteering in Latin America. One
can distinguish four periods in the evolution of the concept of volunteer
service in Latin America.

The first period was the pre-Hispanic one. Prior to the discovery of
America, numerous tribes practiced rudimentary forms of service in
accord with their level of civilization. Such forms of service were based
on the need for -ibutual collaboration in the cultivation of the land.

The period from the time of the discovery of America extending
through the era of conquest and into the period of colonization was
characterized by systematic attacks on the native culture resulting in
the subjugation of the indigenous cultural values to those of the con-
querors. Simultaneous with the arrival of the conquerors, religious mis-
sionaries, motivated by the desire to convert the natives to Christianity
and to inculcate within them the values of Christian morality, stressed
that service to one's neighbor was a religious obligation. Hence, during
this second period, the original concept of service was assimilated into
religious ethics.

During the third period, the concept of volunteers came into exis-
tence as a form of assistance and charity. Once the Europeans were
firmly established, they amplified the concept of service by forming
charitable organizations which were strongly influenced by religious
concepts. The more rich and powerful segments of society established
hospitals and orphanages and sought to alleviate the problems of those
who were less fortunate.
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The philosophical currents which preceded the French revolution

and which attended the independence of the Latin American countries
influenced the idea of service to society. The concept of liberty, equality

and fraternity stinmlated the broadening of the traditional concept of
charity to include More varied sectors of service in the community such

as the fields of health, food and education. However, the approach was

still dominantly paternalistic.
The industrial revolution and its social consequences also influenced

the development of voluntarism. Service to the community inspired by
religious ethics was complemented by the appearance of lay organiza-

tions involved in the field of social welfare.
One must also note the influence of European youth organizations

formed in response to the two world wars. This concept of youth organi-
zations was quickly transmitted to Latin America, and in the 1950's
.numerous social service organizations, especially those involving women

and young people, were formed.
The first period in the development of volunteer service in Latin

America is characterized by its involvement in, and con tritiftion to,
socio-economic development. The concept of a social obligation to be
actively involved in the fight to overcome the problems of underdevelop-

ment has progressively replaced the motivation based on paternalism
and charity. Change has come about, motivated by a heightened social
consciousness at all levels of society about social problems and this has

served as a stimulus for voluntarism.
International cooperation has also increased, taking such forms as

financial assistance to volunteer programs, technical support to improve

the effectiveness of these programs. and the export of volunteers from
indusirialized countries. The latter has also served as another stimulus

to Latin American governments to become more active in the area of
voluntarism, including, as in some other countries, the creation within
the system of public administration of a unit specifically mandated to

support the volunteer sector.
I should now like to turn to volunteer service as it presently exists

in Latin America. Four sectors are involved in supporting this activity:
government, universities, private organizations, and the international

sector.
Governments have n ttribuied great importance to volunteer service

and have created governmental units to support volunteer activities,

These units have as their objectives to define, implement, execute,
superVise and evaluate volunteer service programs. They also provide
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:echnical and financial assistance to private volunteer programs. Govern-

ments have also included volunteer service as part of their youth pro-
;rams, considering it to be a form of postgraduate education. Many
;overnments have also stimulated the creation of youth movements
(and/or secretariats of youth) which have incorporated volunteer ser-
vice into their own programs, especially in short term projects. These

movements attempt to elevate the civic, social and cultural levels of
the youth, through organization and training, as well as community
service projects. Governments have also supported volunteer service

since it can provide a support for their programs of social promotion

or community development.
Universities, through study programs which include social projects,

and which are part of the curriculum, play an important role in the
execution of volunteer activities. The approach varies from one uttiver-

sky to another. Some have established the practice of social service in

the community as an indispensable prerequisite for earning a degree in

some or all of the professions. Others have not formalized such obliga-
tory practice for all the students, but choose to promote volunteer ser-
vice programs as a social obligation of the university in the community.
Generally, these universities have created a department of social action

or a university extension service that is responsible for the implementa-
tion of such programs. It should be noted that 80% of the universities

in the region have this type of program. There are asSociations in some

universities which stimulate diverse forms of volunteer social action as

a part of the curriculum. These associations are national councils,
national associations of universities and the like. In the universities

there are also programs of volunteer service run by the student federa-
tions. In many instances, these student organizations promote the execu-

tion of volunteer service work during vacations. These programs ire-
quently receive assistance from the university.

Private volunteer organizations in Latin America repreent the most
active sector in the area of mobilization of human resources for social
action. In this sector there is a wide panorama of organizations which,

although they share the .Same objectives, often differ in their specific

approach to social and..economic problems. Some volunteer organiza-

tions work only within specific fields of action. They are generally

permanent and use technically skilled volunteers .on a long term or
short term basis. The specific areas include education, health, housing,
agriculture and social/economic development. Other organizations are
not centrally concerned with volunteer work, but nevertheless include
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it as a part of their program. Examples of such organizations include the

scouting movement, youth groups and fraternal organizations. They

therefore represent a broad range of interests and include within them

volunteer service as a complement to their general fields of activity.

Then there are the public interest groups. These organizations are

formed in order to achieve a specific goal and once that goal is realized

they dissolve. The objectives of these groups are almost always to con-

tribute to the solution of an immediate problem, such as a natural

catastrophy. There are also private organizations which might be termed

"national and regional volunteer-coordination groups." These agen-

cies and entities have the responsibility of supporting various forms of

volunteer groups. They provide training, technical assistance, financial

cooperation, distribution of information and other related activities.

Private international organizations also promote social and volunteer

service activities in Latin America by providing various forms of sup-

port. These organizations provide coordination at the regional level

and support institutions and other national organizations through vari-

ous types of collaboration, especially in the fields of information

exchange between different countries, training, technical support and

the search for financial assistance. Numerous other international orga-

nizations are also active in Latin America in the support and promo-

tion of volunteer service. Some of these organizations are associated with

various activities of the United Nations which promote volunteer ser-

vice as a means of augmenting and improving the services of specific

UN branches. Other organizations are associated with the Organization

of American States, whilst other international organizations that should

be mentioned are foreign volunteer corps. The fundamental objective

of these efforts is to provide qualified human resources in diverse pro-

grams of development.
I want now to turn to the third section of this presentation, and

describe volunteer activities in Colombia.

In November, 1962, at the Bolivian seminar on "The Role of the

Woman in Development," it was noted that numerous volunteer groups

developed their work plans in accordance with a long standing tradi-

tion that was no longer relevant. Because of this, their plans for new

forms of work fell on barren earth. Six months later there was another

seminar, where 75 volunteer groups met to discuss the possibilities of

coordination. In this manner three regional coordinating agencies were

created. In 1976 the number had grown to 13. Prior tO.the creation of

these new regional volunteer coordinating groups there had been
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periodic encounters between representatives who gradually perceived
the necessity of creating a national coordinating body, so that the
affiliated regional coordinating groups could attempt to ensure that
volunteer service would contribute more effectively to the solution of
soda! problems in Colombia. Thos: 'n May, 1975, during the ninth
meeting of the regional coordinators, ,the Coordinacion Colombiana de
Trabajo Voluntario (ACOVOL) was formed. The regional coordinat-
ing agencies are now divided into three zones, and a national board is
formed, comprised of a national director, an-associate director, three
coordinators and their aides. The functions of the board are to coordi-
nate the volunteer coordinating agencies; to research and disseminate
socio-economic data related to national problems; to act in a coordinat-
ing mannei:so that members assist their affiliates in order to contribute
to the solution of priority social problems in each region of the coun-
try; to represent the regional coordinating agencies to state and private
entities (both national and foreign) ; to act before the legislative, execu-
tive and judicial branches of public power in order to promote the
creation, modification, suspension or elimination of projects, programs,
resolutions or laws in accordance with the principles upon which volun-
teer service is based; to establish similar reference marks in order that
the training, evaluation and coordination given by regional agencies
to their affiliate groups take into account the specific necessities of
each coordination; to channel timely and adequate information con-
cerning the plans and policies of the government and private sector
which fundamentally influence the volunteer movement; to stimulate
the creation of new coordinating entities at the regional leVel and to
promote the growth of those which exist; and finally, to encourage inter-
change between 'the coordinating entities.

Volunteer work in Colombia is based on the following principles:
the dignity of the human being, the social nature of the human being,
and the capacity of every human being to make his own decisions.
It has, in its practical form, several characteristics. It is seen as a human
complement to professional labor without supplanting it. Because of
the permanent character of social welfare organi,zations and their long
term programs, volunteer service has tended to include more women
than men and the women are generally over the age of 30 (when they
are freed from the obligations of raising a. family). The Colombian
government does not provide a subsidy or remuneration for volunteer
expenses. The volunteer is responsible for costs associated with trans-
portation, lodging and food, though this type of support may come
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from the institution where he works. Through the efforts of the regional

coordinating agencies, there are today organizations which have revised

their goals and objectives to become more participatory rather than

paternalistic in the manner in which they work. A great number of

volunteers, because they have had the opportunity to participate, are

more conscious of their responsibilities and obligation to their work.

The volunteer is now much more conscious of the need for support,

of the importance of the quality of service, and of the fact that training

is indispensable in order to realize the full potential of the work.

In the years which have passed since 1962 there have been tremend,

-accomplishments. The volunteer movement today has a new attitutit.

to service: it is more conscious, critical, and creative. It considers the -

participation of people in the community in the resolution of their

own problems to be essential. Projects are created from the felt needs

of the community, not from the capricious whims of a few people. The

volunteer movement has assumed greater responsibilities and fights

"against tremendous obstacles which exist in countries having limited

economic resources. It operates with a belief in humanity and in the

capacity of the human being to surmount problems and in the human

being's right and liberty to make decisions.

Eighty percent of the active volunteers have talzen part in some form

of training concerning the philosophy and techniques of volunteer ser-

vice. 50% have undertaken a second stage of training in human rela-

tions as applied to administration, and 30% have gone on to the third

stage of training which covers the process of assignment, promotion

and implementation of volunteer programs within institution& In addi-

tion to this general training, volunteers receive,specific training within

their own field of labor. The training methods are congruent with

modern theories of adult education and the methods of planning

emphasize the participation of the participants. As a consequence, pro-

grams have proliferated which involve the community.

In 1974, Dr. Dorothy J. Kiester published the book The Human

Values in the Administration of Social Welfare Institutions. It was

written for ACOVOL as a complement to the 1970 Latin American

...minor. This has been used as an instrument for training and con-

sultation not only by Colombians but by Latin Americans as a whole.

Although volunteer work does not have an official place within the

government's development plan's, it is frequently being called on to

participate in programs such as the Colombian Institute of Family

Welfare and the Council of National Social Security.
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Despite the achievements listed above, we are often preoccupied with

overcoming the various obstacles which face volunteer service. Some

,groups have become introverted, relying too much on their own mem-
bers with the consequence that new members are rejected so that there

has only been a minimum of numerical growth. Another obstacle is
that the government has yet to perceive the potential of voluntarism as
a viable contribution to the solution of problems affecting the country.
A further problem is that there is an ignorance of the reality and causes
of problems and as a consequence there is a tendency to develop pro-
grams not based on reality. Then there are'a whole set of oiher prob-

---lems- and.difficulties; almost-all of the-institutions lack adequatefinan-
cial funds in order to implement programs; the she of the human
resources iS relatively small compared to the size of the problems which
exist; coordination among the volunteer services, institutions or founda-
tions,_ whether private or governnient, has often not been achieved.

But a number of resources have facilitated progress in the develop-
..

ment and .sUpport of the olunteer sectoi VOlUnteer''groupS-have."----
always been able to obtain financial and technical assistance from the
private sector. The Colombian citizen possesses great sOcial sensitivity
from which he derives a commitment to search for appropriate solutions..
There are consulting firms which have provided volunteer organizations-.
with new techniques which have helped to improve the quality of ser-
vice. Citizens are more Conscious of the possibilities offered by'partici-;
pation. The paternalistic mentality continiws to change toward one of '-

partnership. .Volunteer groups are collaborating more frequently to
exchange experiences, and share resources since La Organizacion del
Voluntariado has stimulated and supported the programs. Finally, vol-
unteer 'work has given the opportunity to many people to achieve

their goals.
Looking forward, one can make several observations.
The present number of volunteers is insufficient. We anticipate in the

next ten years to increase the number in order to be better able to
address sodal problems which confront the country, and we expect to
develop a deeper comprehension of the real needs of the community in
order to develop programs which involve the participation of those
who are affected. We shall also enter new fieldsbased on the decree
of the Minister of Education in reference to literacy, we expect to
'develop programs which will offer the opportunity to participate in
short term projects. We will encourage the government to include
volunteer work as a resource within the national plan for development.
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We shall continue to identify problems in conjunction with the com-
munity and to advocate the search for adequate solutions, and we shall
also continue to achieve coordination between the'Coordinacion Colom-
biana de Trabajo Voluntario and other national and international
organizations. We shall ensure that volunteer work continues to serve
as an impetus for the Latin American woman to,participate in activities
beyond the home. We believe that women, through this opportunity,
have perceived new horizons and some of them have been motivated as
a result of this to begin or complete university .studies or pursue other
careers, Finally, at the international level, ACOVOL has, in the past,
provided assistance in the formation of Coordinacior 'e Grupos
Voluntarios and has stimulated the birth of new grour -ral Latin
American cities, At this moment the Coordina, n Golc Aana de
Trabajo Voluntario is in the position to offer cons, ' to Latin
American groups which solicit them and it is our desire to share in the
future the Colombian experience with countries which consider this
experience to be relevant.

One of our present preoccupations is the fact that a large number of
recent graduates have been unable, because of lack of expetience, to
obtain appropriate employment. It is our recommendation that the
involvement of this group in volunteer work as a means of acquiring
experience be discussed, with the possibility of financial support by
national or international organizations whether governmental or
private.

In Colombit: private nonprofit foundations and associations consti-
tute a valuable resource for the volunteer movement. There are also
various international organizations which provide human resources to
support development efforts, particularly in rural areas. Among these
international volunteer organizations are those from the United States,
Germany, Holland, Great Britain, and Canada.

Having dealt with the Colombian case study, I shall now move on to
describe general aspects of volunteer service in Latin America including
some of the problems which are current, offering projections and
recommendations.

The first'consideration to bear in mind with respect to the existence
or creation of new volunteer service programs in Latin America is that
the conceptual aspects, the methods and the forms of volunteer service,
are, in general terms, not necessarily fully understood by the public or
by government and non-governmental agencies. Although there are
some examples of state support of volunteer programs, it must be
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admitted that this is generally insignificant. This can be attributed to
the fact that the states perhaps still do not yet zecognize the value of
this type of servv.e. There is rarely a full comprehension of what volun-

teer service signifies from an educational point of view. In addition,
there is not yet a full realization of the economic and social develop-

ment benefits which could result from volnnteer service.
Without doubt small groups of people exist in many Latin American

countries who possess a deep comprehension of volunteer service and
the forms in which it can be implemented in their country. However,
the first obstacle that they encounter in the development of volunteer
programs is the lack of knowledge within the community about this
type of program. This results in a lack of financial supp-ort -as well as
little or no cooperation from the state and internatif -11 organizations.
In Latin America, volunteer servico ons small both in
number 4nd in the amount of technic, u nancial scsources that can
be used. There is not a sufficient number of volunteers truly dedicated
to the resolution of innumerable problems. In addition, there is the
lack of continuity in some of the programs initiated by the volunteers,
although there is the pretense that they are self-help programs. With
this in mind, a number of recommendations are now made.

It is fundamental that volunteer service should be linked in its actions
to the strategies of national planning. Although there have been signifi-
cant advances in this field, there must be a clearer definition of the
concepts and methodologies in respect to the basic needs of each
country.

Volunteer service should not be utilized as a form of cheap manpower.
It is necessary to avoid the temptation on the part of national or
sectional planners to utilize volunteen ro,replace paid staff.Should;this
occur it would not only undermine he basic objectives, of volunteer
service, but would also be contrarl to the legitimate aspirations of
those who have a right -to expect to.s 1=. remunerated for theirsmork.

Volunteer service should not be eessn: 3ited as a means of advancing
political interests. It has already been stated that voluntarism should
not be political, but not everyone has fully understood this. It is easily
demonstrable that some governments or some factions of governments
and political movements have attempted to create volunteer corps from
the party as a means of advancing political interests within the com-
munity in which they work. When volunteer service is given this politi-
cal connotation, it creates a dogmatic approach which impedes the
search for a common solution to communal problems. Volunteer-service

;
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is not an alternative instrument to the political fight. It runs parallel
to it. Although it is possible for volunteer service to be militant, each
activity must exist within its appropriate field.

.Volunteer service should act in a manner that is coordinated with

the overall national plan for development. In those countries where
the governments respond to the democratic expression of the national
volunteer movement, .volunteer service ought to cooperate with it :._

help realize the government's aims which are expressed through national
development plans. To act differently is to signify the misapplication

of volunteer efforts.
Volunteer organizations must constantly strive to improve the quality

of dick programs.'Diaring"the firSt stage 'of.develOpment of the concept
of voluntarism the focus should be on efforts which implant the idea
of voluntarism in the public consciousness. However, once this stage
has been achieved, it is necessary to move to the next stage ,vhich focuses

on upgrading the qualifications of the volunteers and the Volunteer

__program. Only technical programs implemented by qualified volunteers
. . . ...

will have an impact on the first stage of development. In order to
achieve adequate qualifications of the volunteers ,it is necessary to give

more attention to their training, and this phase progressively emerges
as the most important. It has been amply demonstrated tbat the "debt"
conceived program has a high probability ollaiIum if there has not bee*

an effective process of volunteer training. Three, -40 also a need for beam.

training of leaders and coordinators, and it, mosornar-L. to create ecinca--.

tional programs that will permit the trakilifiit mE welunteer leadizrs

within a short 'period of time, leaders who witltAtaini oifficient qualifica-

tions to successfully respond to the increaift &minds made of the
voluntary sector. This type of training can Ike 7:rik,panded to include

youth activities as well as the utilization of spareltinkt.
International terimical assistance in the field of volkintarism must be

in response to requens from national develgirenent fecograms. All .of this

must he accomplisbed so that the activities of roft210-Andunteers are con,-

grient with the requirements of national '4rodOpinent programs. In
this manner the invasion of unqualified vo, It:',;erS %..an be avoided.

The leaders of volunteer service in Latin America as -much as:those
responsible for program planning must adoprt MI open position in yorder

to determine the proper role of the volunta ir during this second
decade of development. It is necessary to rorweit ti4t zhe role of volun-

teer service in the past decade was relatively]: &r., an 0,1 comparison to the

existing need. Perhaps the major accompliihment litaat one can note is
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that we have paved the way for the wider mobilization of social 'energies

in ,the long battle for development. We are also able to point out, as
another positive aspect, that we have created a body of knowledge
which has played an important part in the new methodology, all of
which has brought about a more concrete and realistic perspective of

voluntarism. We should also note the fact that the progressive matura-

tion of the concept of voluntarism has permitted a silift from the tradi-.

tional concept of social or beneficiary service to a new concept which
emphasizes action dedicated to attacking the root iauses of fundamental.

problems, not merely their manifestations. If we can characterize the
first development decade as having omstituted an era of the creation

of the doctrine of volunteer service, then the second development--
decade must be characterized by action. Moreover, we must keep in

, mind that volunter service is justified only to the extent that it con-
stitutes a dynamic element in the process of liberatiOn of Latin America.

As such it can no longer continue to address itself to secondary prob-

lems without transmitting a transcendental message.
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Chapter

ill
Closing Addresses

Address by Dr. Alec Dickson, Director, Community Service Volunteers
"THE HUMAN SIDE OF APPROPRIATE TECHNOLOGY"

Tws... speakers from the Third World have challenged the assumption
that "export" volunteers from industrialized nations make any personal
sacrifice in serving overseas. "Most of them are escaping to our coun-
tries in search of some romantic or adventurous experience," it has
been suggested: "just give our young people a similar opportunity to
serve in yours!"

I accept this challengeatany rate, onibehalf of my own country. We

will- enable every foreign student pursuing a course of studies in Bri-
tain, sent by your government, to spend:six months under the auspices
ohny oganization. There will be no travel costs to meet. Your students'
transportation to and from Britain hasalready been paid for. Acconk
=dation, food -and pockmmoney wilrhe provided by the -project -to

which we send ithem. There will be no linguistic prciblem. The fact
that your student has been sent to my country is an assurance that he
or she is already conversant with English. And we will -deal with any
question raised by our immigration authorities.

The bonuses from such an arrangement would be fourfold. SomEgroup
of,persons in need will benefit from the service of these-students. The
Students swill enjoy the experience of feeling genuinely- wanted and
al:preciated. The students home country or organizationl will gain by
their introducing and developing the concept of study-service on their
return. Finally, we believe that-the students will recall the period spent
among us with pleasure precisely because during that time they were
giving as well as receiving.
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By the same token, why not make the privilege of studying abroad
dependent not only on intellectual ability but on the student having
also spent a period with one of your domestic service organizations?
And could not organizations that concentrate on exporting volunteers
make exposure to situations of human needs in their own country, if
not a criterion for selection, at any rate an element in their preparatory
training? In this way both students leaving for study abroad, and volun-
teers departing for service overseas wouldeach in their own wayknow
more about social problems still unsolved in their own countries. Such
experience could prove, additionally, to be a valuable tool in selection
and training. To have worked among young West Indian blacks in
Brixton, in South London, might become a vital preliminary to-service
in Barbados or Belize. li some become so absorbed in the home situa-
tion that itifey forego the opportunity of service abroad, does that really
matter? They will be echoing the words of-Dr. Barnardo who flung him-
self into work with homeless children in London's East End-whilst
studying to serve overseas: "I found-rny China here at home:

I have already suggested that the chance to travel be dependent not
only on academic merit but onservice already given. Two yearsiago the
first prize,Aroder the Commonwealth Youth Award-Schememwent to a
Youth Group in Vancouverand the prize included the chance to visit
another country. Just at that time the town of Darwin, inAustralia's
Northern Territory, was virtually demolished by a typhoon...Ad colleague
in the-Commonwealth Secretariat, farn Eedle, came.up with-the,-wonder-
ful idea-that the Vancouyer Youth Group be flown to Darwin to help
on the-rask of reconstruction. _Probably this proposal got boggedAlown
in the files of federal bureaucraciesbut I commend it's underlying
concept. .. that the reward for excellence be a chance to givedurther
servicemnder even more challenging circumstances.

OneAast word in this connection. Do not insist always on two years
service:as.a.sacred principle. Some of you who are married may-acknowl-
edge that it does .not invariably take two years to fall in Iove.:Experi-
ence should be measured by its ::ntensity--and not just by its:chrono-
logical duration.

"The human side of appropriate technology" is the somewhatzmysti-
fying title of my address. What does itirnean? Being British, I think at
once of that lovely storyapochryphal or notfamiliar to every one
of our children, of the smaIL_Dutch boy who put his finger in the hole
in the .seawall, thereby preventing the waters, flooding across the coun-
try, until sudi time as mentIcould con; tcy 'repair and strengthen the
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dyke. That, in a manner of speaking, is an example of the human side
of appropriate technology.

Norben Weinerpresumably his forebears came originally from
Viennaused to tell his colleagues at the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology' of the need to develop "the human use of human beings."
I turn to Africa for an example. In an address given a few years ago in
Hong Kong, the late Professor R. A. Lambourne of the University of
Birmingham told this story:

There was a man who went to a famous pediatric hospital in Africa
witich hnd been in existence for fifty years and where every child who
i4tHe rect..-cd the best treatment. But when he looked at the infant

mortality rate in the area served by the hospital, he discovered that it,
'had not altered at all over the years. It was about 282 per 1,000'cand
would stay thai high as long as excellent medicine was practised imthe
hospital.

It wasn't hard for him to discover that the children were dying: of
three diseases----A, B and C. One was malaria. If you can talk to the

,peoplefeelibe spleen _and:give a tablet X,,by and large you can
the matterziight. Another disease was some kind of dysentery: by talk-
ing to the peofile, having a look at their stool, if you can persuade the

,child's mother to give tablet X, it will .cure the disease in most cases.
"The third disease was sores: and again it was not vcry difficult to solve
:the problemovided you were-willing to make mistakes.

This pediatrician had been taught back home that individual excel-
lence of diartosis is the mark of a doctor, but he had to produce, -first
in himself mad then in others, doctors who had excellence suitable to
the job.required of them. Therefore he took a few girls out of the local
school, aged .about 15, and sent them into the villages. They made
mistakes, some of them disastrous from a conventional medical point
of view. But within five years the infant mortality had dropped to
78 per 1,000.

Now what was killing all those children before? A sacred, stereotyped
view of excellence. That is, a graven image of excellence, tempting us
to idolatry.

Note that he did not argue that the hospital was unnecessary. Nor
-did he dispense- traditional remedies: he took advantage of the most
modern pharmaceutical discoveries. I3ut he Saw how' vital was the role
that young pople could play in contributing to the health of the com-
munityas the human equivalent of appropriate technology.

A few-weeks ago, in Sri Lanka, an eminent Professorat a conference
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on the development of natural resources- advocated that children be

taught to recognize certain kinds of stones and thereby reinforce the

work of professional geologists in discovering and io ,.ifving valuable

mineral deposits.
Across Africa, across Asiayes, and across Eurcipc 1 I\I()rth America

no lessone sees Imndreds of institutions. In many towns, thro, a stone

in the air and it is likely to fall on the roof of a school, a college or

some other educational establishment. Yet, within yards of these institu-

tions, are the lonely, the despairing, the lame, the blind. Why should

this be? One representative has spoken of the need to "institutionalize
voluntarism"7to provide structures and support to sustain the spirit

-of service I want to suggest that we need, additionally, to be doing
exactly the opposite, that is to "voluntarize" our institutions.

Imagine that it is 6:30 p.m. on a Saturday evening in some town in
Asia or Africa. As the sun sets, thousands of fires are burning to prepare

the evening meal. A baby crawls towards the cooking pot. It upsets, the

child is scalded. The mother clutches the screaming childbut the
nearest hospital, even in the-city, may- be several miles-away..Anthit
is questionable, by the time she arrives there, what kind of reception

she will get at night. Yet, perhaps only 300 yards from her home, may
be a police station. At best, a police surgeon may be on call. Or the
sergeant on duty may agree to let the station vehicle take the mother
and child to the hospital. At least some kind of first aidhowever ele-
mentarywill have featured in the training of every constable; and

some help is better than none. If that assistance is given, however small,

one significant step has been taken towards changing the image of a

police station into that of a resource center of help to the neighborhood.

Of course other measures, too, are required if the police are to be
aware of the social implications of their work. For example, why should

not young entrants into the police undertake a period of community
service,in our volunteer organizations, as an integral part of their train-
ing? We have been doing this in cooperation with a number of Police
Forces in Britain over a period of a dozen yearsand it works. It is
not enough to persuade the police that their responsibility 'goes beyOnd

the maintenance of law and order, or that they have something to con-
tribute in human relations. We have to convince them that they, in
turn, need the help of volunteers: this may be the harder task.

Today several countries have TV programmes which report robberies

and other acts of crime and appeal for possibk witnesses or anyone else

with information to come forward. What makes Hong- Kong's pro-
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xamme unique is that the "star" is a 16-year-old cadet who appeals to

,oung people for help. Because they identify naturally with this boy

ioliceman, the children of Hong Kong respond with such speed that

nissing proFierty is often located within hours. The mechanics of this

)peration are interesting. Youngsters who participate are issued a card

2earing only a numbernever their namesso that if it falls into the

hands of the Triad or some other secret society no harm can come to

them. When they ring police-headquarters, quoting only theirnumber,

a computer shows all their-personal particulars on a screenbut the

answering voice belonged, on the day I visited the operations room, to

a-kindly- woman- officer, ei t months pregnant, who for obvious ma-
_ _ _

sons could not be on street:patrol just at that time. Two expressions

of the human side of appropriate technologyneither displacing, nor

displaced by the telephone and the computer, but each reinforcing

the other.
For several reasons I have chosen to quote police stations as examples

of institutions-which we should be-endeavoring to "voluntar!ze." First

because they are to be found in large numbers in every country. Sec-

ond, because few of us who work in the field of community service

regard these places as being-capable of developing an extra dimension

ai resource centers. Third,:because the characteristic which the police

themselves probably value most is couragewhereas the virtue we prize,

by contrast, is likely to be compassion.
Courage and compassion are not necessarily opposites: indeed, we

should be striving to combine adventure and service, in the words of

Kurt Hahn, "to make the brave gentle and the gentle brave." This

leads me to a question which has never been far below the surface of

our discussionswhat importance do we attach to the voluntary prin-

ciple? Some argue that all history proves that you cannot force people

to be good. Yet in my own organization we accept, as I have said, police

cadets who undertake a period of community service as an integral

element in their trainingand we are happy to take, too, young

offenders specially released from corrective institutions as part of their

rehabilitation. In many developing countries university graduates are

obliged, willy nilly, to undertake a year of service to their nation.

To those who believe ha z11 sincerity that it maiters very greatly

whether people have come forward spontaneously, of their own free

will, I sometimes quote Peter Scott, ie Of our most distinguished
psychiatrists, who speaks of"±e biological need' to help"that is, a deep

urge in human nature to respond to those in distress, for which a wise
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society would provide opportunities. In the New Testament the Trans-

figuration preceded the healing of the epileptic boy; but for many

young people today their transfiguration may well follow some experi-

ence of helping a child. In other words, conscience may be the conse-

quence of their involvement in good action rather than vice versa.

There are certain practical ways that help this conversion from
conscription to commitment. Firstly, there should be freedom of choice

in regard to the actual project: human nature is such that, when offered

the chance to select their own field of service, people forget they may

be having to do so within the parameters of compulsion. Secondly, the

need should be self-evident. While "pure" (and intelligent) volunteers
may be prepared to do their best even when their particular role -is -

by no means clear, "servicemen" are more likely to respond positively

to a situation that is obvious and/or urgentwhether this be an emer-

gency such as fire or flooding, or young offenders confronted with

handicapped children. Thirdly, those involved should be able to recog-

nize_that your interest in them will not cease when their involvement in

the project comes to an end, but that you will continue to-be concerned

with them after they have "graduated," returned to their parent organi-

zation, or been released. When, for example, the young offender asks,

"Can I do this, when I'm free, for keeps?" you should strive to help him

overcome the bureaucratic barriers and professional resistances.
Let us take a look for a moment at two further "institutions" which

many volunteers might not think of wooingthe Army and the expatri-

ate commercial community. Whether we like it or not, armies exist. To
ignore the peaceful use of military forces is to miss the opportunity of
mobilizing their manpower and skills for developmental tasks and
humanitarian purposes. Engineering units can sink wells in drought-
stricken areas. Medical officers can involve their personnel in anti-
malarial campaigns and similar operations to promote better health.
Physican training instructors can coach local schools and youth groups

in sports and games. Some years ago a great wind blew in the west of
Srotland and ripped the roofs off thousands of houses. Then the Army,

was called in, although it seemed a responsibility for engineers. But

engineers constitute something of an elite and this was a task that
required many hundred of men. So, three infantrymen worked on every

roof under the directi,,n of one experienced engineer in what came to

be known as the "Mini-Sapper" approach.
Now how many full-time volunteerswho also constitute something

of an elite, whether serving at home or abroadare being Used in like
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fashion? Oh yes, some full-time volunteers may be teaching in schools,
instructing farmers or training medical aidesand in that sense they
are engaging in technical assistance. But how many, I repeat, are involv-
ing those under their tutelage in helping others, motivating them to be
volunteers, too, so that the concept of service takes on the characteristic
of a cascade?

When, some eighteen years ago, I was dispatching young voluntee,
to the far corners of the world', I used to warn them that the one place
which must be avoided at all costs was . . . the British Club. To mix
with fellow-countrymen in that kind of society was to expose themselves
to...influences _which could subtly corrode their sense of_purpose _and
idealism. Later I came to see that there was excessive naivete, even
inverse snobbery in this attitude. But it is really Harumi Sakaguchi who
has opened my eyes to the fact that the foreign commercial community
looked upon by some of us as a capitalist colony in our midstcould
give valuable support to volunteers' endeavours: furthermore, by ena1b1-
ing.wives and children-to break out of their self-imposed_purdah, their
gilded ghettoes, volunteers could, in turn, render them an immense
service. I liked particularly his description of the young Japanese boy
in Manila waiting excitedly for his first meeting with a Filipino friend
of his age, brought about by just such a program.

At last we come to the most obvious resource center of helpschools,
colleges, universitiesevery one of which should be a headquarters for
the human equivalent of appropriate technology. The emphasis placed
by Andrew Quarmby and Diana Fussell on the "sandwich" approach
of academic learning followed by immersion in life as it is lived by
the less privileged (followed, perhaps, by fu1rther study that builds on
the first experience) may give the impression that study-service can
"take but one form. Contrasted with the "sandwich" pattern is what
might be described as the "curry" formulawhereby study and service
are so mingled that it is impossible to distinguish one from the other.
I thin)c of Professor Thring, Head of the.Faculty of Mechanical Engi-
neéridg at Queen Mary College, University of London, who inspired
his students to design a wheelchair that will mount and descend stairs.
I think of students of medicine at Hacettepe University in Turkey so,
from the first day of registration until they graduate, act as a medical
friend to some family in a slum quarter of Ankara. I think, of Dr. Bose
and his students at the Indian College of Technology at Powai respond-
ing to an earthquake at Koina with a design for a quakeproof school
which they themselves erected at the scene of devastation.
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The humane application of knowledge is what.Herbert Thelen, Pro-

fessor of Education at the University of Chicago, calls this :approach
a description more memorable and eloquent than cliches about socially
relevant curricula. As for Professor Thring, he has printed a moving
adaptation of the Hippocratic Oath, inviting his engineering students
to place their skills at the service of mankind.

Similar examples, by the dozen, could be quoted from schoolsBut
in this field I would single out yet another manifestation of the human
equivalent of appropriate technologynamely the discovery that every
learner can and should be a teacher. Coloquially termed Tutoring in
the United States, designated by sociologists as "maximizing the cross-
age relationship," this-is quite simply, a new discovery that-18-year-olds
can help 15-year-olds, that 15-year-olds can hip 12-year-olds, and so on
down the line. "Discovery?" No, it has been going on since the begin-
ning of time. Indeed, it was Andrew Bell, a SCgt, watching village boys
on the seashore at Madras trace a letter in the Sand which younger
children copied before the next wave rolled across the beach, who per-
ceived its imm'ediate significance for the salool -he diiicted: That Was

in the 1790's. A few years later lie brought what he called the Madras

system back to Britain, whence Joseph Lancaster took it to America.
Now the idea of pupils as partners has suddenly acquired a new

vitality. In a one-to-one relationship there is an intensity of attention
-that no teacher, however skilled, can bestow on every member of a
class. Add to this plain, ordinary friendshipand you have one of the
most powerful motivations for learning thai exists.

When educational researchers subjected this approach to scrutiny it
emerged that the giver gains as much as the student being helped. So
programs have been developed to enable slow readers to tutor younger
childrenand in explaining what they themselves have hitherto had
difficulty in grasping, lo, understanding has dawned. The implications
are far-reaching. It means that those lacking in self-conffdence or who
feel that they are among the rejected can, notwithstanding, contribute
something to the needs of othersand in that giving gain not only
understanding but dignity.

Two examples from the other side of the world illustrate the extraor-
dinary potency of this approach. In Papua New Guinea, members of
the University's "Science Demonstration Squad" mount experiments for
isolated high schools which do not have the resources tmwndertake
such projects. Lest you think that I see the human version,df appropri-
ate technology personified only in the young, . I take formy second
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example an elderly lady, Mrs. Lotte Fischer-Serkin. Fifty odd years ago
she was a creative dancer here in her native city, Vienna. Events in the
1930's led to her leaving Austria and immigrating to New Zealand. Now
in her eighties, she performs twice a week at the Woburn Presbyterian
Home in Wellington, getting chair-bound old ladies to participate in a
mixture of psychotherapy and eurhytht tics, where they move arthritic
arms and legs to the music of Mozart. "I could cry with joy," she
exclaims. "For me this is the crown of my life. Even on the stage one
cant t give so much. A younger woman couldn't do it, not with this
age, group, but I can do it now-I have a lifetime of experience in
Vienna." Some people, of course, regard her as quite crazy. But there
is a kind of madness which comes close to divinity.

What other human equivalents of appropriate technology can one
think of? Why not the postman or, in Britain, the man who delivers
milk to your door? In a number of towns, both the postman and the
milkman have said recently to professional social workers at the Town
Hall: "If you want to learn who's in need, ask us! We talk to housewives
and residents in the course of our rounds; we know when there's illness
or trouble in a family." In this way, hard-pressed social workers can
receive information about where their services are required. Individuals
in need are receiving the assistance to which they are entitled. And
men working in relatively humble public utilities discover that they,
too, are in the front ranks of human helpers.

Have you considered the implications of conducting a "social
audit" of your institution, whether it be a school, factory or any other
kind of establishment? Let us take a College of Education for example.
On the left hand side of the ledger-in the "assets" column-we start
with the Principal. What is his academic specialization, his hobbies,
what did he do during the war (or revolution or some other period
of national crisis) , has he a car, what are his wife's interests. And so
on . . . with every member of staff. What a galaxy of talent!

Now the equipment-the "plant"-the library, kitchens, cafeteria,
--playing-fields,--stager-orchestral-instruments,-audio-visual _apparatus,__

gymnasium, science laboratories, workshops, transport, etc. Why, it's a
veritable Alladin's Cave we possess!

Then the students themselves . . . the languages they know, the
instruments they can play, their academic pursuits, their personal
interests. Formidable!

So we turn to the right hand side of our ledger-and ,under "debits"
we list the social problems and human needs within a 5 mile radius

1,2 3
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(or 10 miles or 15 miles) of our institution. Now, can we balance the

books? To an astonishing extent we find that we do in fact possess
the talents, the skills, the wherewithal, to meet so many of these needs.

And we arrive at the melancholy conclusion that the overwhelming

majority of our institutions are operating at only about 7% of their real

potential. A social audit underlines the urgency of involving, in this

instance, not just the students in their spare timebut the totality of

the institution.
Oh, but every institution must pursue its primary function, it may be

said. To try to fulfill more than one purpose can lead only to confusion

and dissipation of energies. Is this really so? Patients get the best treat-

mentin Britain, at any ratein teaching hospitals; nobody suggests

that treating the sick and training medics are incompatible, for each

needs the other. If you ever visit a government official in Portsmouth,

on the south coast of England, he will probably take you to lunch at

Highbury Technical Collegewhere you will eat an impeccably pre-
pared meal, beautifully served, at a most modest price. Nobody will

complain that you have disrupted the students' coursein catering
and hotel managementfor you serve their training as their training

serves you.
Yes, it may be conceded, this can hold good for the imparting of

technical skillsbut is it valid at a profounder educational level, the

changing of attitudes? Our experience is that the Head of an institution

for young offenders or of a home for youngsters in care, who is not

involving his wards in service to others, who is not enabling them to
discover that there are others in much greater trouble than their own,

has not begun the task of rehabilitation. Analogies of "targets" and

"goals" are out of place. We should be thinking rather in terms of

mutualityof "marrying" or matching different but complerrientary

needs.
I have offered no global remedy for mankind's ills. Dr. Balzano

reminded us that each new solution brings with it new problems. The

only man in my lifetime who declared that- thetime- hadcomefor--

"the final solution" brought untold misery upon millions. Gandhi,

who was not himself Christian, had one line he used to quote from

Cardinal Newman's famous hymn, "Lead Kindly Light." It was: "I do

not ask to see the distant scene, one step enough for me."

To radicals who complain that volunteering does not,alter "the

system," I reply: "To humanize is also to change."

The late Lord Rutherford, speaking later of the exciting years at the
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Cavendish Laboratories in Cambridge, when he and his colleagues
were identifying the atom, said: "We had no moneyso we had to use
our iMagination!"
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Address by Dr. E. F. Schumacher, 1iiczxor, Intermediate Technology
Development Group

INTERMEDIATE TECHNOLOGY''

TAVe all have a tendency, I am afraiit. nun :n take the poor as real.
.toor will always bc with us and, tai-ccwrse.:_ one tries to tr4it-jite Arsit
',1sy to thini-li*r they are notithe rctl ,

iwoulcIiito suggest to :you thz:. :as a very great deal xifiitat
technolOgy. This mornisag wor: "appropriate technossig!'

rxpeeared ip.the title an earlier lecy Vow, it is intermediateAech-
udogy. Perhaps 1 rnignt just .5zry a "ords about these two .words

arise I /save noticed that at son- liki\mrsities, students are writing
rfsertations on the difference bet:, appropriate technology and

..ermediate technology. I plead vat) because 5' started both ;these
words.

Nearly 20 years ago, in India, it occrrred to me to ask the quTstion,
which my fellow economists did not strin to be asking at all: vittat is
the appropriate technology for rtiral India? Sureiy, I thought, it cannot
be the same technology that may be appropriate for London, or
Chicago. What I am doing is to invite you to see that the word appro-
priate is a questioning word. You can say: please, what is appropriate
for this situation or this country? And then one can give the answer.

As far as I can see, the appropriate technology for rural India would
be something between the very primitive, which keeps people desper-
ately poor, and the very sophisticated and expensive which, both to
obtain and to operate you have already to be rich. And so ray answer to
the queStion was, that for rural India, we should think in terms of an
intermediate technology. But such a thing is immediately totally mis- ,
understood, not only for intelkctual reasons. I was very severely
attad:ed on the grounds that I wanted to keep India backward, that I
begrudged them our wonderful advanced technology.

I never begrudge anybody anything; and even if I did, it would
have no effect. But, I have discovered something which I'd like you to
take very, very seriously. I discovered a new law in economic develop-
ment, which I call "The Law of the Disappearing Middle." The
disappearing middle that I am referring to occurs in technological
development. Let me explain what I mean.

There is a very simple kind of technology that we call Stage 1. Then
some clever people come along and develop something better, stronger,
faster, more efficient, which we shall call Stage 2. So Stage 1 (which
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might, for example, be hand tools):and Sdne :(4..lichonfight, perhaps,

be .animal drawn equipment) exisvside
Then another clever group of perlple cni--.42..;"ilitnr, IOW '; c.tta Stage 3.

.Meanwhile, Stage 2 disappears. The mieK itlistrrpears. The
agricultural equipment with which I work,4 AA 4 fr .14'mwrer 35 years

ago in Northern England was very,good equiprw.O.ftf. OIGnwriby animals..

But now animal drawn equipment.has disappt-i4 Von,...;.:2,not find it

anymore, nobody makes it.
Now, of course, we are not at Stage 3, wearer ,t St ,1f2.Al1 of the

middle I:rs disappeared. We have either-thebey- lifkOrt: Sziakle or the

24,gear ti.actor and the combine harvester; tsd& an invest--

ment of at least $25,000. Those who can .not ztV w trador and the
harvester are frozen at the Stage I level becatt..1,0- th:St has disap-

peared.
Go into a bookshop and you will find that th ()lithe &appearing

middle applies there too. You can get the latms, Adtliterns and you
can get the classics, but everything that war 1965 has

disappeared:it's out of print.
When I saw this with my own eyes, the a the law of the

disappearing middle, then I realized that if we .3rai:tk: suF.Ahat the best

is the best, that the latest is the latest, there is nc,izot#4orthe poor. So:I
setup an organization to regain some sort of mi&Y-..' so, that.there would

be some hope for the poor. It is called the .intermediate Technology
Development Group. It does not look after high troilogythatswell
looked after. It does not have to look afterthellemest tevel..of, technology,

because that simply exists and it is not good enottet:
So I decided to attend to the middle, because.ihat is.:the only hope,

I thought then, and I still believe now,- for thegrezt masses,. particularly

in the rural areas. They suffer most from theaction of the law of the
disappearing middle.

Now, 20 years later, the very thing that we .warserrEata stop has Imp-
--pened_to.a_greatextent:_mass..migration into cities leolittee-- 1. one can now

argue that the worst poverty is in the city slums.
So gradually, the world is beginning to understatuLthat this is .not

an attempt to maintain the superiority of thelliWy .developed coun-
tries, but to help the poor. Indeed, in the last few years, There has been

a very interesting change: the most insistent demands for our humble

ideas started coming from the richest countries, countries like the

United States of America, Canada, Australia, Sweden, anci.many othem.

They had come to realize that their very highlyctleveiopost-technokigy;.

12 7
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which I shall, describe in a minute, was making many of their problems

totally insoluble. So, over the pastittwo years, intermediare technology
development groups have been set tap in many parts of thse rich world,

including the United Kingdom, because more and more people are
realizing that we cannot effectively cope with the problems of the

environment.
High technology is too violent, too brutal with the environment,.and

too centralized, and we do not knew how to cope with theproblem of

heedless and pathological urbanizatiion. In this area the Americans who

are, well, always ahead of everybody else, have had a lot of experience

from which we can learn. There this process of urbanization has
already gone very far. They have even found a new name for it. Metrop-

olis is not big enough, so they call it Megalopolis, and they are produc-

ing interesting studies about the megalopolitomization of the world. It

would seem that though the world is not yet fully urbanized, it soon

will be. So the experts say, anyway. But I am afraid that most of the
experts don't know very much more than to say that since- it's been
moving at 10% for the last ten years, it will go on moving at 10% for

the next 20 years. So, we are told that by the year 2000, we shall need

5,000 new cities of more,than a million inhabitants.
Yet we do not know ,what to do with the cities we have today. They

present quite insoluble problems. One of the richest cities in)the world,

New York, is on the bring of bankruptcy, and no doubt cother cities

are near to the same condition.
I attribute this strange pathological development to the action of the

law of the -disappearing middle in technology, because this new

wonderful technology has four very specific characteristics.

First of all, both in terms of equipment and in terms of organization,

things become too big. Hence, lets say that small is beautiful.

Secondly, things have become extraordinarily complex. I can-assure

you, after two decades of work in this area, that any third-rate engineer
apparatus even more complicated. It is not .

difficult. But, to regain a simplicity of approach takes alenius.
ThirdlY, things have becoine quite inordinately capital costly. As I

Said before--you have to be rich before you can start.

I want 'you to think of these three Things (the fourth comes -in a-- .

minute) as prixciple.s of exclusion. Wheii thinks' are Very big, 'very

complex, and very costly, more .ancLmore people are excluded.

They can notacarry it anymore.Turthermore, those who have been left

behind (in a sense) are excluded from it.
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The multi-national annpaniit-- of course, applaud this kit of
technological development makes technology so big, so con: lex,
and sncostly, because it .meatis that only they can carry it.

When in the United Kingdom;we were led, or misled, into jurning
the European Economic Community, the main argument was that
because in Imodern technology =dings ;are so big and so costi.i,, no
country, patticularly a. small comn-ly likelaritain with nn1y-55
inhabitants, can carry it alone. Sin we- must join the French, the
Germans, .and the Italians in onirr to laenble to carry it. 'That istthe
argument..

But, if .Britain alone, if Germany alone, iis not rich enough to carry
this modern technology, what is_the chance of most of the countries
represented in this room? No chance. -This .is a technologibil develop-
ment that reinforces the rule of those already rich. I happen :to be
working for the poor and I say that they have no chance unless that
technological middle is restored.

The fourth factor in this technological development is of a different
kind but it is closely related to the other three: we have allowed our
modern technology to :become too-violent. The unpleasant thing about
a violent technology iiS that it always creates more problems.. As we all
know, we have now more scientists in the world than in all previous
generations taken together. Whemme ask what ate they all doing, the
answer is that they are all solving problems. So then you get a bit
anxious; aren't we manning out caproblemsFThey say, oh, no, we have
now more problern&.:than ever before. So we-need still more scientists.
Thewsome of us become a little bit thoughtful and say, maybe they are
creating more problems than they:are solving. I am quite sure the reason
is that violent technology creates endless problems.

Let me give just one example. The modern world is prepared to
engage in the highest conceivable level of violence to solve its so-called
energy problem by producing plutonium on a:large scale. This substance
is so noxicms that. the good Lord above has never produced it. He
thought uranium-was bad enough, so then Hem: topped. Burnie prodirad
plutonium.

The half life of plutonium, when its radioactivity hasdeclined to
half of what it is now, is 24,400 years. &fine it becomes, completely
harmless, 3 million years must.elapse. When I say this,,eanne stickler
always gets . up and says, it's . only 3 million years_ Imemember a
geologist giving a lecture who .said that .all life on eatill,..swinglov the

'functioningof this or that law, wRLIbe.-finished after 7Thartillinultars.
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At the ...end...of his leotrre a litnir man, at the back got up -214 -;;*;
"Did you really say in million T,..,evars it's .ail,finished? Nol Impust

And the lecturer said, in 70- nillionzears." And the mansa dawn-.
and said, .-thank God: But, we:: ldraw-.Mat- even 24,000, years; frorm,
trumanixiint of view, ,S.-a long time..7.7.in is what I mean by sect,i-
nologicalwiolence.

We arei.eold: do not orryounsciertniala are so clever they-wit (tripe
with it somehow.

Let. me take anothm7 m:yr. prepared to base. nur1tmod
productiorL::on the use: of pOisolawm, agricultural ,substancescder
substances.4nsecticides, Iterbicides:,:lif;l4P.% killers, killers. Cidesmetans
killing" Scr,:.now we have a fantastic :?..tcciingical problem. Theres no
,need forme to describe:itwe amair7w.ell aware of :it,

The -f-tnt, that there are alt=rafives,, which unfortunately :sever

benefit:fimm:systematicdevelopment,...escapes us. It is left to thetierseeers
to show -that the alternatives are prefettly adequate..

In all, your countries, and I'm looking:at:my friends from ..therard
World, the..great message.is, in order- to get more agricultural ourrput,
you must have:more fertilizers, nuart.hetbiddes,:moreinsectiCidesAkan
tell you that they can create...anynurnberniproblems for you art:di-you

will not have the:scientists-either.ta:deatviiiit.them or to contain:them.
We don't ihave enough.. So we ought tw.beinterestect. in non-violent
technologrand take ourcue front:the pecrple-whaare practicing itnow.

TOr-my.:Sins, I amillle Presiderrt-,of the. Soil...Association :in Blirain.

It has-..been concerned-with ..the.,develonment of nortithemical

tore for .:the last 27 years. i-et:w1L...got INothing- but abuse fromAociety.
I myself-have often been cmillejk;a:crankj am rcatinsulted by _this; for .

what is a crank? It is a small:iiniatrumeananotv.e:syrsophisticated,.capital
cheap, nom-violent, but it cammrevolutions.:Tbutis almostesmctly the

way .one wouldidefine intermediate teChnolog,
'The interesting thing thatz.:. not, I -think, wii1Jy knaismithat it is

now:the richest. countries lac,tho Eel that -.we nmarttake f000te:leaw..:initia-

-7.-tiveand work ouraltennaiiiwesiat these-:fourtltioms.
'More and more antas-Witifararitteeping diepapni msoluble

prohlni because thereastilroirlfaii,because the big;scale.,..f.bighly.com,

ple, highly capitaItenissetrzologris Eneaningibilcorilir:,near: the
biggest.-AoWns. Sca-insteadotif -.1radirw a more evenlyiiiistribiztettla+
dam -.Where ai"'e, we ig= tit= 'into
Megalopolis orn-mlie :one Thazza.zalzteh 'mast -cost,. am/ With.- swim vast

corge.stion;.:anik-m.greavetnpRIRIELihezother haze.

IDS
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Statistics show.lrnat 92% of the entire population of Americaves
in megalttpolitarteas which between. them cover only:.2% Of Title
total lan&area..M.ius if you turn that -round, you'll find-that 98% of
the area:of this anarvelous country is inhabited by only 8% oE the
population. This illustrates .both the vast emptiness and the congestion
of the megalopolitan areas living side by side. A very expensive VMS' of
living. A .way of -hiring which. kills even the richest society.

Now, as I have .said, they have become interested in mall' scale
technology andahe first reaction is ,that would be totally unreconolnk.
All one can say in reply is, how do you ittnow that? Hait:-: you ever
tried it? And you quickly discover- that the answer is no; :these:binds
of statements are always made bytpeorile who have never tried it_

The problem is, that it has bee= drummed into our heads in: order
to be efficient you have to be big: I claim -we have disproved it.-and
shown that the opposite is the case, -wherever we have tried it. Let me
give an example_

One particular- kind of development that we undertook was Etat
applied in Nigeria,. and I will:give-won just a very shortened versiattsof
what happened.

I ,Wai asked. to go to Zambia to advise. the President on ttmal
development. In my travels I found that' the Zambian poliey of
developing egg produation to fight malnutrition was faMing. because
the egg producers had-no packaging materials to send -their eggs to
market. Thesupplies did not arrive. So I said, "Why dornoryou make.
egg trays in Zambia?" I am a light hearted sort,of person; rain not know
how to make- them and they do not know how to makt *them because
all the egg trays in the world, with 8.ew-exceptians, arentrade by one
multi-national company. We contacted these people and-s4iii, "There
is this problem in Zambia.- And they- said, "There is -na
you find thinoney we shall build a factory. in.T.Lusaka." I saAti, "no,, no,
I don't wanta factory in Lusaka; I want a factory in the rOtioxLateas..."
And they said, "Well, you know, we do:not think tha.1V11116t.wsible:

-iirany'case-,:bow-manydo-they want?"
Well, of--: these egg trays (which hold eggsuniebi they

about a malion a year. Silence; forgrtt.. The stailir tnneiinermakes.
amil lion :a:month.

So we .said, "Why not design --zmaller -machin". "Oh yes", thuy.
said, "youLdo -not understand anythingour this Einninessthatiwill
be. totally-uneconomic." We could not-persuade them, ,so we said,
"Okay, well doit ourselves."
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We did it with university students, Who produced a prototype. We
then got a manufacturer to make it for us. This machine was first

installed in Nigeria rather than in Zambia, because Nigeria was
quicker off the mark. Two machines are now operating in Nigeria and
now Nigeria does not import a single egg tray from the multi-national
company. Whybecause ot:some government ruling? No, 'beranse they

are not competitive. They are too expensive. Local production from
local materials for local use, beats theminfinitely cheaper.

Since this happened there have been demands for this tequipment
from all over the worldpoor countries, rich:countries, andirvbetween
countries. Suddenly, a whole new group of people have sa."'We are
real, we can make egg trays for all the eggs which weir: producing
here." All because somebody gave his mind to the development of: the

basic technology to enable thim to do so.
could tell you many such examples, but what they alba:tine down

to is that people are slowly waking up to the fact thar Chis middle,
exemplified by small-scale simple and direct equipment, catrbe the:start.

As you go on working on the subject, you will find that this applies,

not only to hardware, but also to what you might call software. Mat
instance, we have one of our specialized working groupie, (a which
there are 26 altogether) looking at rural health. I was 'fasrinated this
morning at how Dr:. Dickson, from a different starting, pdint, came to
exactly the same conclusion that this group has come to.

He says, "A wrongiidea of excellence," whith really when youlastow

' how to translate it,. is the same idea as dial whieh stimuratted the

development o1 intermediate technology. Namely, that in fiord: field, _of

health if you go for the rich man's idea. of excellence, the WI trill-
nology idea Of excellence, then you will 'have a hospital.. No. prnbikm.

You only have to whistle and somebody viilli:build_iLlWayftiet,tjatt_can

even build it yourself.
But it will servc 1% of the population, andLtheeffect of ..thaipital

will b.-Fibdi-kb-wage everythirtgelse:-The-other-99%-of-thelrovatilation---
will be worse off then ever before.

I might, perhaps, remind our_ friends from poor countries, 'that I
survived my 'youth. Aitilyrn not aloneDr. Dickson also sua,'-Vived it.

We survived it without penitillin,,,,without any 'other maseffern drugs,

without a national health service, all on the strength of our medicd
auxiliaries. These auxiliaries were very modest15: asained maedl
personnel, who dealt with 95% of all our ailments,pedierily effectiv4y.
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For the remaining 5%, we needed full grown doctors and sometimes
hospitals.

And who was that great array of medical auxiliaries?
Mama, mother.
But now, in the advanced countries, these medical auxiliaries have

disappeared. One runs to the doctor, even for the slightest thing, and
yet the doctor can not do any doctoring anymore. He becomes an admin-
istrator writing out prescriptions for pills. The cost of the health service
is crushing, and it just does not work.

Yet when you say all this today, as our rural health development
group is saying, some people still think"here is some racist, facist,
imperialist monster who wants to begrudge us the blessings of the best
in hospital care."

But it is not like that. Let me remind you of mother; she looked after
95% of our ailments.

We are now, in the developed countries, in a very difficult situation,
although most of our masters and governments do not seem to know it or
rather they will not admitit. They simply pretend that nothing is wrong
and that in six months time, or twelve months time, maybe in eighteen
months time; and we cam on as we have done over most of the past
30 years.

Well, I am not a prophet. bt is quite possible that one can continue
with our economic growth fora year or two, but it certainly cannot go
on for another 20 years.

The time for reorientation is now and this is why we are seeing
the appearance of these intermediate technology groups, in the rich
countries. It becomes clearer and clearer what our major task is because
there is not much time left. Crises always provoke or clarify vision
and purpose. We mu st. be in a little bit of a hurry, both the poor
countries and the rich countries-

We must -create a world-wide communications network where any
particular piece of know-how becomes available to the people who need
CAT-th elfiniitiefit-Try, 6-do-air ha ve it

to be created.
I find, as I travel around the world, that everybody is reinventing

the wheel, if you know what I mean. That is a very time consuming
,

process. I -come to many countries, talk to an audience and I am asked,
"What can one do about this particular problem?" Sometimes I am
able to say, "Why do you ask me? I sit 5,000 miles away in London.
Why don't you ask Mr. So and So, who is 20 miles from here, who has
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already solved this problem?" That is why we need a communications
network, so that the peopk with the problems can quickWget in tOuch
with the people who already have the answers. So that they do not
waste time and effort resolving the problem, reinventing the wheel, so
to speak. If we take this problem of development seriously, from a
human point of view, so that the poor, and the helpless, can look after
themselves, we must create knowledge centers in every country.

Let me give you another example, from a country which is repre-
sented here, but which shall remain nameless. It has a lot of sugar
estates all over the country. They are small. But there is only one huge
sugar refinery and all the cane has to be dragged over considerable
distances to reach it. With transport costs being so high, the whole
operation is uneconomic. So this country is desperately searching for
small-scale, efficient sugar refining equipment, but it can not find it. It
has been around to all the other sugar producing countries, but the
equipment offered to them is about 10 times as large as they need.

I happened to be visiting this particular country and that is how I
heard the story. When I heard it, I said, "I can tell you where you can
get it."

Our cuTrent system of communications will tell you where you get the
big stuff, the rich man's stuff, but not where you get the poor man's
stuff. So each country needs to set up a unit which makes it its business
to know these things, and is also part of an international network.

Task Number I for this unit is to make itself knowledgeable about
relevant activities going on in its own country so advice is not sought
from London when, perhaps, the solution of the problem is right there
on your own doorstep. Secondly, the unit, which needs only to be very
small, must make itself knowledgeable about similar organizations in
other countries, both aid-giving or aid-receiving, so that it becomes
part of the international network. So that when the solution cannot be
found at home, then help can be sought from the unit in London, or
the unit in Sri Lanka, or Ghana. Maybe one of them will have the

answer.
The third task of the unit is again perfectly straightforward. The

existence of this knowledge center must be made known, by one means
or another, inside each country, so that when people say, "how can I
find the small scale sugar refining equipment" they know that the unit
is there, so they turn to it for help.

Finally, I should like to say a few words about what I call the "ABC

combination."
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There are three main forces in society. A is the administrators, the
people who are in the big governmental or other public machines. These
administrators are often very able and certainly very powerful people.
They know how to pull the strings, when they have to be pulled. So,
you had better have them on your side.

B is business. Now I know that many young people think that busi-
nessmen are crooks. Well, some are, and so are some administrators,
but business has a particular know-how which we need, which the
administrator has not got; namely, how to stay alive economically, which
is also quite an important consideration. So, we need him, too.

And C is the communicatorsthe people of the wordslike journalists
and other media people, the research people, and academics, because
after all the whole idea has to be continually developed intellectually.

The trouble is that very often A, B, and C do not meet and conse-
quently they tend to have a very poor opinion of one another. The
businessman thinks that the administrator is a lazy lay-about and that
the academic has his heads in the -clouds. Likewise, administrators
and communicators think that the businessman is a crook, and so on.
But when you bring them together, they have a wonderful time. They
recognize that they are all good people and that the three together can
do things that each one of them cannot possibly do alone. Wherever
such a combination has been achieved, then a lot of obstacles have
been overcome.

I want to close by saying that I was delighted that at this very
important conference you were prepared to give virtually the whole
of this day to this problem of technology. You have obviously learned
the great thing that we can and must still learn from Dr. Marx, whose
great contribution to thinking was in sayingthough of course I para-
phrase him"Intellectual superstructure is not the most important
moving force in society. The most important moving force is how people
make their living." And, of course, the most important element of
making one's living is production. And, the most important force in

_production-is- technology.-And -so-- the-most-political-factor-in-society
is the kind of technology you are employing. If you employ exclusively
the technology which only the rich can really carry, you have made
yourself subservient to the rich. If you develop a technology which is
available to the ordinary people, then you can be truly democratic.
Then you can have a just society. So to those who think that there is a
simple political solution, I say: the political solution is the development
of an intermediate technology.
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Closing Address by Murray Thomson, Executive Secretary, Canadian
University Service Overseas

"NEW Rotis AND CHALLENGES FORLDEVELOPMENT'SERVICES"

I wish that my subject was rolre modest in appearance, as befits my
station. And I would wish dm: the challenges cikwhich 1 am to speak
were less 'complicated, less threatening, and lm global in.,sanpe. But
they are not. So I am ,compelled, against my better judtmeattrroa speak
atleast in part this afternoon in global terms,.:about the two:million
villages to which Mr. Ariyaratne referred in his speech earlierthas week.
If I 'seem lacking in humility, please forgive me. If-nry suggestions for
the future seem preposterouSly far out, you may dismiss them as just
another midsummer day's dream, on a warm aiimnoon in Vienna.

Fortunately, the talks and discussions during thris-e five days have
offered me a base uporrwhichsuch proposals can be made. On Monday,
Dr. Jan Pronk warned: "Fast action is needed . . . ;to build ,a world
structure which contains . . equal opportunities foreneryone ......`volun-

teers,' he said,`are the pioneers of the new order.....'..:"Also, on Monday a
participant said: "Development action must Ineet rate real needs of
people, promoting self-reliance, and fitting irt:Tatici-li tn waster scheme of
brotherhood." On Tuesday, I heard this: "The spirit Of-taziluntarism is
part of our African heritage. It heeds to be mitinaed.".:Amil.. this: "Why
does the European Economic Community keep talkinwribout narrowing
the gap, when they don't:give a damn about the Prire7 cif s uga r produced
by poor countries?" OnWednesday: "Isn't it .diSturliing:that we now
have to look elsewhere for the virtues we used to have irx such abun-
dance? . . . The volunteer spirit:was part ofour Asian:way of life, and
we want to recapture it." Also on 'Wednesday: "Volunteer service is still
only scratching at the surface of the world's problems, and we should
admit it." "Unless we change," the speaker went ion, "history will judge
us as a movement that failed." On Thursday. I heard this:. "We don't
yet have a fhilosolprzy to enable urtoTs-etprioritiett:Wedon'th-avea
system of values." And this:. "There is too--muck atompetition between
international volunteer organizations," even H, as .another said, "Volun-
tarism itself is a benevolent force."

What many of yon have been saying all week, then, is quite consistent
with the statements of development thinkers elsewhere, not the least
being the previous two speakers. There:is a :growing consensus on the
shape of the dilemma facing mankincL 'What iis surprising, however, is
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that the consensus seems to apply equally to the solutions required.
Members of the Club of Rome, religious leaders such as Dom Helder
Camara, Canon Biswass and Paulo Freire, international figures such as
the Myrdals, Sridath Ramphal, Barbara Ward and Julius Nyerere,
appatently agree on what is required today.

Listen to just a few of them:

Robert Heilbroner: "The human prospect is not an apocalypse of
Doomsday toward which we are headed, although the risk of enormous
catastrophe exists. The prospect is better viewed as ajorrnidab7e array
of challenges . . I believe the long-term solution requires nothing less
than the gradual abandonment of the lethal techniques, the uncongenial

.ways of life, and the dangerous mentality of industrial civilization
itself. . . . Resource-consuming and heat-generating processes must be
regarded as necessary evils. This implies a sweeping reorganization of
the mode of production . . . . that would seem to imply .the end of the
giant factory, the huge office, perhaps of the urban complex."

Barbara Ward, in her new book, "The Home of Man," calls for a new
international morality, a readier acceptance of our awful planetary
predicament. "The priority of-priorities is to overcome human poverty
by investing in the productivity of the people themselves. They ask for ,

bread, so we give them a recoil-less rifle." "The old philosophers and the
new scientists . . . . are beginning to speak the same language, plead for
the same modesty and concern . . . and ask for respect for living things,
especially the smallest, and cooperation, not exploitation, as the pattern
of existence."

Lester Brown: "Circumstances require that nations give up outdated
notions of independence and sovereignty, replacing conflict and compe-
tition with cooperation against the shared perils of the human race. The
need for a new ethic is no longer in doubt."

Douglas Roche, in "Justice not Charity": "A new global ethic is the
moral expression of concern for the well-being of our neighbors on the
planet. But it is also a political imperative . . . The new global ethic
is this: that there would be enough food, shelter and elothing for every
human b.ing on earth, along with the opportunities to live in self-
fulfillment."

Such statements are only relevant if they can be applied, not in the
21st Century, but in the immediate future. I therefore suggest four
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challenges which are relevant to the statements quOted and to some
of your statements of the past week.

The first challenge is for us to collaborate in helping to build a new
global ethic. Your comments at this conference have indicated that such
an ethic would be universal, essentially non-violent, which prefers
cooperative to competitive ways. Such an ethic would support a new
life style (for the industrialized countries) , an old life style (for the
developing countries), one which would be non-exploitative, careful of
resources and of people, especially the dispossessed. It would go beyond

-divisions of.ideology Wand embrace_a common_human
The second challenge to us is to take up together one of the develop-

ment problems of recent conferencesclean water, for example, or the
production and more equitable distribution of food. With such a
purpose, we would seek mutual support between the domestic and the
foreign volunteer agencies. Such a purpose would give an immediate
content to such collaboration.

The third challenge is for us to get on with a better understanding
and application of intermediate technology, in our own neighbors as
well as farther afield, to help build the communications network of
which Dr. Schumacher spoke.

The fourth challenge is to greatly expand our development education
efforts in all countries. For some this may mean focussing on narrower
definitions of development, such as technical assistance. For others,
it would involve relating development to bigger issues, such as disarm-
ment, as the UN has tried to do, or to human rights, as was attempted
at the Rome Food Conference.

Why, you may ask, should volunteer organizations concern themselves
with such challenges? Is not it enough that we get on with selecting and
training better volunteers? Are not such challenges the responsibility
of governments, and such international organizations as the UN?

They are. But I would remind you that we are now in the 7th year
of the Second Development Decade. A great many positive actions have
been taken by the countries of the world since 1960. Yet it is generally
accepted that neither the First, nor the Second Development Decade
have come close to meeting their targets. The Second Development
Decade, moreover, was also solemnly proclaimed by the UN in 1970 as
a Disarmament Decade. Yet, armies do still exisi, and so do increasing
amounts of_plutonium, and laser beams, and nuclear submarines. But
apart from the destruction of some biological weapons, according to
the Stockholm Peace Research Institute: "no multilateral disarmament
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as taken place in over 30 years . . . not a single weapon has been
destroyed as a result of an international agreement?' The Institute also
predicts that no nuclear disarmament is possible until at least thelate
1980's.

What one is forced to conclude, therefore, is that the Ship of
International Development is afloat on the high seas, that it is rudder-
less, and that no one is on the bridge. National governments and their
development agencies are not there: neither is the UN, nor the big
international foundations. Certainly the trans-national corporations
are not there. Nor are the socialist countries such as China or the Soviet_ .

Union, though they have made significant contributions to their own
national development. As each day, week, month and year slip by, the
problems of food, resources, population and the arms race grow more
difficult to resolve. Again you may ask, if governments, the UN and
large development agencies can not take charge, what can relatively
powerless volunteer organizations do?

We have, my friends, two attributes, in greater abundance than the
larger agencies, and which just might make the difference. We have the
potential to mobilize, freely, hundreds of thousands of people in each
of our countries. And many of our organizations have the poWer of
*dissent, to withhold support for policies which we believe to be anti-
developmental, anti-humane. It is difficult for national governments and
the UN to exercise this power. Yet in the process of weighing policy
alternative% it is fundamental. What we need is a belief in our ability
to work together on the big challenges as well as the small ones, a
modicum of courage, and some hope for the future.

Is there hope?
I find it in a recent study entitled "Future Trends in Voluntary

Action" by David Horton Smith. He lists some. 30 major trends likely
to affect voluntary action in the next 10 years or more. I will cite just
four of them.

First: "Increasing importance of voluntary organizations as devices
for social navigation and problem-solving . . . . Drawing more on the
ideals, commitment and will of the people than on accumulated wealth
and coercion of. the past and present, voluntary organizations will
become recognized more and more as mankind's greatest collective
resource for meeting and dealing effectively with the problems of an
ever-changing future."

Second: "Increasing challenge by voluntary organizations to one-
dimensional, narrow technocratic views of national goals, such as mainte-
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nance and growth of econom. ic levels, or of government power and
control. More emphasis by voluntary organizations on the quality of
human life and the need for a broader vision of human welfare and the
common good."

Third: "Increasing interdependence and collaboration among the
more effective voluntary groups and programmes. An increasing world-
wide awareness of the crucial role of voluntary organizations in "inter-
mediate organizations," mediating between massive government and the
isolated individual." _ ..

Fourth: "Stronger t:es among related voluntary organizations in
different countries . . . . Voluntary groups will take a stronger role in
dealing with international development and gaps between haves and
have-nots. Sbme of this will occur through connections the UN.
But even more will happen outside the UN sphere unless major
changes are made in the nature of UN relationships to international
voluntary organizations."

What new roles, then, are suggested by such challenges?
I believe we should be generators of new ideas for goverr, aent and

larger agencies. For example, of alternative policies to those which were
developed by the Women's Tribune at the IWY Conference in Mexico
City last year. If there is to be a Third Develolinient- Decade, it will
be underway in little more than three years. It is time for us to be
involvedto suggest objectives and programmes, and to indicate our
part in such a world-wide effort.

We should also continue to play the role begun by several non-
government development organizations at UNCTAD IV and at earlier
conferencesthat of monitor. This role, of observing the formulation
of development policies, and of reporting back quickly to voluntary
organizations at home, proved valuable, not only at Nairobi, but also
at the 7th Special Session of the UN and the Rome Food Conference.
It should be strengthened and extended.

A third role, consistent with our theme, is that of mobilizer. For this,
of course, we need to know why we are helping to mobilize people, and
for what. Having an ongoing part to play in the Third Development
Decade would provide such direction and increase motivation.

I have already suggested the fourth role in my earlier remarksthat
of Critic. No enterprise, skill or profession ever perfected itself without
constant criticism, evaluation and new effort. Tennis players, piano
players, obstetricians, high school teachers, cancer research scientists
improve their skills and competence only by study, feedback from
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others and practice. It is the role of critic that is so needed in the
field Of international development today. If the voluntary organizations
do not play this role, who will?

I have indicated that we have already begun the response to these
challenges of the mid-70's. A large number of programs and initiatives
have been suggested by persons and groups at this conference. I have
selected six of them as typical initiatives proposed by this meeting.

There should be greater efforts to produce a higher quality of volun-
teer, both domestic and foreign. Emphasis on training, both general in

terms-of knowledge; commitment;-and-perspectivei-and-specific-in-terms
of skills, has been stressed. The idea and practice of building up Third
Country Training Centers around the world would be one application.
More attention to the support of returned volunteers was a concern of
some.

There should be greater collaboration between domestic and foreign
volunteer agencies. Various kinds of partnerships are clearly desired,
with the domestic agencies, not the foreign ones receiving the priority.

There should be reciprocal volunteer schemes in which "foreign
students" remain in the host country fur 6 months, or longer in service
roles.

A Development Fund or Bank should be established, which can
serve as a funding source, credit facility and resource center for develop-
ment services.

More serious attention should be given to maintaining the momentum
from International Women's Yeartowards more equal involvement
of women ipflevelopment programmes.

The process of this Conference should be continued. Ideas have
included: a non-bureaucratic international voluntary agency; a farming
out of ongoing functions to existing organizations, including ihat of
clearinghouse, of sharing recruitment and placements, and of support-
ing joint projects. What we will do will depend upon the initiatives
each of us decide to take. The ACTION Agency, for example, took a
constructive initiative by bringing together an international steering
committee.

What we decide to do will also depend upon how we perceive the
challenges of the times, some of which I have mentioned, how me
preceive them, and how we respond. And so there is no conclusion to
my remarks. I would simply end with the words of our friend from
The Gambia:

"Friends," he said, "I say it is action time!"
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CONFERENCE SCHEDULE

SUNDAY / DOMINGO / DIMANCHE, 1976-06-27 Arrival of Conference Participants and Registration

MONDAY / LUNES / LUNDI, 1976-06-28

8 : 00 a. m. Registration
9 : 00 a. m. Opening Plenary Seheion

12 :30 p. m. LUNCH

2 :00 p. m. Plenary Session . Panel Discussion: Area for
Resource Mobilization_

3 : 15 p. m. Plenary Session Introduction of Country Case
Study Presentations
African Case Study and
Discussion

6 :00 p. m. Reception by the Mayor of Vienna at City Hall

TUESDAY / MARTES / MARDI, 1978-05-29

=,--9 :00 a.m.
9 :30 a.m.

Plenary Session
Panel Discussion Groups Domestic Development

Services

12 :30 p. m. LUNCH

2 : 00 p. m. Panel Discussion Groups International Voluntarism

4 : 00 p. m. Plenary Session Panel Discussion:
Short-Term Volunteer Service

WEDNESDAY / MIERCOLES / MEPCREDI, 1978-06-30

9 : 00 a. m.

11 : 00 a. m.

THURSDAY / JUEVES /JEUDI, 1976-07-01

Plenary Session Asian Case Study and Dismission

Plenary session NO181.4114118111can.CaselitedVand
Discusett/p

1 : 00 p. m. LUNCH

2 : 30 p. m. Plenary Session Latin AmericasaCase Study and
Discussion

4:00 p.m. Small Group Workshops

9 : 00 a. m. Plenary Session

9 : 20 a. m. Small Group Workshops
12 : 00 Noon LUNCH

1 : 30 p. m, Small Group Workshops

FRIDAY / VIERNES / VENDREDI, 1978-07-02

9 : 00 a. m. Small Group Workshops
11 : 00 a. m, Plenary Session

12 :00 Noon LUNCH

1 : 30 p. m. Closing Plenary Session

5 : 30 p. m. Conference Adjournment
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PROGRAMA DE LA CONFERENCIA PROGRAMME DE LA CONFERENCE

Llegada de los participantes a la conferencla
e InscrIpcien

Inscripcien
,SesiOn plenaria de apertura
ALMUERZO
SesiOn plenaria DiscusiOn on grupo: Area pare la

movilizacion de recursos

--SesiOn-pIenaria -.Intredribcion de las preien-
taciones de casos por pals
Estudio y discusiOn de un caso de
Africa

RecepciOn del Alcalde y Gobernador de Viena

SesiOn plerraria
GrupOs de discusion Serviclos nacionales

de deearrollo
ALMUERZO
Grupos de discusIon Voluntariado internacional
Sean plenarla Grupos de discusiOn: Servicio

voluntario a corto plazo

Estudio y dIscuslen de un caso de Asia

Seslen plenaria Estudio y discuslen,de un caso
norteamericano

ALMUERZO
SesiOn plenaria Estudlo y discusiOn de un caso

de Americi Latina

Pequerios grupos de trabajo

SesiOn plenaria
Pegueflos grupos de trabajo
ALMUERZO
Pequeños grupos de trabajo

Pequeflos grupos de trabajo
Seslen plenaria
ALMUERZO ,

Seel& plenaria de -;:ausura
Clausura de la conterencla

arrivée des participants a la Conference
et Inscription

Inscription

DEJEUNER
Seance pleniere Table ronde: Charlie d'appll-

cr.ltion pour la mobilisation des
ressources

Seance pleniére Introduction é la presentation
des cas d'étude nationaux
Cas d'étude africain et discuss.Lo

Reception otferte 'par le Maire de la Ville de Vienne

Seance pléniere
Tables rondos Services nationaux de développe-

ment
DEJEUNER
Table rondo Le volontarlat International
Séance pléniere Table ronde: Le service volon-

taire A court terme

Séance pleniere

Séance plénIere

DEJEUNER

Séance pléniere

Groupes de travail

Séance pleniare
Groupes de travail
DEJEUNER
Groupes de travail

Cas &etude asiatIgue et
discussion

Ces d'etude de l'Amerigue du
Nord et discussion

Ces d'étude de l'Anierique latIne
et discussion

Groupes de travail
Séance plonlare
DEJEUNER

Séance plonlare de cloture
Suspension de la Conference
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PROGRAM

SUNDAY / DOMINGO / DIMANCHE, 1978-08-27 Arrival of Conference Participants and Registration
at the Palais Auersperg

MONDAY / LUNE§ / LUNDI, 1978-08-28
8 :00 a.m.

9 :00 a.m.

Registration Of Participants, Palais Auersperg

Opening Plenary Session
Conference Co-Chalrpersons:
Ernest M. Dadzie, Coordinator,
Ghana National Youth Council
Eugenia de Dumit,
Agenda Coordinadora del Voluntarlado (ACOVOL),
Colombia
Denis Cepade, Adjoint du DeléguO (WSW,
Association Francalse des Voiontaires du Progras
Host Country Welcome
Ernst-Eugen Veseisky, Secretary of State for the
Chancellery
Keynote Address
Jan P. Pronk, Minister for Development Cooperation,
The Netherlands
"World In Crisis The Need for Involvement"

Introduction of Conference Theme
W. P. Napitupulu, Secretary
Badan Urusan Tenaga Kerja Sukarela Indonesia
(BUTSI)
"Mobilizing Human Resources for Development
TTohdeaSy.cope and Limitations of Volunteer Service

12 : 30 p. m. LUNCH

2 : 00 p. m. Plenary Session
Panel Discussion: Areas for Mobilization in the Next
Decade
Nadia Alit Chairman

3 15 p. m. Introduction of Country Case Study Presentations

4:30 p.m.

8 :00 P.m-
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Four Case Study Presentations, representing Africa,
Asia, Latin America, North America. Each will pre-
sent their respective national experiences with spe-
cial reference to national or International volunteer .
or obligatory service for development. Following each ,

Case Study, a "response panel" composed of regio-
nal representatives will expand the discussion to in-
ciude a regional perspective.

African Case Study
Presentation by J. P. Rebel Ossono,
Président, Jeunesse Rurale du Cameroun

Response Panel: Pierre N'Doye, Chairman

Reception, City Hall Rathauskeller

Host: Leopold Gratz, Governor and Mayor of Vienna



PROGRAMA PROGRAMME

Llegada de los participantes a la conferencia
e inscripciOn en el Pa lais Auersperg

Iiii6f 1061611 Eta ICA I IWM.60811108, Palais Auersperg

Sesiem plenaria de aperture
Co-Presidentes de la conferencia:
Ernest M. Dadzle, Coordinator,
Ghana National Youth Council
Eugenia de Dumit, Presidenta,

_Agenda Coordinadora del Voluntariado (ACOVOL),
Colombia
Denis Ceptede, AdjoInt de Délégue General,
Association Frangaise des Volontaires du Progrès
Blenvenida del pals anfitriOn
Ernst-Eugen Veselsky, Secretario de Estado
de la Cancillerfa

' Discurso esbozando la idea fundamental
Jan P. Pronk, Ministro de Cooperaciem pare el
Gesarrollo, Holanda
..EI Mundo en crisis La necesidad de
comprometerse.
IntroducciOn del tema de la conferencia
W. P. Napitupulu, Secretario
Baden Urusan Tenaga Kerja Sukarela Indonesia
(BUTSI)
.La movilizaciOn de los recursos humanos pare el
desarrollo Alcance y limitaciones del servicio
voluntario hoy en dia.

ALMUERZO

SesiOn plenaria
Grupos de discusidn: Areas a ser movilizadas en la
prOxima decade
Nadia Atif, Jefe de grupo

IntroducciOn de las presentaciones de casos por
pais.
PresentaciOn de cuatro casos de estudio tomados
de Africa, Asia, Latinoarnerica y Norteamerica. Cada
uno de ellos presentard las respectivas experiencias
de sus paises con referenda especifica al servicio
pant el desarrollo, ya sea a escala nacional como
internacional, en forma voluntaria u obligatoria. A
continuaciOn de cada uno de los C8509 de estudlo,
un .grupo de respuesta., compuesto por los repre-
sentantes regionales, extenderit la discusiOn pare
darle una perspective regional.

Caso de estudio africano
Presentado Por J. P. Flab° Ossono,
Président, Jeunesse Rurale du Cameroun

Grupo de respuesta: Pierre N'Doye, Jefe de grupo

RecepciOn por parte del Ayuntarniento Rathaus-
Keller
Anfltrieln: Leopold Gratz. Gobernador y Alcalde
de Viena

Arrive() des participants a la Conference et
inscription au Palais Auersperg

Inscription des participants, Palais Auersperg

Séance pleniere d'ouverture
Co-Presidents de la Conference:
Ernest M. Dadzie, Coordinator,
Ghana National Youth Council
Eugenia de Dumlt, Presidenta,
Agenda. Coordinadora del Noluntariado.,(ACOVOL),--
Colombia
Denis Cepede, Adjoint de Delegué General,
Association Franealse des Volontaires du Progres
Accuell au nom du pays-hette:
Ernst-Eugen Veselsky, Secretary of State for the
Chancellery
Discou rs -general:
Jan P. Pronk, Minister for Development Cooperation,
The Netherlands
- Le monde en crise le besoin d'engagement

Presentation du theme de la Conference:
W. P. Napitupulu, Secretary
Baden Urusan Tenaga Kerja Sukarela Indonesia
(BUTS!)

La inobilisation des ressources humaines pour le
développement la portée et les limites du service
volontaire de nos jours

DEJEUNER

Seance plenleke
Table ronde: Domaines de mobilisation dans, les dix
années a venir
Nadia Atif, President

Introduction des presentations des cas d'étude
nationaux
Quake cas d'etude respectivement de l'Afrique, de
l'Asie, de l'Amerique latine et de l'Amerique du Nord.
Cheque presentation fere 'Mat des experiences faites
au nNeau national en indiquant s'agit d'un ser-
vice volontaire ou obligatoire, national ou inter-
national pour le developpernent. Cheque expose sera
suivi d'une table ronde dite de reaction a laquelle
participeront des représentants regionauX pour
approfondir les aspects regionaux.

Cas d'etude de l'Afrique
présente par J. P. Rebel Ossono,
Président, Jeunesse Rurale du Cameroun

Table rondos de reaction: Pierre N'Doye, Prealdent

Reception, Hettel de Ville Rathauskeller

Offerte par Leopold Gratz, chef du gouvernement
provincial et make de Vienne
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TUESDAY / MARTES / MARDI, 1976-06-29

9 :00 a.m.

9 :30 a.m.

Plenary Session

Panel Discussions: Domestic Development Services

A) Training and Employment Schemes
French :Spanish, Room I
Peter Kuenstler, Chairman

B) University and Student Service Schemes
Spanish : English, Room II
Harry Hogan, Chairman

C) Social and Tethnical Development Service
Schemes
English : French, Room III
',afro T.lMbwilo, Merman

12 30 p. m. LUNCH

2 : 00 p. m. Panel Discussions: International Voluntarism

"A critical examination of the past and potential
future roles for International Volunteer Services In
the mobilization for development."

English : French, Room I
Ross Mountain, Chaaman

French :Spanish, Roam II
David Stone, Chairman

Spanish : English, Room III
Joop J. Liethoff, Chairman I

4 00 P. m. Plenary Session

Panel Discussion: Short-Term Volunteer Service
Luc Heymans, Chairman



Sealer: plonarla

Discusiones en grupo: Serviclos nacionales de
dosarrollo
A) Esquemas de entrenamlento y empleo

Frances : Espanol, Sala I
Peter Kuenstler, Jefe de grupo

0) Esquemas de serviclos univeraltarlos
y estudiantiles
Esktfloi : Ingles, Sala II
Harry Hogan, Jobe de grupo

C) Esquemas de servicio para el desarrollo social
y técnico
Incites ; Frances, Sala III
l'airo T. Mbwilo, Jobe de grupo

ALMUERZO

Discus tones en grupo: Voluntarlado internacional

olln examen caw del pasado y del futuro papal
potencial de los servicios voluntarios internacionales
en la movilizacien hacla ol desarrollo.

Ingles : Frances, Sala I
Ross Mountain , Jefe de grupo

Frances ; Espanol, Sala II
David Stone, Jefe de grupo

Espanol : Ingles, Sala III
Joop J. Lletholl , Joie de grupo

SesiOn plenaria

DiscusiOn en grupo: Servicio voluntario a corto plazo
Luc Heymans, Jefe de grupo
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Seance pleniere

Tables rondos: Services nationaux de développement

A) Schemes de formation ot d'emploi;
francals espagnol; salle I
Peter Kuenstler, Prealdent

B) Schemes des services unlversitaires et des
etudiants;
espagnol anglais; sails II
Harry Hogan, President

C) Schemes des services de développoment social
et technique;
anglais francals; sane III
l'alro T. Mbwilo, President

DEJEUNER

Tables rondes: volontariat International

. Etude critique du role actual et futur des Services
volontaires internationaux dans la mobilisation en
favour du développoment.

anglais francals: salle I
Ross Mountain, President

français espagnol: salle II
David Stone, President

espagnol angials: salle III
Joop J. Liethon , Président

Séance pléniere

Table ronde: service volontaire a court terme
Luc Heymans, Président .
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WEDNESDAY/ MIERCOLES/ MERCREDI, 1976-06-30

9 :00 a.m.

9:50 p.m.

11 : 00 a.m.

THURSDAY / JUEVES / JEUDI, 1976-07-01

Asian Case Study
Presentation: A. T. Arlyaratne, President Lanka Jathika
Sarvodaya Shramadana Sangamaya (JSSS)

Response Panel: Dr. Puey Ungphakorn, Chairman

North American Case Study
Presentation: Michael P. Balzano, Jr.,
Director ACTION

1 : 00 p. m. LUNCH

2 : 30 p. m. Latin American Case Study
Presentation: Olga de Pizano, Directora Nacional de
la Coordinación Colombiana del Trabajo Voluntario
(CCTV)

3 : 20 p. m. Response Panel: Mario Espinoza Vergara Chairman

4:00 p. m.

9 :00 a.m.

9 :20 a.m.

Small Group Workshops: Participants to divide into
fifteen (15) groups of 10 to 15 persons. Group dis-
cussions will provide an opportunity for all confer-
ence participants to present views on

a) The role of volunteers in developmental efforts

b) The impact on the individual volunteer of partici-
pating in development efforts

Plenary Sesison

Small Group Workehops reconvene.

12 : 00 Noon LUNCH

1 : 30 p. m. Small Group Workshops reconvene to discuss:
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a) Methods and concepts for cooperation between
Domestic and International Services

b) Forms of Cooperation



Caso de estudlo askitico
Presentaclén: A. T. Arlyaratne,
President Lanka Jathlks Sarvodaya Shramadana
Sangamaya (JSSS)

Grupo de respuesta: Dr. Puey Ungphakorn, Jefe de
grupo

Caso de estudio norteamericano
Presentación: Michael P. Balzano, Jr.,
Director ACTION

ALMUERZO

Caso de estudlo latinoamerIcano
Presentación: Olga de Pizano,
Directors Nacional de la Coon,' scien Colombians
del Trabajo Voluntarlo (CCTV)

Grupo de respuesta: Manuel Carballo Quintana,
,Jefe de grupo

Sesidn plenarla

Pequeflos grupos de trabajo

Quince (15) grupos de 10-15 personas, han de
discutir sobre:

a) El papal de los trabajadores voluntarlos en los
esfuerzossie desarrollo

.b) El Impacto qua sutra cede voluntario que par-
ticles en los esfuerzos de desarrollo

ALMUERZO

Pequeños grupos de trabajo se retinen pars discutir
sob re:

a) Métodos y conceptos pars una cooperacidn entre
los servIclos nacionales e internacionales

b) Formas de cooperacien
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Cos d'étude de l'Asie
presente par A. T. Arlyaratne, Président,
Lanka Jathika Sarvodaya Shramadana Sangamaya
(JSSS)

Table rondo de reaction:Dr. Puey Ungpakorn,
Président

Cas d'étude de l'Amérique du Nord
présenté par Michael P. Balzano, Jr.,
Director ACTION .

DEJEUNER

Cas d'étude de l'Amérlque Latina
présente par Olga de Plzano, Directors Nacional de
la Coordinacien Colombians del Trabajo Voluntarlo
(CCTV)

Table rondo de reaction: Manuel Carballo Quintana,
Président

Seance pléniere

Groupes de travail

Quinze (15) groupes de 10 & 15 personnes reviles
discuteront:

a) du rale de volontalres dans les efforts de
développement

b) des effete sur le volontalre IndMduel qul participe
h des efforts de développement

DEJEUNER

Les groupes de travail poursulvent lours reunions
pour dIscuter:

a) des mélhodes et Ideas de cooperation entre les
services natIonaux et InternatIonaux

b) des formes de cooperation
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FRIDAY / VIERNES / VENDREDI, 1976-07-02

9 : 00 a, m. Small Group Workshops reconvene to:

11 : 00 a, m,

a) discuss future plans and proposals for regional
or sub-reglonal follow-up to the conference

b) prepare written reports of discussions and re-
commendations to be presented

Plenary Session
Address: Alec Dickson, Director
Community Service Volunteers
"The Human Side of Appropriate Technology"

12 :00 Noon LUNCH

1 : 30 p. m. Closing Plenary Session
Address: E. F. Schumacher
Intermediate Technology"

. 2 : 30 p. rn. Summing-up of Conference:
John L. Ganley, Steering Committee Chairman
Deputy Director of ACTION

3 :00 p. m. Closing Address: Murray Thomson, Executive
Secretary
Canadian University Service Overseas (CUSO)
"New Rolm end Challenges for Development
Services"

4 : 45 p. m.

5 : 30 p. m.

15.1

Final Remarks:
Conference Co-chairpersons

ACjournment of International Conference
on Volunteer Service



Pequenos grupos de trabajo se reOnen pare discullr
sobre:

a) Futuros planes y proposlciones pare proseguir lo
acordado en le conferencla a escala regional o
sub-regional

b) Informes y recortiendaciones de los grupos de
trabajo que han de ser presentados

Sesión plenerie
Discurso: Alec Dickson, Director
Community Service Volunteers
. EI lado humano de la tecnologia aproplada.

ALMUERZO

Sesién plenerla de clausura
DIscurso: E. F. Schumacher
, Tecnologla intermedle.

Resumen de la conferencia:
John L. Ganley, Jefe del Comité DirectrIz
Sub-Director de ACTION

, DIscurso de clausura: Murray Thomson, Secretario
Ejecutivo
Canadian University Service Overseas (CUSO)
- El nuevo papel y los nuevos deseflos de los servi-
clos pare el desarrollo

Comentarlos finales:
Co-PresIdentes de la conferencia

Clausura de la Conferencia Internacional sobre el
Serviclo Voluntarlo
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Les groupes de travail se réunissent a nouveau pour

a) discuter des plans et propositions futurs pour
mettre en oeuvre, au niveau regional ou local, les
conclusions de la Conference

b) preparer des rapports et recommendations du
groupe Presenter

Séance plenlére
Discours: Alec Dickson, Director,
Community Service Volunteers

L'espect humain d'une technologle appropriée

DEJEUNER

Séance plemlére de clOture
Discours: E. F. Schumacher
- Technologic, intermédlaire

Conclusions de la Conference:
John L. Genley, President du ComIté Directeur,
Deputy Director of ACTION

Discours de cloture:
Murray Thomson, Executive Secretary
Canadian University Service Overseas (CUSO)

De nouveaux rOles et une nouvelie gageure pour
les services de developpernent

Propos finaux
Co-Presidents de la Conference

Suspension de la Conference Internationale sur
Service Volontalre
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THE PANELS

LOS GRUPOS

LES TABLES ROBES
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PANEL ON RESOURCE GRUPO SOBRE LA MOVIUZACION TABLE RONDE SUR LA MOBILI-
MOBILIZATION DE RECURSOS SATION DES RESSOURCES

Monday, June 28 Lunes, 28 de Junio Lundl, 28 Ann

Afternoon Session Sasiem vespertine Apres-midl

PANEL MEMBERS MIEMBROS DEL GRUPO MEMBRES DE LA TABLE RONDE

Nadia Atlf Joseph Wresinski
Professor Equines Sciences et Service

UnIvelsity of Alexandria Pierrolaye, France
Antbropolctri Department

Bpi , !Alexandria

John G. F.',ommer Rao Chelikani
Fellow Bharat Sevak Samaj

wko,.4, as Development Council New Delhi, India
WoshIngton, O. C., U. S. A.

RESPONSE PANEL TO AFRICAN GRUPO DE RESPUESTA A LA TABLE RONDE DE REACTION
*FlES PRESENTACION REALIZADA A LA PRESENTATION AFRICAINE

POR AFRICA

Mende y, June 28 Lunes, 28 de Junio Lundl, 28 Juin

Afternoon Session Sesidn vespertine Aprbs-midl

PANEL MEMBERS MIEMBROS DEL GRUPO MEMBRES DE LA TABLE RONDE

Pierre N'Ooye*
Délégation Générale a la Promotion Humaine Eleanor R. Mdladla

Dakar, Senegal President
National Council of Women

Bouake Ben Bamba Mbabane, Swaziland
Director

Youth Program Committee Habib Mop
Comité National pour l'Alimentation Directeur

Abidjan, Ivory Coast Centre d'Animation
Bamako, Mall

Ben Ali Mansouri
Director Judith Mbula

Division du Service Civil Department of Sociology
Ministate d'Etat Chargé de la Cooperation University of Nairobi

et de la Formation des Cadres Nairobi, Kenya
Rabat, Morocco

* Panel Chairman / Jefe del grupo / Président de la table ronde
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PANEL ON
DOMESTIC SERVICES

Training end Employment
Schemes

Tuesday, June 29

Morning Session

PANEL MEMBERS

GRUPO SOBRE
SERVICIOS NACIONALES

Esquemas de entrenamiento y
empleo

Mertes, 29 de Junio

Sesien metutina

MIEMBROS DEL GRUPO

Peter Kuenstier
Interagency Youth Liaison Officer

United Nations Division of Social Affairs
Geneva, Switzerland

Vladimir Alvarez Sanhueza
Servicio Voluntado

Santiago, Chile

Eteme Oloa
Directeur de la Jeunesse et des Sports

Yaounde,, Cameroun

TABLE RONDE
SUR LES SERVICES NATIONAUX

Schemes de formation
et d'emplol

Mardi, 29 Juin

Matln

MEMBRES DE LA TABLE RONDE

Charles Koutouan
Association Ivorienne de Chantiers de Volontaires

(UAIVC)
Abidjan, Ivory Coast

Salah TouMi
Jeunesse Socialiste Destourlenne

Section de Volontariat
Tunis, Tunisia

Roger H. Wilson
Manager Special Programs Section

Canadian International Development Agency (CIDA)
Ottawa, Canada

PANEL GRUPO SOBRE
ON DOMESTIC SERVICES SERVICIOS NACIONALES

University and Student Service Esquemas de servicios
Schemes universitarlos y estudiantiles

Tuesday, June 29 Mertes, 29 de Junio

Morning Session Sesien matullne

PANEL MEMBERS MIEMBROS DEL GRUPO

Harry J. Hogan
Assistant Director for Policy and Planning ACTION

Washington, D. C., U. S. A.

Eduardo Lopez Betancourt
Servicio Social integral

Universidad Nacional Autonoma de Mexico
Mexico City, Mexico

Diana Fussell
Representative

Study Service Newsletter
Consultant to Nepalese National Development

Service
Kathmandu. Nepal

' Panel Chat, man / Jefe,del grupo / Président de la table ronde
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TABLE RONDE
SUR LES SERVICES NATIONAUX

Schemes des services
univeraltaires et des etudiants

Mardi, 29 juin

Matin

MEMBRES DE LA TABLE RONDE

Futa Helu
Atenisi Institute

Nuku 'Alofa
Kingdom of Tonga

Edwin Khabela
Lecturer

National University of Lesotho
Maseru, Lesotho

P. P. Timllsina
Director

National Development Service
Tribhuvan University
Kathmandu, Nepal



PANEL
ON DOMESTIC SERVICES

Social and TedmIcal Development
Service Schemes

Tuesday, June 29

Morning Session

PANEL MEMBERS

Taira T. Mbwilo
Overseas Recruitment Section

Dar es Salaam, Tanzania

GRUPO SABRE
SERVICIOS NACIONALES

Esquemas de servIcio pare el
desarrollo social y técnico

Mertes, 29 de Junio

Hasten matutine
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TABLE RONDE
SUR LES SERVICES NATIONAUX

Schemers du service de devalopp- '
ment social et technique

Mardi, 29 juin

M3tin

MIEMBROS DEL GRUPO MEMBRES DE LA TABLE RONDE

Virginia Murdoch de Payra
Acting President

Movimento de la Juventud Agraria (AJA)
Montevideo, Uruguay

Abdel Nadi Gohari
Deputy Secretary General

Supreme Council of Youth and Sports
Cairo, Egypt

Petaul Mataata
National Council of Women

Apia, Western Samoa

--Oinar Say
Director

Department of Youth
Ministry of Youth and Social Welfare

Banjul, The Gambia

George Th. NIcodotis
President

Organization tor the Prevention ot Crime
Athens, Greece

Ronald E. Gerevas
Associate Director

Domestic and Anti-Poverty Operations ACTION
Washington, D. C., U.S.A.

Panel Chairman / Jobe del grupo / President de la table ronde
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PANEL
ON INTERNATIONAL SERVICES

Tuesday, June 29

Afternoon Seas Ion

PANEL MEMBERS

GRUPO SCORE
SERVICIOs INTERNACIONALES

Mertes, 29 de Junto

Seelen yespedlna

TABLE RONDE SUR LES
SERVICES INTERNATIONAUX

Mardi, 29 juIn

Apria-rnIdI

MIEMBROS DEL GRUPO MEMURES DE LA TAOLE RONDE

Ross Mountain'
CESI/United Nations Development Program

Geneva, Switzerland

Thomas Fox
Executive Director

Volunteers in Technical Assistance (VITA)
Maryland, U. S. A.

John Gordon
Coordinator

United Nations Volunteers Programme
Geneva, Switzerland

PANEL
ON INTERNATIONAL SERVICES

Tuesday, June 29

Afternoon Session

Casimir Pltroipa
Maitre Bénévole de

L'Entraide Culturelle Voltalaue
Upper Volta, Ouagadougou

Teresita S. Palaclos
Women's Project Officer UNICEF

Manila, Philippines

GRUPO SOBRE
SERVICIOS INTERNACIONALES

Mades, 29 de JunIo

Seslem vespertIna

PANEL MEMBERS MIEMBROS DEL GRUPO

David Stone
Volunteers Service Abroad

Wellington, New Zealand

Moffat Sibandi
Botswana National Brigades Coordinating Committee

Gaborone, Botswana

Sir William Douglas
Barbados Association for the Blind and Deaf

St. Michael, Barbados

TABLE RONDE SUR LES
SERVICES INTERNATIONAUX

Mardi, 29 juin

Apres-mIdI

MEMBRES DE LA TABLE RONDE

John Dellenback
Associate Director for international Operations

ACTION
Washington, D. C U. S. A.

Panel Chairman / Jefe del grupo / President de la table ronde
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Mark A. Chavarria
CUSO

Belmopan, Belize, C. A.



PANEL
ON INTERNATIONAL SERVICES

Tuesdet hsno29

. Afternoon Saki:in

PANEL MEMBERS

GRUPO SOORE
SERVICIOS INTERNACIONALES

Mertes, 29 do Junto

Seilan vespertine

Joop J. Liethoff'
Stichting Nederlandse Vrijwilligers

Dee Haag, The Netherlands

S. B. Jones
Ministry of Economic Planning

Manpower Division .

Accra, Ghana -

MIEMBROS DEL GRUPO

- Anthony Lake
Director

International Voluntary Services (IVS)
Washington, D. C. U. S. A.

RESPONSE PANEL
TO SHORT-TERM VOLUNTEER

SERVICE

Tuesday, June 29 ,

Afternoon Session

PANEL MEMBERS

Luc 1-leymans
Secretaire General

INTERCODEV
Bruxelles, Belgique
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TABLE RONDE SUR (LES
SERVICES INTERNATIONAUX

Mardi, 29 juin

Aprite-mIdl

MEMBRES DE LA TABLE RONDE

Allen A. B. Martin
Director

Australian Volunteers Abroad
Overseas Service Bureau

Melbourne, Australia

Julia Ena Ortiz de Fuentes
Confederaeión Nacional de InstItuciones Femeninas

(CONIF)
La Paz, Bolivia

GRUPO DE RESPUESTA
AL SERVICIO VOLUNTARIO

A CORTO PLAZO

Mertes, 29 de Junks

SeNon vespertine

Mohamed El Dissouki
Ministry of Education

Sane's, Yemen

TABLE RONDE DE REACTION
AU SERVICE

VOLONTAIRE A COURT TERME

Mardi, 29 juin

Apres-mldi

MIEMBROS DEL GRUPO MEMBRES DE LA TABLE RONDE

Sulayman Cole
Gambia Voluntary Workcarnps Association

Banjul, The Gambia

Bogdan Stefanski
Director for Foreign Aid Programme

African Institute
University of Warsaw, Poland

G. K. FrImpong
National Chairman

Voluntary Workcamps Association of Ghana
Accra, Ghana

C. M. A. Munanairi
Director

Kenya Voluntary Development Association
Nairobi, Kenya

Thierry Lemaresguier
UNESCO Youth Division

Paris, France

Panel Chairman / Jefe del grupo / President de la table ronde
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RESPONSE PANEL
TO ASIAN PRESENTATION

GRUPO DE RESPUESTA
A LA PRESENTACION REALIZADA

POR ASIA

Wednesday, June 30 Wreak's, 30 de Junio

Morning Session Seal On anduline

PANEL MEMBERS

Puey Ungphakorn '
Ructor

Thammasat University
Bangkok, Thailand

MIEMBROS DEL GRUPO

Mohammed Bin Wahlduddin
Director of Youth

Ministry of Culture, Youth and Sports
Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia

Mamoon-Al-Rasheed
Executive Director

Bangladesh Volunteer Service CorPs
Dacca, Bangladesh

Panel Chairman /Jefe del grupo / Président de la table rondo
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TABLE RONDE
DE REACTION A LA PRESEN-

TATION DE L'ASIE

Mercredi, 30 Juin

Maiin

MEMBRES DE LA TABLE RONDE

Dr. A. Rahim Chawdhry
Chairman

National Farm Guide Movement of Pakistan
Lahore, Pakistan

Janet Berilla-Soler
Director

Community Service Program
University of Nueva Caceres

Naga, Philippines

G. A. Henry
Minister of Finance

Associate Minister for Foreign Affairs
Rarotonga, Cook Islands



RESPONSE PANEL
TO LATIN AMERICAN

PRESENTATION

W.dnoodat June 30

Mormon Session

PANEL MEMBERS

GRUPO DE RESPUESTA
A LA PRESENTACION REALIZADA

POR LA11NOAMERICA

MIRcoles, 30 chi Junto

91tI6n vespirtlisa

Mario Espinoza Vergara
San Jose, Costa Rica

Elsa de Teram
Assesor

SEGESVOL
Quito, Ecuador

Marco Adele, Guzman
Director

Voluntarios en AcciOn
La Paz, Bolivia
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TABLE RONDE DE REACTION
A LA PRESENTATION

DE L'AMERIOUE LATINE

Moiersdl, 30 juIn

AprbirmIdl

MIEMBROS DEL GRUPO MEMBRES DE LA TABLE RONDE

Panel Chairman / Jete del grupo Président de la table rondo

Generoso S. Nicholas B.
Director

Comunidades Educatives del Ministerio
de Educacibn

Panama City, Panama

Isabel Lopez de Zelaya
Colonia Maradiaga

Comayaguela, D. C., Honduras
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International
Conference
Co-organizers

Coorganizadores
Internacionales
de la Conferencla

Co-organisateurs
internationaux
de la conference

ACTION
Washington, D.C., USA

Agenda Coordinadora
del Voluntarido
(ACOVOL)

Bogota, Colombia

Association Franca Ise
des Volontaires du
Progres

Paris, France

Australian Volunteers
Abroad

Melbourne, Australia

Badan URUSAN Tenaga
Kerja Sukarela
Indonesia (BUTSI)

Jakarta, Indonesia
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Part VI

Evaluation

VIENNA CONFERENCE EVALUATION

At the end of the Conference, an evaluation questionnaire was dis-

tributed. There were 152 responses; 136 were filled out immediately; the

remainder were forwarded by mail. The number of responses represents

almost 70% of the participants. The evaluation instrument was not

signed precluding an analysis of the responses by region. The Con-

ference received a positive evaluation. On a scale of I to 10, the partici-

pant reaction was 6.6. Comments on the whole and on segments of the

Conference support the pOsitive rating.

The general format was consistantly praised. Participants noted as

valuable the wide geographic distribution of people (from almost 90
countries) and the mix of government, non-government, export, and

domestic programs. They stated that the mixture offered an opportunity

for dialogue between various types of programs as well as between

developed and developing 'countries. Although the majority stated that

the Conference was well organized, there were some who believed it to

be too structured, while others felt it was not structured enough.
Similarly, the majority liked the Conference site while others suggested

that it was inappropriate and too expensive.
Participants singled ,out three specific factors which they he1,1 to be

most satisfying:
1. The opportunity to exchange ideas and experiences wit 'ler

directors of volunteer programs.
2. The opportunity to renew old contacts and establish new ones.

3. The opportunity for exploraticni of new relationships between
export and domestic vograms and between developed and devel-

oping nations.
A. single theme running through the evaluation was the value placed

on participation. The small workshops and informal exchanges were
consistently rated higher than the plenary sessions.

192
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Case Studies

Given the concern with participation, it was predictable that the
snian workshops and informal exchanges were generally considered to
be of the most value. Several people acknowledged that the case studies
were interesting, informative, and offered a concise overview of world
activities. However, the majority described them as tedious, too general,
too ideological, and frequently not representative of other programs in
the same region. Similarly, there was a strong feeling that the Response
Panels did not respond to the issues but rather resulted in a series of
mini-case studies. The Asian presentation was cited by many as
excellent.

Several suggestions were made that the presentations would have
been improved had there been adherence to gu, 'ines. It was also
recommended that the case studies should have beei educed to writing
which would have allowed for more time for small workshops.

Workshops

The workshops were almost unanimously cited as the highlight of
the Ccnference and the only formal opportunity for face-to-face
exchange of ideas. They were described as excellent, a time for real
dialogue, and superior to the other sessions. Although highly rated,
some people suggested that they should have been more organized and
controlled. Several people recommended that workshops should be
divided by topics.

Panel Discussions

The panel discussions were generally rated as very good; they pro-
vided an opportunity for more participation than the plenary sessions
but less than the workshops. However, some people felt that they were
too structured and that the panel members used this as an opportunity
to present mini-case studies.

Social Exchange

Participants constantly cited informal exchange as one of the best
aspects of the Conference. Although most people felt that the opportu-
nity for informal social exchange was excellent and was up to individual
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initiative, a substantial number responded that more structured oppor-

tunities should have been planned. Two recommendations were fre-

quently made. First, the opportunity for exchange would hi-Ne been

enhanced had everyone been in the same hotel. Second, the early dis-

tribution of a participants list with some biographical information

would have facilitated more exchange.

Follow-Up

The preponderance of respondees suggested the development of
various-mechanisms lo ensure increased communication among develop-

ment programs. Thos -ommended frequent regional conferences and

occasional internat...)uP ,onferences. It is also recommended that in
addition to conferet 1:,.* on the general theme of volunteer service, it
would be valuable to convene them by subject area, e.g. service-learning,

workcamps, etc.
In addition, respondees favored the formation of an international

clearinghouse, data bank and a journal.
Several recommendations were made to increase support of domestic

development services programs and to increase cooperation between

export and domestic programs.
Other recommendations were:
1. No new international organizations.
2. Convene small select groups to assess Conference and plan for

future conferences.
3. Inform governments of recommendations emanating from the

Conference and seek their unpuort.
4. Develop mechanism to domestic development service pro-

grams te utiliw foreign recruitment systems for identification of
volunteers with scarce skills.


